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The Sanskrit fables and tales, which have their origin in the Vedic
literature, contain no such rigid distinction. These are specially intended to
teach practical wisdom and lessons of polity. The fables and tales always
attract the human mind, which have a didactive motive and a sententious
note. It is interesting to note that, in the fables, all sorts of human behaviour
are transferred to the animal kingdom. Thereby, the stories become allegories,
which provide moral instruction through amusement. The  Pacatantra, the
Hitopadea, the Vetlapacaviati, the Sihsanadvtriik, the
ukasaptati, etc., deserve particular mention among the Sanskrit fables. The
fables have an extensive circulation, both in the country of its origin and
throughout the nations as various versions of translations and adaptations
are composed all over the world. This is due to the vast popularity of the
fables that these texts have gained currency in different parts of the world.
Equally, the fables have enriched the diverse art forms of the various nations
of the world.

Sanskrit fables and tales have their origin in the Vedic literature as the gveda,
the first specimen of world literature, itself contains copious materials with the
characteristics of the fables. There is no such rigid distinction between the fables and
the tales. Yet, Ramaranjan Mukherji, the noted Indologist, in his essay, entitled, ‘Sanskrit
and Sanskritic Fables’, incorporated in the Cultural Heritage of India, observes, ‘While
the fable becomes enriched by the folktale or spicy stories of human adventure, the tale
becomes complex by assimilating the features of beast stories and also their didactive
motive.’1

The Sanskrit Fables in World Literature
and Art Forms

Prof. Manjula Devi
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Embracing into its body, the elements of the fable and of the tale, the Pacatantra
deserves a prominent place in the Sanskrit fable literature. The Pacatantra, written in
prose with an admixture of illustrative aphoristic verses, is specially intended to teach
practical wisdom to princes. It is held that the Pacatantra was penned by one
Viuarman, to whom the sons of King Amaraakti of Mahilropya, a city in the South
India, were entrusted, on his promising, to beget them the lessons of polity within six
months.2

The term pacatantra itself suggests that it is divided into five books (tantra),
each of which deals with an aspect of practical wisdom. The books are entitled
Mitrabheda (which handles separation of friends), Mitrasaprpti (which deals with
the acquisition of friends), Kkolkya (which illustrates the theme of war and peace
describing the enmity between crows and owls), Labdhapraa (which has its central
theme, the loss of what was gained) and Apariktakraka (the theme of which is hasty
or ill-considered actions). The five books also contain the valuable verses through which
the fundamentals of moral, religious, philosophical and political ideas along with the
general codes of conduct are unravelled. The Pacatantra possesses a universal appeal
owing to the lucidity with which the noblest thoughts have been expressed.

It is interesting to note that the beasts and birds, i.e. the animals, and the human
beings are brought together in a most natural way to play their distinctive roles in the
stories of the Pacatantra. Here, all sorts of human behaviour are transferred to the
animal kingdom. Thereby, the stories become allegories, which provide moral instruction
through amusement. The tales and stories always attract the human mind, and thus, the
Pacatantra, the Hitopadea of Nryaapaita, and such fables become widely
acclaimed books of stories. These stories have always a didactive motive and a
sententious note. This didactive motive of the fables bring into a peculiar pattern of the
fable literature, the pattern of enclosing stories within a main story. The characters
usually try to support their motto by allusions to other fables, and this causes the insertion
of a tale within a tale. Thus, the Pacatantra contains seventy-eight subtales within its
framework.

The earliest collection of fables, known to us, is Guhya’s Bhatkath, composed
in Paiacprkta, a very low form of Prkta, spoken by the degraded class. Dain
calls it the  bhtabh.3 Scholars hold that the original Bhatkath was written in
prose, which is now lost. The two Kashmirian versions of the Bhatkath are available

8
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in Sanskrit, one is Somadeva’s Kathsaritsgara and the other is Bhatkathmajar
of Kemendra.

Diverse works were composed in Sanskrit mostly inspired by the Bhatkath and
the Pacatantra, of which the Vetlapacaviati, the Sihsanadvtriik, the
ukasaptati, the Kathrava, the Puruapark and the Bhojaprabandha deserve
particular mention, besides the Hitopadea, which is avowedly based on the Pacatantra.

The original text of the Pacatantra was lost at times, and later on, the
Tantrkhyyik is recognised as a true version of the primary text of the Pacatantra,
with insertion of more tales into it, and thus, it is an enlarged edition of the original
Pacatantra.

The Pacatantra, along with the  Tantrkhyyik had an unequalled success in
that, it was translated in various languages all over the world. In the whole field of
world literature, observes V. Raghavan, the distinguished Indologist, ‘There has been
no work more remarkable than the Sanskrit Pacatantra of which two hundred versions
arose in more than fifty languages, three-fourths of which are non-Indian.’4

The Pacatantra has an extensive circulation, both in the country of its origin
and throughout the world. It was first translated into Pahlavi, also known as Pehlevi,
the language of Persia, or Iran, in the Middle East. The Pahlavi was the official language
of the Sassanian or Sassanid empire of Persia, the Neo-Persian Empire, known to the
historians, from 3rd century B.C. to 10th century A.D. It was the Persian royal physician
(rjavaidya) Burzoe, also known as Burzoy, who translated the work into Pahlavi in
570 CE. It is said that he travelled to India in search of a book of wisdom, a book
greatly sought by the then king of Persia, viz. King Khosru Anushrvan, also called
Khusroy I, who ruled from 531 CE to 579 CE in Persia. The title of the translated work
is Karirak ud Damanak, which is derived from the name of the two jackals that figure
in the first book of the Pacatantra, viz. Karaaka and Damanaka. The book by Burzoe
is also lost now, which became the basis of the Syriac translation under the title Kalilag
wa Damnag. The translation was done by the famous Syrian priest and writer Bud in
570 CE. Syria is now officially known as Syrian Arab Republic in Western Asia. After
two hundred years, around 750 CE, Abd-allah-ibn-al-Muquaffa translated the Syriac
version into Arabic, with the title Kalilah wa Dimnah. In this version, half its contents
are based on the older works like the Syriac translation and some are Muquaffa’s own
additions. This Arabic version led to the composition of various versions, including a
second Syriac version in 10th century A.D., and an 11th century version in Greek by

9
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Symeon, entitled Stephanites kai Ichnelates, from which translations were made into
Latin and various Slavic languages. The Slav countries in central and Eastern Europe
are, viz. Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia, Bulgaria and others.
In 12th century A.D., the Hebrew version of Rabbi Joël came out, which became the
source of the most European versions of the Pacatantra. The Hebrew was the spoken
language of ancient Palestine in Western Asia, and now it is the official language of the
state of Israel in the Middle East.

In 13th century A.D., Johannes De Capua, who was an Italian Jewish convert to
Christianity, also known as John of Capua, rendered the Hebrew version into Latin,
under the title Directorium humane vitae, which was printed about 1480 C.E. From
Capua’s work, was made the famous German version by Anton von Pforr, under the
title Das Buch der Beispiele der alten Weisen, or Book of Apologues of the Ancient
Sages, first printed in 1481 CE. A Persian version was also made in 1130 CE, which
was recast later under the title, Anvr-i-Suhail, or Lights of Canopus.

Thus, different subsequent translations and adaptations of the Pacatantra are
available in various languages of Europe and Asia. The tales of  Pacatantra are also
available in English literature under the title, Fables of Bidpai, which is an English
translation of the later Syriac version, done by J.G.N. Keith - Falconer, published from
Cambridge in 1885. This work is also known as Fables of Pilpay. A.A. Macdonell
holds that Bidpai or Pilpay is derived from Bidbah, the character of the Brhmaa
philosopher in the translation work, which is equivalent to Sanskrit term vidypati, i.e.
‘master of sciences’, ‘chief scholar’.5 The Moral Philosophie of Doni is another English
version of the Pacatantra, and these works are mainly found as the derivative works,
developed later on.

The similarities of stories, found in the Pacatantra, with those in the Aesop’s
Fables attest to the fact that the stories travelled widely and orally in the ancient world.
The Aesop’s Fables, or the Aesopica, a collection of fables, is credited to Aesop, a
slave, and a storyteller, believed to have lived in ancient Greece (620 - 564 BCE). The
stories, associated with his name, have descended to modern times through a number of
sources, and the new stories are still being added to Aesop’s corpus. Thus, Aesop’s
glory as the fabulist has become worldwide. With regard to the place of origin of these
fables, scholars are widely divided in their opinion. But the resemblance between the
fables of the Pacatantra and those of Aesop is striking, and thereby the scholars establish
that the tales are indebted to their Indian origin, or it can be explained due to common
world heritage.6

10
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The Pacatantra stories travelled to Indonesia through old Javanese written
literature, and possibly through old versions. It has been translated into Turkish (spoken
in Turkey, Cyprus, etc.), Danish (spoken in Denmark, Greenland, etc.), Georgian (the
official language of Georgia, a country at the intersection of Europe and Asia), Icelandic
(a North Germanic language, spoken in Iceland, a country in Europe), and in several
other languages in the East.

Many English translations of the Pacatantra are available in different parts of
the world. Amongst them, Johannes Hertel, a German Indologist, did an extensive work
on the translation and critical edition of the Pacatantra, which is a research-based
work, published in Harvard Oriental Series (Vols. XI, XII, XIII & XIV), Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, USA.

Other scholars like Theoder Benfey, a German scholar of Sanskrit and Comparative
Liguistics, Franklin Edgerton, an American liguistic scholar, Arthur W. Ryder, Salisbury
Professor of Comparative Philology at Yale University, New Haven, Patrick Olivelle,
Professor of Sanskrit and Indian religions at the University of Texas, Austin, Texas, and
the like, also have contributed in a major way to the study of Pacatantra, through their
English translations and critical editions.

Likewise, the Hitopadea fables also gained wide currency in many languages of
the East and the West. Charles Wilkins, an English Orientalist, translated the Hitopadea
into English in 1787, who was also the first translator of the 
 

          
Pacatantra and the Hitopadea. It is also translated into the Newari language, which
is now known as the Nepla-bh.

The Vetlapacaviatik or the Vetlapacaviati is a series of twenty-five
stories, very old in its origin. One of its old recensions is found in the twelfth book of
the Kathsaritsgara, by Somadeva, which was compiled in the 11th century A.D. But
its old text is entirely lost, and it has come down to us in different recensions, made in
later ages. The two other recensions, in Sanskrit, are those by ivadsa and Jambhaladatta.
There is also another recension of the Vetlapacaviati by Vekaabhaa.

It contains twenty-four stories with the framestory itself, making up the twenty-
fifth. The tales of the fable revolve around the mighty legendary king of ancient India,
Vikramditya of Ujjain, and the Vampire, Vetla, a predatory undead spirit. The Vetlas
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are the ghosts or spirits, who are believed to make their abode in the corpses and charnel
grounds. It is also believed that the corpse no longer decays while it is inhabited by a
Vetla. King Vikrama promised a Yogin that he would capture a Vetla, and in return,
the Yogin promised to grant Vikrama special powers for the prosperity of his kingdom.
This is where the plot of twenty-four substories begin. Each time, Vikrama tries to
capture a Vetla, it narrates a story that ends with a riddle, which Vikrama has to answer.
The Vetla, though mischievous in character, eventually proves to be a good spirit, who
warns Vikrama about the neiferous motive of the Yogin, who is trying to plot his death,
and thus, helping Vikrama vanquish his real enemy. Afterwards, the Vetla is released
with the promise that he would come to Vikrama’s aid, whenever, he is in need.

The stories of the Vetlapacaviati are well-known as Baitl Pachs, and its
English version is Vikram and the Vampire, by Sir Richard Francis Burton, which is
however, not a translation, but a very free adaptation. During the reign of Muhammad
Shah III (1720-1747), the stories of the Vetlapacaviati were rendered into Braja-
bh, in India, and it was retranslated into Hindi in 1805. The Hindi translation of the
Braja-bh recension differs little from ivadsa’s version, and many translations
were made into European languages, based on the Hindi version, known as Baitl
Pachs, i.e. the Twenty-five Tales of a Spirit. John Platts made an English version of
the fable, which was published from London in 1871. W.B. Barker rendered the English
translation of the Hindi text of the fable, and H. Oesterly made a Jerman translation of
the work.

The twenty-five stories of Vetla have been, very often, translated into popular
Indian languages, and is found also in a strongly changed form in the Mongolian Ssiddhi-
kür, written in Kalmyk language. The Kalmyks are a Mongolian subgroup in Russia
and Kyrgyzstan. Here, in the word ssiddhi-kür, the word kür is Mongolian, and the term
siddhi is Sanskrit siddhi, which means, ‘the dead, endowed with supernatural powers’.7

The Ssiddhi-kür, however, has only thirteen stories, which have little correspondances
with the Indian stories, excepting the framestory.

The Tibetan version of the Vetlapacaviati also is available. The spread of
Indian literature in the Tibet, Mongolia and Siberia coincided with the dissemination of
Buddhism in these regions. The process started in Tibet in 7th century A.D., and
continued for a long time, making a great impact on its cultural life. Buddhism and its
literature in Tibetan translations reached the regions, now known as Inner and Outer
Mongolia, through Tibetan missionaries during the second half of the 12th century

12
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A.D. It may be mentioned that a large number of Indian Sanskrit texts, both Buddhist
and non-Buddhist were preserved in Tibet, which formed a precious collection. Rahul
Sankrityayan, one of the most widely travelled scholars of India, a writer and a polyglot,
found abundant texts preserved in original Sanskrit in the Shalu (Tibetan Zhwa lu)
monastery in Tibet, during his visit there in 1930-31. While returning, he brought a
number of them to the K.P. Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna.8

The fable is also translated into Newari, which was the language of the royal
court of Nepal till 1768 C.E. The Malla kings of Nepal, an independent Hindu kingdom
in the Himlayas, were patrons of learning, and they encouraged and patronized the
production of literature in Maithili, Bengali, Sanskrit, etc., and thus, many Sanskrit
texts were translated into Newari.

Its numerous adaptations for the screen in the form of TV serials are also available,
and thus, it is adapted for various art forms also, such as performing art, painting,
drawing, sculpture, filmmaking, crafts and architecture.

The Sihsadvtriik or the Sihsanadvtriatikath, i.e. the ‘Thirty-two
Throne Stories’, also called the Vikramacarita, i.e. ‘Life and Deeds of Vikrama’, is a
popular fable as its text is available in different recensions. Apparently, the South Indian
recension stands closest to the original text.

The throne of Vikramditya was a gift from Indra, and when king livhana
vanquished him and killed him in battle, the throne was buried in the earth. King Bhoja
of Dhr in Malwa region in Central India (modern Dhr) once, by chance, unearthed
it, and as he was ascending the throne, images of maidens, sculptured on the throne,
became animated, and related the tales in praise of Vikramditya to Bhoja, and regained
their liberty.

The stories are indeed very fantastical, and by far, are not so lively as those of the
Vetlapacaviati. The stories are meant to describe the nobility of the king
Vikramditya.  Since in all the recensions, the framestory makes reference to King
Bhoja and Dhr, the work could not be of an age, earlier than 11th century A.D., which
is observed by Winternitz.9 Probably, it was written in honour of Bhoja, during the
period of his reign. In about 1574 C.E., this work was translated into Persian under an
order of Akbar, the Great. This translated work has been rendered into French by Baron
D. Lescallier, which was published in 1817 from New York. The fable has been translated
into many Indian languages, and in Siamese language also, spoken by the Central Thai
people and vast majority of Thai Chinese. The title of the work in Siamese language is
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Sib-songlieng. It has been translated into Mongolian language under the title, Story of
Ardshi Bordshi Chan. Ardshi Bordshi is Rj Bhoja, and Chan in Mongolian language
is Lord.10 There are other English translations of the work under the title, Throne of
King Vikrama, known as a collection of Indian folk tales.

The ukasaptati or the ukasaptatikath is a collection of seventy stories of erotic
nature, but of didactic import in it. It is said that the story was related to Indra, in his
assembly, by Nrada, in the form of a parrot. It is narrated that one Devadsa kept a
parrot, and when the king sent him away to a distant land, with an intent to seduce his
wife, the parrot, to whom the care of his whole family was entrusted by Devadsa,
began to relate, each night, one story to her, which kept her absorbed in listenting to the
story, till dawn. And thus, by the end of narrating seventy stories, the husband returned,
and the evil intention of the king to seduce his wife failed.

The date and the author of the original ukasaptati is not known. The work has
been translated into Persian under the title, Tutinameh, which literally means ‘Tales of
a Parrot’, in the 14th century A.D. A lavishly illustrated version of the Tutinameh,
containing two hundred and fifty miniature paintings, was commissioned by Mughal
Emperor Akbar in the later half of the 16th century A.D., which was made over five
years after he ascended the throne in 1556 CE. It was drawn by the two Persian artists,
named Mir Sayyid Ali and Abdus Samad, working in the court workshop. It is now
preserved in the Cleveland Museum of Art in Cleveland, Ohio, which houses a diverse
permanent collection of more than 61,000 works of art form around the world. A second
version of the Tutinameh, made for Akbar, is now dispersed among several Museums,
but with the largest part in the Chester Beatty Library in  Dublin, Ireland, which is
presently known as the Chester Beatty, established in 1950 CE.

The original authorship of the Tutinameh is credited to Nachshabi, a Persian
physician and Sufi saint, a contemporary of  Hafiz (also known as Hafez), the Persian
lyric poet. On Nachshabi’s Tutinameh, Kadiri made another Persian rendering in the
18th, or in the beginning of the 19th century A.D., and one hundred years after Nachshabi,
was prepared the Turkish version by George Rosen, published from Leipzig in1858.

A.B. Keith has observed that through the Tutinameh, many Indian stories have
gained currency in  West Asia and in Europe.11 P.K. Hitti, a Labanese - American
Professor and scholar at Princeton and Harvard University, who single-handedly created
the discipline of Arabic studies in the United States, observes that the basis of the
famous Arabian book of fables, Thousands and One Nights, was a Persian work,
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containing several stories of Indian origin.12

And thus, it is derived that due to the vast popularity of the fables, the Pacatantra
and the other texts travelled widely to the different corners of the world, and thereby
various versions of the fables exist in  most of the world languages as translations and
adaptations. Equally, the fables have enriched the diverse art forms of the different
parts of the world.
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The Content and Context of ukasaptati:
A Reading of Its Fables from

a Western Translation

Dr. Pranjal Sharma Bashishtha

A late addition to the Kath -Upakath  (tales-and-fables) tradition of
Sa sk it literature is ukasaptati, which is a nearly twelfth century CE text
by one Cint ma i Bhatt. The text contains seventy-two tales, including different
types of fables. The content of the text is also varied and closely related to the
contemporary socio-religious context.

The present paper primarily attempts at a critical evaluation of the
content of ukasaptati by emphasizing an investigative consideration of its
fables. It also aims to discern their contextual bearings. In the process, B.
Hale Wortham's translation of ukasaptati has been the primary text. The
research methods used in the paper have been analytical and comparative.

Keywords: Animal fable, clash of religions, fable, Female Power, pure fable,
patriarchy

ukasaptati ("Parrot Seventy", meaning "Seventy Tales by a Parrot") is a collection
of antique Indian tales in Sa sk t prose attributed to certain Cint ma i Bhatt, who is
thought to have amassed it in and around the twelfth century CE. Like its prototype
texts like Pa catantra, Vet l Pa cavi ati, Hitopade a, and Kath sarits gara of the
Kath -Upakath  (tales-and-fables) tradition, it has considerable relevance to the
academic community, though it has till now received little critical attention. In-depth
discussions on it are hard to find.
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Nevertheless, ukasaptati has immense appeal to the readers, which is attested
by its rich history of translation. It was translated into Persian in the fourteenth century
itself, "but that [translation] was crude and clumsy." (Winterniz 382). It became a base
of Tutin m  ("Parrot Book") an "ornate" (382) Persian translation of ukasaptati by
certain Nachshabi in the same century. Nachshabi's book became a base of several
similar works done till the nineteenth century (382). The present researcher has been
able to go through the Tutin m  of certain Qadir Bakhsh through Tot  Itih s, a Bengali
wrought version brought out by Chandicharan Munshi for the first time in 1805.

ukasaptati was translated into English by B. Hale Wortham in London in 1911.
However, as Wortham mentions, this translation titled The Enchanted Parrot, is only a
"Selection" of the stories in ukasaptati: "Some of the tales have been omitted as
unsuitable for translation into English." (Wortham 8). The complete Sanskrit text has
been recently translated into English by A. N. D. Haksar in 2000.

The Sa sk t text has been translated into several regional languages also. For
example, a Bengali version by Nrisimha Prasad Bhaduri came out in 2001, and an
Assamese by Thaneswar Sarma in 2005. A Sanskrit version with commentaries in
Sanskrit and Hindi under the editorship of Ramakanta Tripathi appeared in 2002. A
Hindi version by Sushma Gupta has been published recently, in 2020. Gupta's translation
is, however, based on another translation, i.e., the one by B. Hale Wortham.

The present paper has the objective of attempting at a critical evaluation of the
content of ukasaptati with special reference to its fables. It also aims to delve into its
context. While doing so, the present researcher has relied on Wortham's translation,
considering its literary and historical importance. It warrants mention here that Wortham's
omission of a few tales in The Enchanted Parrot has not affected the overall narrative
and appeal of ukasaptati.

Like Pa catantra, Vet l Pa cavi ati, Hitopade a and Kath sarits gara,
ukasaptati has a frame narrative that inter-weaves its tales. Its title mistakenly hints

that there are seventy tales in it, whereas, in actuality, it has a total of seventy-two tales,
out of which the one about a young couple named Madana and Prabh vat  serves as the
main tale or the frame tale. The main tale has an unnamed third-person narrator,
perceivably human. In his tale about Madana and Prabh vat , there appears an
anthropomorphic parrot, which tells two tales to Madana and sixty-nine to Prabh vat
in between. A few of the embedded tales told to Prabh vat  have further embedded
tales, told by a secondary narrator in the form of an intelligent young woman.
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Viewed independently, a few of the tales in ukasaptati are pure or 'animal' fables,
for they have only animals as characters. There are humans along with animals in a few
other fables. Many other tales are not exactly fabilas as they have only humans as
characters. There tales are not parables too. They do not have the essential religious
preaching and moral lessons of parables. In truth, as it will be clear soon, they abound
in immoral acts.

Yet, in one way, these, save the main tale, are all fables, as their principal narrator
is a parrot. Thus, they are records of a human (Cint ma i Bha 's) perception of a parrot's
probable perception of humans and animals. The point gets further complicated when
the narrative reveals at two junctures that the parrot is, in reality, a human under a curse.
It will be clarified later.

ukasaptati opens with a hymn to S rad , who is none other than Goddess
Sarasvat , the epitome of "Divine Wisdom" (Wortham 9). It sets the ball into motion
following the typical Indian fashion of folk tales:

"There is a city called Chandrapura, whose king was Vikramasena. A man
of noble family called Haridatta lived there too. He had a wife named

ring rasundar , and a son – Madana. Madana's wife's name was Prabh vat ,
the daughter of Somadatta, a man of importance in the town." (9).
The speed of the narrative at this point is notable. The parrot also appears soon

thereafter. Yet, it has not rushed to tell stories to Prabh vat . A Br hma  gives the parrot
to Haridatta with the assurance that it will give the latter's spoiled son Madana
"knowledge and wisdom." (10). Here a link with Goddess Sarasvat  occurs, and the author's
(Cint ma i Bhatt's) intention of imparting "knowledge and wisdom" also permeates.
These are then supported by the positive transformation that Madana undergoes after
listening to the first story of the parrot. Listening to the story, Madana, unmindful of his
responsibilities towards his parents, becomes responsible and blameless: "At these words
Madana repented of his conduct, returned home and behaved with due regard to his
father and mother." (13).

Speedily again, the narrative now talks about Prabh vat . Madana leaves for a far
away country, and Prabh vat , left in loneliness and under the evil counsels of her
friends, falls in love with another man. As she prepares to go out to meet her lover one
evening, the parrot exclaims: "I never heard of any woman of decent character doing
such a thing!" (14). The parrot then tells her a story about marital promiscuity, and "as
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night by now tolerably far advanced [Prabh vat  and her friends] went to bed." (17). At
this juncture, the unnamed narrator of the main story seems to have expanded his thematic
scope to include sexual morality, besides the existing one of familial responsibility.

Prabh vat  sets out to be unfaithful in marriage sixty-nine times, once every evening
since then. Every time she prepares to go out, the parrot tells her a story and thus spoils
her design. Her friends' mentality behind giving counsel for having an extra-marital
affair, her subsequent intention to violate marital sanctity, and the erotic contents of
most of the tales told by the parrot can give the false impression that the whole text is
about sexual freedom. However, the sexual morality that the parrot always stresses and
many woman characters' attempts at making pretence of being sexually faithful inside
marriage point to the contrary.

ukasaptati is thus essentially about society's advocacy for women's restrictions
in the domestic sphere. It is a product of the patriarchal society that wants to achieve
male dominance over women. The parrot's last conversation with Madana, held after
his return, includes the topic of Prabh vat 's unfaithfulness. Here, it echoes a typically
patriarchal notion: "Affection in women means nothing; pride in women means nothing"
(122). Slightly before this, Prabh vat  shows a sign of hegemonic acceptance of the
parrot's "words of wisdom" with the following words:

"Women are unstable; they have little or no affection for their
husbands; they think much of themselves; they are ignorant; weak;
careless in the performance of their duties. Women exercise their
powers of attraction, and then when they have caught a man they
draw him out like a fish in a net…." (121).

Imparting of "knowledge and wisdom" is, then, the leitmotif of ukasaptati. It
has not supported any kind of misconduct– be it familial or matrimonial– at any point.
At this juncture, the truth about the parrot needs to be reasserted. Shortly after the main
tale unfolds, the parrot appears with the following description: "One day a certain
Trivikrama… took with him a confidential friend in the shape of a parrot." (9; emphasis
added). Then, towards the end of the tale, the parrot goes to heaven. It is revealed that it
was a man, after all, a man with a typical masculine mindset. It needs to be noted that its
fine accomplishment of the task of counselling Prabh vat  earns its freedom and heavenly
bliss. Its description at this point goes in the following way:
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"While the festival was proceeding, a rain of flowers fell from heaven, and
the Parrot– the adviser and confidant of Prabh vat – freed from the curse
which had compelled him to wear a parrot's form, ascended to the abode of
the gods, and [as it typically happens in an Indian folk tale] Madana and
Prabh vat  passed the remainder of their lives in peace and happiness."
(127; emphasis added).
Now a question arises regarding the context of the text. What is the context of the

text's depiction of so much sexual misconduct? This recurring concern of text is relatable
to what the French critic Hippolyte Tyne (1828-93) termed as 'race', 'milieu', and 'moment'.
The time of the composition of ukasaptati, as it has been mentioned above, is the
twelfth century CE, which belongs to the late ancient era in India. It was a period in
which the T ntric ways of worshipping akti, the Mother Goddess, culminated (Harper
and Brown 53). Against this culmination, many forces, such as Vedic Br hma ism,
Vai avism, and Neo-Vai avism were working. For example, in Prahl da Caritra, a
Vaisnavite Assamese text by Hema Sarasvat  of the fourteenth century, propagates
Vai avism by undermining the V m ch r  (i.e., T ntric) cult. Prabh vat 's attempt at
achieving sexual misconduct is another way of showing how the Female Power became
vital at the time.

Though obliquely, ukasaptati has also shown the clash of religions. The opening
hymn to Goddess Sarasvat  implies that the author Cint ma i Bha  is a follower of
Vedic Br hma ism. Yet, Goddess Durg  appears in a story (No. III; page 20). It needs to
be noted here that Durg  has been shown here as a foolish goddess. She gives a boon to
a "rascal" (20), utilizes it to deceive others. Such points in the text suggest that its
author wanted to suppress the Female Power, epitomized by Durg  and Padm vat .

Lastly, it is time to take up the issues of the content and context of the animal
fables in ukasaptati. Wholesome animal fables are not many in the text. A few of them
are told by the parrot, and a few others by a young Br hmi  girl. However, they have an
important function to play. They do not have anything to do with the recurring concern
of the text about sexual misconduct. What are their functions, then?

Firstly, a few of them, are retellings from their versions in Pa catantra and
Hitopade a. Thus, they continue the tradition of imparting n ti ("useful moral conduct"),
once done by its prototype texts in the Kath -Upakath  tradition. Secondly, it relates to
the theme of the "knowledge and wisdom", a theme that came to the fore quite early in
the main tale.
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Mor  Paritt , Peacock Fable, and
Moral Teaching in Ther v da

Buddhism:A Study

Dr. Ramala Sarma

The Buddha was predominantly an ethical teacher. His chief concern
was to show humans a path to peaceful life through the cultivation of the right
knowledge, conduct, and concentration. That he did through various methods.
Teaching through fables is one of them. These fables underpin some of the
Paritt  chanting (protective chanting) that the Buddhist followers, particularly
the Ther v d , recite during their observance days. This paper throws light
on the Buddhist chanting of Mor   Paritt (peacock's protective chanting)
and traces back to the Mor  J taka tale that underpins this practice. Then,
the work tries to find out the relevance of the peacock story to the Buddhist
concept of tanh  (desire) and its resultant suffering and tries to establish how
the fable behind this chanting is a moral lesson on the efficacy of walking a
righteous path and keeping suffering at bay.

Keywords: Paritt  chanting, Mor  Paritt , Buddhist fables, Peacock tale,
Buddhist moral teaching

Introduction

It was commonplace among the spiritual gurus to use fables, similes, and allegories
to impart moral lessons to the laities. Fables being laconic fictional stories that feature
animals, plants, legendary creatures, and many more interesting characters, the lessons
given through them have a good impact on the listeners. As morality and life lessons are
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something without which people cannot live their lives peacefully, spiritual gurus adopted
these tools to teach people in an effective and widely acceptable way. If we minutely
study Pa catantra1, the fables of the Holy Bible2, J taka Tales, and Milinda Pa ha3 and
K rtan Gho 4,we'll find that there are deep messages behind the anecdotes. They all
tell us how to act and behave in different situations of life so that we can live
harmoniously with our fellow beings. In this small space of this paper, probably it will
be hard for the author to cover the fables found in all the faiths and their buried moral
lessons with a solid claim on the finding. The author, thus, would like to restrict the
discussion to the Buddhist Mor  Paritt  chanting, the fable that supports this practice
of chanting, and the moral teaching behind this story with reference to the Buddhist
view of desire and suffering, and the need of following a righteous path. Much of the
ideas put forth here are derived from the relevant sutta and J taka tales and the fieldwork
conducted at a number of vih ras and monasteries of Northeast India. Indeed,
conversations with monks and novices from different vih ras helped in finding the
significance of the Paritt  chanting, particularly Mor  Paritt  and its supporting fable,
Mor  J taka, and the Buddhist ethical teaching behind it. Then, the author does not
claim the finding to be conclusive.

I.       Paritt  chanting: its place in the Ther v da belief system

Chanting is common in every religious tradition. It is recited during different
occasions through which our mind sends out positive energy and in so doing calms
down and releases stress. Paritt  chanting is a well-known Buddhist practice of Sutta
(verse) chanting that is conducted across the world by Buddhists, particularly in
Ther v da traditions. It is believed that many of these chantings are selected by the
disciples of the Buddha from his basic teachings5. According to Monier-Williams, the
word Paritt  is derived from the Sanskrit term Paritr a which means rescue, preserve,
deliver, or protect.6 Rhys Davids and William Stede also translate the word as protection
or safeguard.7 Hence this chanting is used to ward off dangers, misfortunes, evils8 from
the house and the vicinity. Paritt s present how we can express our seeking (spiritual or
mundane) humbly through the delineation of different situations where animals or other
celestial bodies ask for heightening spiritualism. These Paritt s may be reverential,
invocative, protective (from fear, danger, and snares), healing (diseases and delivery
pain, etc.) and help-seeking.
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"To ward off adversity and
To bring all good things of life,
To remove all suffering,
Fear and disease,
To promote the welfare
Of all in the world,
And to bestow
Longevity in this life,
Do we now chant the auspicious Protective Discourses."9

Of the Paritt  chantings, Karaniy  Mett  Sutta (Loving Kindness), Ma gala Sutta
(Blessings), Ratana Sutta (Jewels), and t n tiya Sutta (Discourse of Protection) are
generally recited.10 The upos ths11 or the days of observance are considered to be the
most favourable occasions of chanting these suttas. This practice is mainly for monastics
where the monks take the lead role. The novices and the devotees also join the chanting
as observers and imitators. On the said occasions, the abbot and other monks recite the
suttas in presence of the novices and the devotees at vih ras or monasteries. The novices
observe and imitate what the monks chant. The devotees mindfully listen to the chants
with their hands folded.It is almost like a compulsory evening chanting at the vih ras
during vassav sa, the three-month rains retreat. During this period, the monastics do
not go out. They spend most of their time reading texts, performing religious rituals,
and practicing meditation. Some vih ras or monasteries offer courses on Dhamma studies
during which the organiser makes the participants join in their Paritt  chanting sessions.
Karaniy  Mett  Sutta or Loving Kindness chanting is very powerful that not only does
good to the reciter but also to those who listen. When it is practiced day and night, it
brings invaluable benefits, like one falls asleep happily, enjoys sound sleep without any
bad dreams.12 During the time of this chanting, the windows and doors should be kept
open so that the sound can traverse far and wide. For, this recitation is meant for the
good of all beings and hence the love sent out through the chanting should reach all the
beings.13 Over and above these chantings recited usually on the upos th days, A gulim l
Paritt (A gulim l  Protection) and Mor  Paritt (The Peacock's Protection) are also
chanted during some specific occasions.14 In the Tai Buddhist tradition of Assam and
Arunachal Pradesh, who are the Ther v da followers,protective chanting (Pilik in Tai)
is recited during crises. This practice is an indispensable part of the Tai Buddhist's
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personal security system.15 For them, it is necessary for facing a life crisis. The monks
consider it an important duty to chant the verses to the laity in their need apart from the
usual chanting at vih ras or monasteries. They believe that refusing to perform the
Paritt  ritual in the community's crisis is like the refusal of a doctor to come during a
patient's need. The Tai have their versions in Tai. Again, the recitation of Mett  Sutta
(Mett  Suk in Tai) is especially effective for the protection of the subjects from evil
spirits. A gulim l  Paritt  is recited by the monks for lessening the labour pain and for
the safe delivery of the expecting mothers. Mor  Paritt  is chanted as a charm to protect
the subjects from snares and the clutch of enemies. The Tai Buddhist communities
believe that chanting Mor  Paritt  keeps the house safe and sound. Hence it is chanted
when a house is newly built and when a house is burnt accidentally. The second verse
of the peacock's prayer for protection goes like this:

"ye br hma avedag sabbadhamme,
te me namote ca ma p layantu;
namatthuBuddh na namatthubodhiya,
namovimutt na namovimuttiy ;
ima  so paritta katv  morocarati esana ."16

Meaning, honour to those Br hma as17 who comprehend all Dhammas. May they
protect me. Honour to the Buddhas, to their Enlightenment. Honour to those released
from bondage and to their deliverance. Having made this protection, the peacock goes
about seeking food.

It is a narration of the peacock's prayer to the Buddha, the Arahant, for its safety.

II.    Mor  J taka Fable (Peacock tale) that underpins Mor  Paritt : Buddhist
Simile of warding off evils

Paritt  chanting, like other rituals of a tradition, has not become a practice
overnight. It has scriptural support. Above all, it is supported by the teachings of the
Buddha, who delivered his teachings through various methods, viz., discourses, similes,
and fables. Mor  Paritt  has root in Mor  J taka. The sutta recited here has a connection
to one of the Buddha's past lives when he was born as a golden peacock. This anecdote
was told by the Buddha at Jetavana to a backsliding man who relapsed into bad habits
as enchanted by a woman.18 As the fable goes, when Brahmadatta was the king of
Benaras, the Buddha was born as a peacock, a very charming golden peacock, on the
hill of Dan aka in the Himalayan mountains. The peacock was safe from all creatures
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as it chanted a self-composed Brahma spell in the morning in the gesture of worshipping
Sun,

"udetaya cakkhum ekar j ,
harissava opa havippabh so;
ta  Ta namss miharissava a pa havippabh sa
tay jjagutt  viharemu divasa ."19

Meaning, there rises the golden one, the one who has sight, the sole monarch,
who illuminates the earth. I adore you, golden one who illuminates the earth. Protected
by you we live today safe and secure. The bird also used to chant in honour of the past
Buddhas and their glories every morning and evening, and prayed for its protection.
And praying devotedly for its protection, the bird (Bodhisatta peacock) lived happily
(Ima  so paritta katv // Moro v samakappayi).20

Then there was a hunter who had seen the bird and told his son about its wonders.
At that time, queen Khem  of Benares had a dream of a golden peacock holding a
religious discourse. She demanded the king to bring the golden peacock to the palace.
The king sent the hunter to catch the bird, but the hunter could not. For, the bird created
such a shield through the power of its prayer and charm that even when it stepped upon
the snare set by the hunter the snare did not close. The hunter tried for seven years and
died. The queen also died out of sadness. At this, the old king became very angry with
the bird and left an inscription saying that whoever eats the flesh of the golden peacock
shall ever be young and immortal. So six successive rulers of the kingdom tried to
capture the peacock but failed.The seventh successor king sent a clever hunter to catch
the bird. He had a charming peahen that could sing very sweetly. The hunter noticed
that the peacock used to recite a charm before it came out in the morning. Hence, early
in the morning, the hunter set up the snare with the peahen which sang very melodiously
before the golden bird started reciting his usual charm. At the enchanting tune of the
peahen, the bird got tempted and approached her and was finally caught in the snare.
Then the hunter brought the bird to the palace and presented it to the king. The king
spent a good time with the bird having a regular discourse with him. One day the golden
peacock narrated the story of its previous life as a pious king in the same kingdom and
also explained the power of his prayer and charm to the king. The bird also requested
the king to unearth the jewelled car from the royal lake to validate his narration. When
the peacock was found true, the king offered his kingdom to the Bodhisatta (the peacock),
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but the latter returned it and went back to his original adobe. After telling the story to
the backslider, the Buddha disclosed the truth that the golden peacock in the story was
Himself (the Buddha) and the king was his disciple nanda. Later, the backslider became
a monk. Since then, the chant is known as Mor  Paritt  that is recited to protect one
from evils and enemies. As said before, in Buddhism, the evils are the ill thoughts and
uncontrolled desires and hence the enemies are within that are to be killed by wholesome
practice. So long as one makes his way through wholesome practice, nothing can harm
him.

III.   Tanh  (desire), dukkha (suffering), and Paritt  chanting: the Buddhist morality
behind

Buddhism assiduously promotes the virtues of non-greed, non-hatred, and non-
illusion for the welfare of humans in particular and the nourishment of the environment
in general. One should cultivate these three virtues (ku alam la in P li) to exist peacefully
with fellow beings. The Buddha called them the holy man who have cultivated these
traits. The Buddha said,

"He who has cut off the thong (of hatred), the band (of craving), and the rope (of
false views), together with the appurtenances (latent evil tendencies), he who has removed
the crossbar (ignorance) and is enlightened- him do I call a holy man."21

On the other hand, greed (lobha), hatred (dve a), and illusion (moha) are the three
evil roots (aku alam la in P li) that are the sources of the unwholesome and negative
mental states.

"There is no fire like lust; there is no grip like hatred; there is no net like delusion;
there is no river like craving."22

The evil of greed breeds craving, self-indulgence, desire for material gain,
attachment, and lust. Hatred manifests in dislike, grudge, antipathy, anger, vengefulness,
and irritability. Delusion is another name for ignorance or wrong views.These three
evils are interconnected. Of the three, ignorance or delusion is fundamental. Because of
ignorance, we are unaware of the real nature of things. We fail to understand the
ephemeral and interconnected nature of the environment. That, what we think or act
has effects on others. Hence greed-driven, individuals indulge in acts like getting attached
to the desired things and other unyielding things. It prevents one from practicing letting
go. Owing to hatred, individuals use harsh speech, lying, slandering speech, harbour
ill-will, and engage in forbidden acts like killing. It is toxic. In Buddhism, these three
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evil roots are always blamable and thus are reprimanded by the wise. They not only
harm the self but also the others. The word 'root' is used to refer to the intention from
which an action stems. Therefore, no matter how a person tries to pretense the nature of
an action, the truth can be traced to the thoughts that give rise to that action. The antidotes
of delusion, greed, and hatred are wisdom, generosity, and loving-kindness respectively.
As opposed to the three evil roots, these are the three wholesome roots that the Buddha
advised humans to cultivate.

The fable of peacock tale or Mor  J taka is a simile expressive of the Buddha's
view of suffering, causes of suffering, and the shield that can protect from suffering.
Regarding tanh  (desire) and attachment as the cause of suffering and the bondage in
this sa s ra (worldly life), the Buddha said that one who has demolished all the causes
(kamma, good or bad), and thus has extinguished the fire of desires is the most excellent
of men.23 In the peacock fable of J taka tale, the peacock was free from suffering when
it recited the prayer and charms, and did not heed to the passion. Its bondage is when it
was moved by the inputs of its senses. It was caught when it could not resist its long for
sensual pleasure arose on hearing the melodious song of the peahen. Here the bird's
daily practice of dhamma is the protective shield that kept its passion in control. But it
was caught off-guard when it was not shielded by the dhamma protection. The Mor
fable thus depicts the situations in which one can remain protected from the evils with
a strong focus on the dhamma and the circumstances in which he suffers when he slips
away from the righteous path.

Conclusion

The connection between Mor  Paritt  chanting and Mor  J taka is justified by
the Buddhist moral teaching. The idea of protection is at the root of the Buddhist concept
of mett  or loving-kindness, one of the four sublime mental states (Brahmavih ra).
Keeping the mind in the positive frame by sending out loving-kindness to self and other
beings is an act of protection in the Buddhist meditative practice. It is cultivating a
welcoming mental state so one can maintain a good bond with others. The meditative
practices that are used today for overcoming mental stress happened to be the way to
gain protective powers earlier. Examples are not rare in the Buddhist legends regarding
this idea. As one of the legends goes, when the Buddha was informed of the demise of
a monk due to snakebite, he said that the monk would not have died if he practiced
mett  or loving-kindness. The concern for protection, health, and well-being islikely to
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be the backdrop to the development of Paritt  chanting. Then, the prime requisite of
this practice, which is evident from the foregoing discussion on Paritt  chanting, in
general, and Mor  Paritt , in particular, is the strong feeling of loving-kindness that the
practitioners must possess while performing this chant. Simple heartless recitation of
the protective chanting is not what exactly the Buddha meant. It is the inner joy borne
out of the chanting that should be transmitted to the heart of the listener. Then only, the
positive energy sent out through the recitation would be multiplied as it traverses from
one ear to another.
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An Analytical Study of the Moral
Values in the Selected J takas of

Jatakam l  of rya ra

Dr. Swapan Mal & Arpita Nath

From the start of civilization, there was a great heritage and culture in
India. We see an immense influence of Vedic literature and Classical Sanskrit
literature on Indian tradition as well as Buddhist literature. The tales and
fables like Pa catantra and Hitopade a and so on are very unique and
experimented with methods for the teaching of innocent people. In the Buddhist
tradition, we can see the same but more innovative and unique concept for
the benefit of the people of society. As per the heritage of Buddhist literature,
Lord Buddha was born many times in this world and he was able to recall his
previous birth. In this connection, the disciples of Lord Buddha collected the
stories of various births, like ivir ja, Agastya, Ha sa, Mah bodhi and so
on. The collection of the story is called J takam l  or Bodhisattv vadanam l .
The great poet rya ra selected the 34 stories in his book Jatakam l . Many
teachings are found here, like D na, Atithisatk ra, Day , K am , Pavitrat ,
Satkarma etc. Teachings of Lord Buddha as we find in these selected J takas
of rya  ra are described in this article through an analytical method.

Keywords: J taka, Bodhisattva, Avad na, D na, Atithisatk ra, Satkarma.
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Exploring the Narrative World of
Fable: A Critical Study of Hitopade a

Dr Purabi Goswami

Traditionally fables functioned as a powerful medium of moral
instruction. Pandit Vi u arma composed Pañcatantra Kath mukha  (a
collection of fables) to make the dull sons of a king wise and intelligent. Lessons
on social, familial and political issues were given through fables.Considering
the significant role that the fables played in ancient India to impart knowledge
the paper writer seeks to look into the process of meaning-making. For
example, how the narrator in a fable carries away the reader with the narrative
and convinces the reader about the moral emphasis. In other words, the paper
will examine the hermeneutics of fable writing bringing in Western as well as
Classical Sanskrit theoreticians' deliberations on the ideas on interpretation.

Fable as a literary form exists from the ancient time. It owes its existence to the
oral culture of the antiquity.  India plays a crucial role in the subsistence of this form. As
K.D. Upadhyaya puts it: "Especially in the field of folktales and fables she has played
the part of the mother country.  Indian fables have influenced the entire folktale literature
of the western world and even Aesop's fables of Greece contain some Indian stories in
their changed and distorted versions.  The history of the translations of Pañcatantra in
the middle ages in the different languages of the western world is very significant for
the student of folklore" (181). In this way the origin of the fable is always attributed to
the orient. At an apparent glance it may appear that it is a form of literature which is
more suitable to a child's mind; but a detailed analysis of the form enables us to
understand that it can create an enduring appeal even in an adult's mind. Even H. J.
Bluckhum in his book on fable asserts: "Stripped and focused as it must always be,
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fable is then, like any work of art, dense enough to abide repeated examination and to
abound in stimulus" (xiii). He further explains that it is a more independent form of
literature compared to parable1 because parable is more often used to illustrate and
argue a particular issue.

In Indian culture the term fable immediately brings to our mind the name of
Pañcatantra Kath mukha . Scholar Vi u arm  accepts the task of educating the dull
and sluggish sons of king Amara akti. The medium he chooses to teach them lessons
on all affairs of life is fable. Majority of the stories in Hitopade a are extracted from
the Pañcatantra; yet Hitopade a is more popular because of its simplicity. There is an
uncertainty regarding the authorship2 of Hitopade a and it is also considered as a
collection of stories collected by king Dhavalacandra. The verse included in the
introduction of Hitopade a (2019) says, "Pañcatantr ttath nyasm d g anth d k ya
likhyate." King Dhavalacandra attributes the authorship to a scholar called N r ya a.
The king includes one verse in the book which proves that.  The verse is as follows:
"T bann r ya ena pracaratu racita  sa grahoya  kath n m." Hitopade a is
composed in imitation of Pañcatantra and a great number of stories in it are taken from
Pañcatantra. Vi u arm , whose name is mentioned in the introduction of Hitopade a
is the composer of Pañcatantra. Hence the authorship of Hitopade a is also attributed
to him.

Despite the indeterminacy regarding its authorship, Hitopade a has a plausible
influence on its readers. We can again refer to Bluckham as he says, "Politically, opinions,
a message may be cast in the form of a fable to baffle or deceive the official mind with
meanings that cannot be literally construed as evidence, but get through plainly to
those for whom they are intended" (xiv). Holding on to this comment we can deliberate
how a fable convinces its reader about its credibility. For instance in Hitopade a we
find five sections. They are named as Kath mukha , Mitral bha, Suh dabheda, Vigraha
and Sandhi. Each of these sections has one underlying proposition. The first section
entitled, Kath mukha  initiates the story and tells how king Sudar ana of P aliputra,
handed over his sons to scholar Vi u arm  to make them adept in all branches of
knowledge. The king expresses his extreme faith in the scholar by uttering the following
verse:

yathodayagirerd abya  sannikar e a d pyate;
tath  satsannidh nena h navar pi d pyate. (45)
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The meaning of the verse can be explained in this way: As the faded objects in the
hills from where the sun rises become bright, similarly the ignorant people achieve the
light of learning from the learned.

 The second section, Mitral bha elaborates on how to achieve a friend (mitra
means friend and l bha means gaining). Suh dabheda (which means separated from the
near ones) is about the rift and the distance that occur among friends. Vigraha is on war
and Sandhi expounds the agreement and settlement done after the war. Through layers
of stories the narrator convinces the listeners about the underlying agenda. For instance,
in the section Mitral bha talking about the stories of betrayal; the narrator builds up the
situation for the climax where the last story narrates the unflinching friendship among
a crow, a turtle, a mouse and a deer. By citing many didactic verses the section unfolds
how friendship can be sustained. The following verses are spoken by the king of mice
Hira yaka after they lost their friend Manthara (the turtle). The grief-stricken friends
extol the value of friendship above everything else through these verses:

s abh vaja  tu yanmitra  bh gyenaiv bhij yata,
tadak trimasauh rdam patswapi na muñcati. (194)

A simple translation of which can be like this: A friend like oneself can be achieved
only through good luck; such friends never quit their companion in all types of crisis.

Hira yaka laments:
na m tari na d re u na sodarye na c `tmaje,
bi v sast d a  pu s  y d mitre svabh vaje. (195)

The meaning of which is: A person never trusts his mother, wife, brother or son
the same way as he trusts his close friend.

However, as we are dealing with the question of conviction; different theoreticians
and philosophers have multiple opinions regarding the ways of understanding and
accepting a text. For instance John Locke opines that human mind is a tabula rasa i.e. it
is like a blank paper3. In that sense human mind is very impressionable; yet philosophers
like Gadamer observes (in his Truth and Method): "an understanding inevitably involves
some prejudices" (239).  An interpreter can never approach a text blank; the early
experiences will definitely play a role. Gadamer further elaborates:

The overcoming of prejudices - the wholesale demand of the
Enlightenment - will itself turn out to be a prejudice, whose revision alone
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will clear the way for an appropriate understanding of the finitude which
not only dominates our humanity but just as much our historical
consciousness. Does standing in traditions actually mean first of all being
subject to prejudices and limited in one's freedom? Rather, is not all human
existence - even the most free - limited and conditioned in many ways? If
that is the case, the idea of an absolute reason is simply not a possibility for
historical humanity. Reason for us is only real as historical, that is, without
reservation, it is not itself lord but always remains dependent upon the given
in which it participates. (260)

Philosopher Wolfgang Iser came up with the idea of an 'implied reader' who
completes the blanks in the text based upon personal experiences but constrained by
the instructions provided by the reading selection (112). The question is again taken up
by Stanely Fish in the reader-response theory, an Anglo-American phenomenon which
was influenced and eventually created by Structuralist and Poststructuralist ideas. Fish
introduces the concept of "informed reader" (1970: 134) for total reading experience.
An informed reader is an efficient speaker of the language out of which the text is built
up and possesses a comprehensive semantic knowledge of the language which is an
essential criterion of a mature reader. In other words s/he possesses knowledge of the
language both as a producer and a comprehender. In Is There a Text in This Class? he
clarifies: "[T]he reader of whose responses I speak is complex, an informed reader,
neither an abstraction nor an actual living reader, but a hybrid - a real reader (me) who
does everything within his power to make himself informed including suppressing [...]
what is personal and idiosyncratic and 1970ish in my response" (49). This is how the
key theorists conceptualize reader and the reading experiences.  Derrida, on the other
hand, questions the authenticity of written texts and interpretations. Gentzler's elaboration
of Deconstruction makes many things clear. Gentzler explicates in the following way:

In contrast to all the theories discussed in this study, at the foundation of Derrida's
thought is the assumption that there is no kernel or deep structure.  Derrida "bases" his
"theory" of deconstruction on non-identity, non-presence, on unrepresentability. What
does exist, according to Derrida, are different chains of signification - mutually
supplementing each other, defining and redefining a phantasm of sameness, which never
has existed nor will exist as something fixed, graspable, known, or understood. This
phantasm, produced by a desire for some essence or unity, represses the possibility that
whatever may be there is always in motion, in flux, "at play", escaping in the very
process of trying to define it, talk about it, or make it present (147).
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 In Indian classical theory too philosopher Bhartt hari talks about three levels of
language. An Indian critic Gopinathan explains Bhartt hari's views in the following
way: "…the three levels of language mentioned by the fifth century philosopher-
grammarian Bhartt hari, in his work V kyapad ya , namely pa yant , the highest or the
deepest level of consciousness, madhyam  or the intermediate common mental level
and vaikhar , the spoken linguistic level" (8). In Indian theory of semantics Bhartt hari
anticipated many of Derrida's ideas on word and meaning. The relationship between
signifier and signified for which Derrida coined the term différance is marked by a
difference between the signifier and signified and a deferral of the signified. Harold
Coward discovers the affinities and says, "This insight of Derrida is nicely paralleled
by Bhartt hari's view that the dynamic of separation into word ( abda) and meaning
(artha) is beginninglessly present in language at all its levels from the uttered or fully
sequenced speech (vaikhari v ka) to the apparently unitative intuition (pa yant  v ka),
in which sequencing is present only as a pregnant force" (8). For Derrida too, différance
or articulation originates in the experience of space and time (1997: 65). Bhartt hari
discussed both the phonetic and semantic realization of language. He provided both the
material and transcendental view of language. A remarkable example is his Spho a
theory. G.N. Devy elaborates the idea referring to a loka in Bhartt hari's V kyapad ya :

n dasya kramajanmatv nna purvo na para ca sa ,
akrama  kramarupe a bhedav niva j yate.
pratibimba  yath nyatra sthita  toyakriy vasa ,
tatp av ittimivanveti sa dharma  sphotan dayo .
tmar pa  yath  j ne reyar pa ca d yate,

arthar pa  tath abde svar pa ca p ak ate. (147)
He provides the translation of the verses in the following manner:

Since the phonetic manifestation is sequential, language expresses
itself in a sequentially graded body, though in itself it is without a sequence
in terms of a 'pre' and a 'post' existence. The relation between n da (phonetic
manifestation) and spho a (semantic realization) is like that between the
reflection of something in flowing water and the stream, a reflection which
is of a steady object but which acquires the movements of the stream. As
knowledge reflects its own nature as well as the nature of the giver of that
knowledge, so do phonetic signs reflect their own forms as well as the
forms of significance. (147)
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 Unlike Derrida Bhart hari does not talk about the loss of the origin, but believes
in the soul of a word. He says no meaning is possible unless there is 'spho a' which
holds the meaning. Keeping in view the fluctuations in meaning or in the interpretive
act we can approach our postulation how the narrative in a fable carries away the readers
with it.

The stories included in the section called "Vigraha" basically talks about war and
very interestingly the parties who fight war belong to the animal worlds which are
common in fable. If we have to find out the gist of the section; it's about how the
kingdom ruled by the goose and the kingdom ruled by a peacock fight a war where
there are instances of betrayal and loyalty. However, there are many detours before
reaching that point and each of the stories also gives a life-lesson in addition to preparing
for the ultimate point. So the sub-stories function at two levels: They can stand as
stories independently and they can also be constituents of the main story. We can take
one story to illustrate it. The fourth story in this section is about a common quail and a
crow. It tells how the clever crow escapes the wrath of a milkman but the simple quail
is misunderstood as the culprit and is killed. Hence the story ends with the moral:

durjanairucyam n ni sa mat ni, priy yapi
ak lakusum n va bhaya  sañjanayanti hi. (24)

The meaning of the verse can be understood in the following manner: The sweet
talks of cunning people should be suspected like flowers bloomed in odd seasons.

The story also hints at the cunningness of the crow that cheats upon the party of
the goose in the war. It foreshadows what will happen in the ultimate war.

K. D. Upadhyaya elaborates how through the world of animal, knowledge was
imparted in the ancient times:

It was, however, a distinct and important step when the mere story
became used for a definite purpose and when the didactic fable became a
definite mode of inculcating useful knowledge. We cannot expect to find
fables in the gveda but we can find a reference where Brahmanas are
compared to croaking frogs. It is clear that we have recognition of a certain
kinship between men and animals which comes out clearly in the Upani?adas
where we have the allegory of the dogs who search out a leader to howl for
food for them. Granting that we have not here the didactic fable in which
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the actions of beasts are made the means of advising men, still we can
realize how easy it was to pass to this form of instruction (182).

The stories in Hitopade a provide lessons on every domain of life. The last two
sections can specifically be called on politics. In western culture too political fable was
used to talk about political themes. For instance, in some fable Napoleon too figures.
As the critics in the essay "Fable as a Literary Genre" assert:

Many legends have been preserved about the political use of fables
in ancient times. The political fable flourished in the West and in Russia.
On the one hand [it was] laudatory and patriotic: the year 1812 served as a
theme for many fables. Napoleon figures in them in the form of a kite, a
snake, a wolf (in Krylov). On the other hand, [it was devoted to] political
satire. 'If the opinion that the fable is a ruse of slavery still did not exist,
then we would have to give birth to it. It is not insignificant that fables are
the richest branch of our literature. In them the intellect steals by the
censorship,' writes Vyazemsky (Notebook). Much evidence has been
preserved that in the 10s to 30s of the 19th century the readers' attention
(and in particular the censors') was directed at finding a second, implicit
level [of meaning] in every fable (103).

Of course that is a modern use of fable; but it depicts the changes which the genre
of fable has undergone and also enlightens us how it has been adapted for different
social and political purposes. In these fables the tone is satirical and the note of political
didacticism is missing.

In Sanskrit literature the origin of fable does have a political background. King
Amara akti was perturbed by the thought that his sons will not have the social skills
and political intelligence to rule over his state. Hence to transmit political lessons was
one of the aims at the time of the germination of the genre of fable. The last section of
Hitopade a is about the agreement or deal made after a war. Here too through many
sub stories the message is conveyed that agreement is better than a war. It provides a
detailed description of the different political treaties made after wars. It illuminates on
sixteen types of sandhi such as kap la sandhi, upah ra sandhi, sant na sandhi, sa gata
sandhi etc.

kap la, upah ra ca, sant na , sa gatastath ;
upany sa , prat k ra , sa yoga , puru ntara .
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ad a anara, di a, tm di a, upag aha ;
parikrayastathocchinnastath  ca parabh a a .
skandhopaneya  sandhi ca, o a aite prak rtit ;
iti o a aka  pr hu  sandhi  sandhibicak a .(114-116)

The agreement done between two equal parties is called kap la sandhi. The treaty
done by offering tax and other bribes are called upah ra sandhi. The treaty made by
bestowing a daughter as bride is called sant na  sandhi. The agreement attained by
friendly understanding is called sa gata sandhi. The agreement done to fulfill one's
selfish ends is called upany sa sandhi. The treaty done in expectation of a return is
known as pratik r sandhi. Rama and Sugr ba did pratik r sandhi. In this way we find
sixteen verses in the Hitopade?a which illustrate these sixteen varieties of sandhi.

Nonetheless, at the end it is suggested that the most practical kind of agreement is
'upah r sandhi' because no enemy goes back without taking something in return as they
defeat the other party in the war. In this way the section demonstrates some harsh political
realities.

The transportation of the readers to a different realm happens in every fictional
literature. To make the readers totally involved in the narrative and to make them identify
with the characters is a very challenging job for the author in a fable. Nonetheless fable
has established itself as genre which along with its educative role is also a medium of
amusement. As a critic called Perozo opines:

 A standard definition of the fable is: 'A literary composition in
which…a lesson is taught.' This definition is in accord with the commonly
accepted conception of the fable; but it is unquestionably true that the fable
is also an instrument of amusement and pleasure. The reader is annoyed
when the fabulist offers him a sermon in the guise of an amusing tale. The
lessons contained in a well-written fable, however, are so elemental, so
easy to catch that the writer has no need of elaborate stratagem to get them
across.  As a matter of fact, moral instruction under all circumstances is
more effective if the lesson is merely suggested rather than brought out
explicitly. The task of the fabulist ends with the presentation of his dramatis
personae in human attitude; the inference to be drawn from the story is the
business of the reader, and this inference may take the form of a useful
truth, or sometimes of a jocular 'kick' or an ironical surprise It must not be
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forgotten that the fabulist is not always and necessarily a preacher (365-
366).
In the theoretical discussion made so far it is shown how every literature including

the fable is a "verbal object"4. We cannot ignore this fact even when we talk about
aesthetic achievement. The act of telling by the author also makes us aware of it. It is
not something which comes to us readymade.

In the essay "Author and Reader in the Fable" John D. Lyons remarks: "… the
author draws attention to his way of saying things and particularly to the rhythm of his
speech. The art of telling thus becomes visible, has a being in time, and is not a simple
window through which we can look at the occurrence of an event" (63). Hence the role
of the intermediator (author) is not ignorable. The differences between Pañcatantra
and Hitopade a also speak about that.

Inspite of everything it is a matter of mutual work happening between the reader
and the author. The fact that the fable is an object made of language keeps it open to be
looked at from all perspectives pertained to language. However, it cannot be an instance
of infinite deferral as is analysed by Derrida. The presence of 'spho a' is somehow
undeniable. The success of Vi  in making the princes intelligent proves that. In
the essay, "Basic Edcation in India" Subrahmanyam Gowrie suggests: "Education cannot
come from above, it must come from within and below. This is as preposterous as
building a twenty story building without first laying the foundations. Britain tried to
transfer western civilization into the Indian mind without taking account of the thousands
of years of traditions that had become the very life blood of India" (47). He further
elaborates that the Western education system is making Indian children to learn rhymes
of a foreign land pressurizing them to live in an unreal dream whereas the stories of
Pañcatantra and Hitopade a are more familiar to them. This believe that those stories
will be successful in making the Indian children learned also emphasises the idea that
there is something like the soul of a word, due to which the transference of meaning
becomes possible.

End notes:

1. Parable is a story with a didactic purpose. Unlike fable it includes human beings as
central characters.

2. Scholars are of the opinion that Pañcatantra was written in the 3rd century and
Hitopade a was written in the fourth century. The difference in time negates all
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possibilities of both the texts being composed by the same writer. Refer to page 1,
Hitopade a. Trans. Lakshmi Narayana Goswami.

3. Tabula rasa is a Latin word meaning a blank slate. John Locke used the term in his Essay
Concerning Human Understanding to talk about human mind. He believed that the human
mind at birth is like a blank slate.

4. Emphasising the idea that fable is a created object, La Fontaine focuses on choices and
flexibilities which can happen in fable writing because it is an act of telling with a
visible presence of the narrator. Refer to "Author and Reader in the Fables" by John D.
Lyons.
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Environmental Awareness in the
Hitopade a with special
Reference to Mitral bha

Dr. Rashmi Devi
Dr. Binita Bora Dev Choudhury

The study of environment is the most important issue in the present time.
Environmental degradation is the greatest dangers that our generation will
face in the future. Everywhere reckless destruction of natural flora and fauna
is in evidence. Creating environmental awareness and love for environment
in our generation has become important. We learn about the environmental
consciousness through literature. We find the description of the environment
in the ancient Sanskrit literature. Our ancestors were very much conscious
about protecting the environment. They have pointed out the necessity of
harmonious relationship between living beings and the entire
environmentthrough the literature- like the Vedas, Upani ads, Epics, fable
literatures etc. It is evidenced in these literature that different natural creations
like earth, rivers, water, stone, birds, animals etc., had a special
position;animals and plants constitute one vibrant system, every part of which
is alive and responsive. In the Hitopade a, rivers, water, birds, plants and
animals are the part of nature and environment which take a role or character
of the stories narrated in it. In this paper an attempt is made to highlight the
environmental awareness as depicted in the Hitopade a.

Key words : Hitopade a, environmental awareness, fable literature, present
time.
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Introduction

The meaning of awareness is knowledgeable or being conscious or being alert. It
is the state or ability to perceive, to feel or to be conscious of events or objects or
sensory patterns.

Literature treats the subject of nature and examinesit in various ways. The rich
Sanskrit literature starting from the Upani ads, the R m ya a, the Mah bh rata, the
Mah k vyas, dramas, fable literature etc.,havedealt with various aspects of nature in
different contexts. Theseliterature point out to the imperative need for a good relationship
between living beings and the entire environment.

Methodology

Descriptive and analytical methods have been applied in this study. Mainly
Hitopade a of N r ya a has been used as direct source of data collection and the
description of nature. For analytical and other purposes various modern works, journals
and research papers have been referred to.

Objectives

The main objectives of this study are:
1. To highlight the concept of environment of environment.
2. To analyse the environmental awareness in the Hitopade a.
3. To highlight its relevance in the present time.

Discussion

Environment the Concept

The meaning of environment is anything which surrounds the humans. Actually,
the natural world i.e. air atmosphere, land, and water, in which people, animals and
plants live in, -and the surroundings are included in the term environment. There are
various kinds of interactions between animals, plants, soil, and other living and non-
living things in the environment.

The word 'environment' is as old as human civilization itself. Environmentis the
most important aspect for living beings. It protectsand nourishes us. We have therefore
the responsibility to protect them. The study of environment has become more important
than anything else during the present time, as there is reckless destruction of natural
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flora and fauna to satisfy the greed of human world. Creating environmental awareness
and love for environment in our generation has become very important; failing which
environmentaldegradation will be the greatest danger of the near future.

We need to develop environmental awareness through text reading.It is imperative
that one understands the concept of ecocriticism. Ecocriticism according to Cheryll
Glotfelty is "the study of the relationship between literature and the physical
environment"1 "Ecocritics and theorists ask questions like: How is nature represented
in this sonnet?"2 Ecocriticism of texts is the answer of literature to the challenges of
environmental concerns in the present world.

The present generation is curious and observant and hencean environmentally
interpretative reading of a literature catering to the imaginations of this generation can
aid them develop an eco-sensitivity that they will carry into adulthood.

A Note on Fable Literature

The term 'fable' means a short story which deals with a moral and general truth,
using animals has characters.

The fables of Sanskrit literature have occupied a very prominent position in the
fable literature of the world. About theorigin of fable of literature, A. Berriedale Keith
says that the fable is connected with the two branches of science known by Indians as
the N ti stra and the Artha stra, which have in common as opposed to the
Dharma stra that they are not codes of morals, but deal with man's action in practical
politics and conduct of the ordinary affairs of everyday life and intercourse3. The story
of the fable is generally related in prose, but the moral is fixed in the memory by being
put in verse form.

Fables are broadly divided into two types. One is characteristics of human and
emotional story and the other is the story of didactic with humanism. There are three
main aims of fables. These are (1) leisure time spent usefully, (2) entertainment and (3)
moral teaching children or princes.

The Hitopade a

The Hitopade a written by N raya a arma, a small book of stories, representing
fable literature, teaches ethics and morals. Some scholars opinethat the Hitopade a is
the Bengal version of celebrated Pañcatantra which is written by Vi u arma. Though,
literally, many stories from the Pañcatantraare repeated in the Hitopade a, ithas some
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new materials as well. This book has many new verses not available in the Pañcatantra.
Instructive lokas from Manusm iti, C nakya's  Artha stra etc. are collected by N r ya a

arma and presented beautifully in verse from in the Hitopade a.The Book4 is in four
divisions as Mitral bha (the acquisition of friends), Mitrabheda (the separation of
friends), Vigraha (making war) and Sandhi (concluding peace). The object of the
Hitopade a is to train the young mind in the chief affairs of life by acquainting them
with the accumulated experiences of the past ages. The work is very interesting as well
as instructive. According to  M. R. Kale, "The work aims at teaching the principles of
policy, guidingthem in the more agreeable form of stories written mostly in prose
interspersed with verse. It belongs to that class of compositions which imparts
instructions through fables inspired by the wisdom of its place and time. Yet every
fable in this work and every maxim drawn from it can still be applied to human characters
irrespective of time and place."5

Up d nas of Environmental Awareness in the Hitopode a
Some of the aspects of nature, their utility and the values imbibed from them by

humans are represented here:
i.       Rivers and water

Rivers and water have a special role in our environment sometimes positive and
sometimes negative. It is said in the Hitopade a that a river is an important source for
drinking water6 and has such others uses.7 Every family needs water8. Life is not possible
without water and animals even die for want of water9. The most important thing is that
water is the main source of life for aquatic animals too10. Rivers are also conscious of
keeping the water free from pollution. Excess water is drained to keep the water fresh
and protected.11 The flowing water washes away the waste materials and keeps the
environment clean.

The drawback of the river water flowing into the sea is that since the rivers flow
downwards into the sea, it becomes salty and souseless for drinking. It is stated in the
Mitral bha, the first division of Hitopade a thus:

s dyatoy  prabhavanti nadya
samudram s dya bhavantyapey //12

ii.      Stone
Stone is an element of nature and some of it is also worshipped by people.

Answering as to how some of these stones could be transformed into divinity or
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Godliness, it is said in the Hitopade a that the Br hmins sing Vedic mantras (hymns)
and turned these stones into gods. Thus a stone also attains divinity when well
consecrated by the great.

a m pi y ti devatva  mahadbhi  supratisthita .13

iii.     Plants

Plantsplay an important role in the maintenance of environment congenial to
human habitation. In the Hitopade a, it is said that like humans, plants too have feelings.
In this respect, N r ya a arma, the author of Hitopade a describes that the tree
withdraws not its shadeeven from its cutter.

chett  p r vagat ch y  nopasa harati druma .14

Again trees play an important role in the well being of humans. Man receives
many benefits from trees. The trees please the gods and kings with flowers as m l
(garlands), ancestors with fruits, provide living place for birds and shade to all living
beings. In the Hitopade a, it is stated that flowers ascends the head of gods and kings:

…..sumana  sa g d rohati sat ira 15

There are various names of trees mentioned in the Hitopade a such as lmali
tree (silk-collon tree), Parkati tree, Champak tree etc. Here the trees are illustrated as
the living place of birds. The first story of Hitopade a begins with lmali tree, where
the crow Laghupatanaka is said to have taken rest at night. Again, birds coming from
various regions are also described to take rest at night in this same tree.

The various parts of the plant kingdom serving humans is brought out beautifully
in the following verse which says that the ripe fruits serve as food, grass as bed and that
the bark of trees are used as dress.

vara  vana  vy ghragajendrasebita /
drum laya  pakvaphal mbubhak a am16//

iv.      Indispensability of plant kingdom

There are certain products of plant kingdom which become indispensable for
certain religious or sacrificial rites. One such is the sesame which is described as a
sacred crop in Hitopade a and withoutwhich sacrificial rites cannot be performed.
Without the offering of the sesame cakes, the rites to the ancestors is not possible.
Sesamealso consists of oil17, which is used as medicine.
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Various parts of the tree are offered in the sacrificial altars and the smoke that
emerges from sacrificial fire makes the environment free from pollution. So, it is our
sacred duty to protect trees. In this respect, it is said in the Mah bh rata that "a person
who plants a tree earns equal virtue as also performing a sacrifice According to the
Mah bh rata, one must plant and protect trees like one's own son."18It is said in the
Mah bh rata thus:

pu pit  phalavanta ca tarpayant ha m nav n/
v k ada  putravad v k st rayanti paratra tu//
tasm t ta ge sadv k  ropy reyo 'rthin  sad /
putravat parip ly ca putr ste dharmata  sm t //19

v.       Animals
Animals are the main up d na of nature. The very first books i.e the Mitral bha

begins with the story of a crow named Laghupatanaka and a hunter. Having seen the
hunter who looked like a messenger of death, Laghupatanaka felt the dread of the
forthcoming danger and followed the hunter. While following the hunter, Laghupatanaka
was confined in the trap of the hunter and a mouse named Hira yaka came to the
rescue of the flock of doves along with the dove Chitragriva.

In the stories of the Hitopade a, there is description of various animals like
Chitr ga (a deer), D rghakar a (a jackal) Jaradgava (a vulture), Subuddhi (a crow)
Karpurtilaka (an elephant) and so on. The animals in these stories express their feelings
like human beings. While some hunters desire to kill the animals, there are some animals
who are ready to help their friends to keep them away from danger and thus create
environmental awareness. So, it is our duty to protect the animals that have a direct
relation to the environment.

This book gives a beautiful description of the forest with detailed information on
its animals and tree. The description is so picturesque that it is very easy for a child to
transport himself in his mind to these natural surroundings. The new generation reading
it gets a lot of information on the fauna and flora of an Indian forest. If this is combined
with a nature trip to identify some of the trees cited, the new generation's awareness
about the preservation or the loss of such flora or fauna is heightened.

Its Relevance in the Present Time
Since time immemorial co-existence between humans and environment has been

described in various folktales and other books. But when there is a conflict in the co-
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existence some of the living species become extinct. At present it has become very
essential to save these living species from extinction and for this we must come forward
to protect our environment. Through this research paper and attempt has been made to
reveal some facts of the present situation in the interest of well being of all living
beings. The examples of rivers, animals, birds and forests in the Hitopade a tell us

1. how the animals behave more humanely while humans have lost humanity.
2. how the cruel acts of human beings are hazardous to nature putting to extinction

some aspects of environment and polluting the environment.

Through the fables of the Hitopade a it is said that all should treat forests and
nature with a kind heart so that we can make this earth worth living.

Conclusion

From this present study, it is clear that the writer of Hitopade a, N r ya a arma
was very much aware of the protection and preservation of environment for all round
well being of people. He tried to educate or teach people about these things and his
writings or teachings are very much relevant in this also. Because imbalance in
environment has become a great threat to human beings at present. So all should come
forward to save lives and nature. Environmental awareness is most important to ensure
the survival of this beautiful planet. The awareness about the environment presented in
ancient thought will surely be helpful for the protection of our environment.
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The Pa upak ivicintana of Hari
Narayan Dikshita: Clarion

call for Ahims

Ms. Ramya Bhatt

Mankind has been closely living with birds and animals. The Indus people
worshipped animals and deified them. Mohenjo-daro and Harapa seals
revealing a male god surrounded by four, show the importance of animals in
this planet. Even today we can see deities having animals as their weapons or
vehicles.

Description of birds and animal can be found in our literature as early
as the Vedas. Sm tis, Epics, Pur as, K vyas and popular fables like the
Pa catantra and Hitopede a follow. In all these literature, humans have been
depicted as closely interacting with the fauna and many a time, values are
taught to humans through fables in the form the behaviour of the animals and
birds.

Pa upak ivicintana of Dr Hari Narayan Dikshit is one such work which
highlights the concept of Ahims  through a plea to the human world to let the
fauna live peacefully without fear.

The concept  ' '   has a deep root in Hindu culture.This dharma to be
followed while dealing with animals, is again and again stressed and highlighted in our
literature starting from the Vedas. The gveda mentions cow as aghny - 'should not be
killed'. The Matsya Pur a says that those who ill-treat cows do not prosper. It is also
mentioned in our stras that adhering to vegetarianism is the path of ahi s  towards
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animals. The Bh gavata Pur a (5.11.17) says that just touching an animal is equal to
sacrifice. Even in later times, the Manusm ti (V.38) and the Y j avalkya Sm ti (V.180)
say that animals are to be protected than killed. Ahi s  is defined as  non-killing, non-
hatred and non-harming in texts such as V r ha Pur a (203.4-5) which says that those
who take joy in violence (hi s  -vih rin) of destroying green grass, killing buffaloes
and goats, do not live long.

The Manusm ti1 fixes fine for injuring birds and animals. The same text2 states
that eating meat by injuring sentient beings is detrimental to heavenly bliss. The
Manusm ti3 further declares that man who has control and respect for all living beings
gains complete success:

In these lines, the work Pa upak ivicintana of Dr. Hari Narayan Dikshit upholds
the banner of Ahims . An attempt is made here by the kavi to bring to the notice of the
people the principle of Ahims  and vegetarianism, through narrating the story of the
problems of animals and birds at the hands of the human beings.

Introduction to the Author:

The author Dr Hari Narayan Dikshit, formerly Professor and Head of the
Department of Sanskrit, Formerly Dean, Faculty of Arts, Kumaun University
(Uttarakhand), has authored more than thirty works such as - Samsk ta-anuv da-kalik ,
Samsk ta-nibanda-ra mi, r mad-Appayadik ita-carita (Gadya), Menak -vi v mitra
(D ya), r hanumad-d ta (Sandé a), Bhi macarita, R dh carita and Bh ratam t brute
(Mah -k vyas), Pa upak ivicintana (Kha a k vya) and so on. He has been conferred
with various awards by various institutions like the Bharatiya Bhasa Parishad, Calcutta's
Samskrita Sahitya Academy(1991), Delhi Sahithya Academy (1992), Rastrapati Puraskar,
Delhi (2003) and so on.

The work Pa upak ivicintana:

In Pa upak ivicintana, a Kha ak vya, Dr Hari Narayan Dikshit raises his voice
for  saving  animals and birds. The poet seeing the plight of animals and birds at the
hands of human beings, out of pity has penned this work in order to spread concern for
animals and birds. He started this work on a K a Janm ami day and completed on
a Diwali day in the year 2005 CE. Dr Hari Narayan Dikshit has highlighted the sufferings
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of birds and animals in this work and present to the human world as a plea to let the
fauna live peacefully without fear. The work has been composed in two parts each
having 190 verses. While P rv rdha brings out the plight of animals, the Uttar rdha
narrates the woes of birds. This Kha ak vya concludes with six verses at the end,
introducing the author and his intention in composing this work.

The work presents the story of a physician by name Vidy dhara who witnesses
the assembly of the animals and birds where they voice out their woes at the hands of
human beings.

Content of the Text:

 In the beginning as benedictory verses4, the author prays to lord Gane a, goddess
Sarasvat , lord iva and P rvat  in order to understand the thoughts of birds and animals
and to have the power of understanding the feelings of  birds and animals  to complete
the work. He also seeks the blessings of  ri Garu a, the king of birds and  vehicle of
lord Vi u.

The work opens with introducing  a doctor named Vidy dhara who in addition  to
curing human beings was also famous for  treating animals  for, he could understand
the language of animals and birds5. Once when he was about to collect the herbs for
medical purposes (vv.13-6), he reached a lake surrounded by trees where it was peaceful
like Manasarovar with swans swimming, sun rays flashing and lotuses blossoming. On
the other side of lake, he saw an assembly of a group of animals.To know the purpose
of this assembly, the doctor reached the other side of lake silently. It was a meeting of
herbivorous domestic animals well known for their peacefulness.An Elephant was
presiding over the meeting (vv.17-23).It was an assembly of animals that were ill treated
by humans (vv. 24-5).

While narrating the story, the poet brings forth many a home truth through the
mouth of the animals and also through their behaviour, suiting the style of a fable
literature.

The animals were welcomed by the elephant and were advised to speak out their
minds. Great people do not talk unneccesarily and so too the  elephant, the mighty
animal says the poet6 : 

Now representing Buffaloes, one Buffalo starts speaking about how humans torture
them(vv.33-42) - by making them to pull carts, by killing them as balid na, selling the
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old ones to flesh eaters; female Buffaloes are milked leaving nothing for their small
ones and the unproductive one's are sold in markets for flesh.

Then a Bull represents its community(vv.43-53)- Tractors have replaced them
and hence they are neglected:Even those who use  them show their mean nature by ill
treating them, depriving them of food and by beating with sticks to fulfill their
wishes.They use iron rods, ropes, sticks to torture the bulls. Humans make bulls
unproductive in order to make them more suitable for working conditions. When they
become old they are sold for flesh in markets.Also the oxen are protected till they milk
and are sold in market for flesh after they stop producing milk.Hence bulls and oxen
should beprotected.

Next comes the desert animal, Camel7. Humans tie a rope through their nose
which is irritating for camels and make them suffer. They are made to travel in the
deserts without considering their hunger and thirst. Old camels are sold, like bulls for
money.

When the horse started its speech8, the poet adds that the wise do not lose the
opportunity to speak out their mind when the time comes (v.63cd): 

 The horses belonging  to tonga man have a cruel master. Beyond
capacity, the  horses are made to load people and made to run fast. By continous beatings
by the cart driver, the horse's body gets wounded. Hoofs are covered with metals
permanently which is a big curse. Horses are made to work day and night even without
being given sufficient food.

A donkey talks about the plight of its group; men call them as 'fools'. They are
provided with wastages as food such as hay or straws or brans. Donkeys are considered
untouchables. Even washermen who make donkeys to work donot provide sufficient
food to them. In order not to run away their legs are tied with ropes. Their bodies are
full of beaten marks. Such is the plight of donkeys.

Now the goat gives out their problems . Goats are the most docile animals and
hence the poet says that when supported by the mighty even the docile become vociferous
(v.87 cd):  Goat's flesh are cooked and taken as food
by men. It is sold in markets.Humans, in the name of bali kill and offer  goats as
sacrifices. Through the mouth of the goat the poet brings forth the everlasting argument
of the C rvakas, as to why humans, who want to go to svarga do not offer themselves
as bali (v.96):
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On daily basis goats are killed to satisfy the human tongues: so the population of
goats is getting reduced . As days go on goats may come to extinction.Hence such goats
need to be protected.

Pitiable condition of the sheep11- as hairs are removed from their bodies they
suffer in cold. Sheep are sold in market for flesh and they are given as bali to satisfy the
deities. Hence sheep need to be protected. Having said this the sheep steps down to
make way for deer. The poet  adds here his opinion that the sheep being good and the
amicable spoke only what was necessary (v.114 cd): 

On its turn the deer reports12  that  people hunt down deers for their flesh and for
their skin .Humans degrade themselves in the name of humanity. Hunters are always in
search of deers in order to fetch their horns; they use many cruel ways with the result
that deers have become scared of men than lions just like deers, men hunt down rabbits
too.Rabbit's life too has become pityful and miserable13.

Now, having recorded all the pitiable tales of the herbivorous animals, the poet,
through the mouth of Gajar ja brings forth the anguish he feels for such callous attitude
of human beings. He decries the habit of eating meat when there are tasty vegetables
available in plenty (v.137):

 He is very much pained at the thought that in Bh rata, where 'ahims ' is taught as
the supreme dharma, such activities are carried out, killing the very spirit of that dharma
(v.144):

The more men consume animal flesh, the more will be the spreading of evilness,
feels the poet (v.145):
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The poet laments that  such a plight of beings coexisting with humans will lead,
at the end, to destruction of human clan itself.

Not stopping with  animals, cruelty of humans  extends to birds too. As  the
physician Vidy dhara goes to forest, on the third day, he listens to the conversation of
the assembled  birds under the leadership of  'Pak ir ja'  Garu a. Garu a advices them
to talk about their woes one by one;  since the wise  should not delay in conveying their
messages (Uttar rdha, v.14cd): 

A May ra (Peacock) comes forward to voice its problems14. Peacocks  dance
spreading their feathers to please people, sing to keep them happy from worries: they
predict rain during monsoon and make famers happy. But men in lust  for beautiful
feathers cut them and kill the May ras for the sake of flesh. The poet adds here the
statement that the peacock remained quite after stating the case as the worse do not
explain what they have said (v.24.cd): 

Now the turn of the parrots15  - Parrots are forced into cages as if they have
committed some crime. Parrots and such domesticated birds are fed with left over food
in a contiminated plate which is not cleaned properly on regular basis. Humans donot
chant 'rama' japa themselves but parrots are made to say repeatedly. Such caged parrots
loose their flying capacity out of fear and cry to their self. People sell parrots and their
younger ones in the market for money (30ab): 

Representative of the Kapotas (Pigeons) reports (vv.34-9) - Not only the illiterate,
but even the educated  eat the flesh of pigeons in order to rejuvenate themselves. Pigeons
are soft and easy to be caught. Such birds do not wish anything from men. But still they
are hunted by humans for getting cured of their diseases.

The humans to satisty their tongue  and to show off their sophisticated life style,
kill hens and eat them  on daily basis  is the report  by a kukku a (hen). While carrying
hens from one place to another they carry them as though they are already lifeless; hens
are cooked in different ways. Also some hens are killed in step by step process while
some are killed at one blow. They grow hens with great care, sell them and make money.
The  eggs are also sold in large numbers as big business. Number of people eating such
eggs are increasing day by day causing fear to hens.

On its turn Tittiri (Partridge)states17 - Partridge's flesh  is  liked by men and hence
killing them has reduced their population which is already depleted. After the Tittiri, a
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vartaka rises up and tells the trouble undergone by their class. The other birds also
report their woes caused by human beings who should, in fact protect them.

Listening to all this, Garu a18 broods over the plight of the birds at the hands of
the humans. Through the mouth of Garu a, the poet brings out his ideas regarding the
problem on hand. He wonders as to how the humans well-known for following ideals
like ahims  (non-violence), satya (truth), asteya (non stealing), auca (cleanliness),
indriyanigraha (control the senses), day  (compassion), k am  (patience), tit k a
(endurance) along with sattvaguna have turned killers and flesh eaters (vv.77-8):

Doves are eaten in the place where King ibi (who offered himslef to save a
dove) had ruled!.The country where Mah v ra, Gauthama, Guru N naka  and Mah tm
Gandhi were born has become the slaughter house of birds (vv.79-80):

Humanity is depleting in this earth. Compassion, like river Ga g ,  is getting
dried up. Ahims , like Yamun , is getting destroyed. Hims  is increasing (vv.82-3). Out
of greediness and lust, foolish men eatthe flesh of birds. In this Kali age, humans,
instead of being protectors of the fauna have become destroyers (v.87cd): 

Thus Garu a discussing the plight of the birds with them, advices them to pray to
the Lord, who alone can help them in their plight, since in their world, the protect or
(men) has become the annihilator.

Now, from vv.151-58, the poet shortly talks of Dr. Vidy dhara's worried mood
and wish to help the animals and birds. After thus cogitating for a week, Dr. Vidy dhara
decides to write to the R rapati of Bh rata upraising him of the situation and request
him to take some possible action to protect the animals and birds. From vv.160-89, the
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poet narrates context of the letter to the R rapati. In that letter he reiterates that  Lord
Brahm  has given different vareties of food sources from plants; hence it is not correct
on the part of the humans to kill animals and birds and eat their flesh (171):

His final request is that the R rapati of Bh rata should abolish the practice of
killing and eating these species; this would result in the protection of human race,
declares the poet (v. 180):

Conclusion

The present work though a Kha ak vya falls under the category of  fable
literature; it  stands unique in exhibiting the injustice experienced by the animal world
caused by the highly evolved human world. Not missingany of the members of the
fauna, the pain and injury caused by humans to them as voiced by each of them is well
presented by the poet. The avarice and lust of human world to consume meat has
increased so much that man is unaware of his own behavioural change, which would
finally destroy the human population.

Ahims , an essential virtue to be developed by humans to evolve spiritually has
always been emphasised  in our literature. The whole work, written as an appeal to the
President of India is actuallyan address to every citizen of this country to realise his
folly and rise up to do his duty of protecting the animal world. Thus the work stands out
as a votary of Ahims .
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Buddhist Fables and Murals at Ajanta
Caves: Some Reflections

Shoumanya Mukherjee

Art includes the various branches of creative activities such as
Architecture, Sculpture, Painting, Music, Literature, Dance etc. Ajanta Caves
in India are famous for its greatest tradition of painting all over the world.
In fact Ajanta is a different world where we find the illustrations of various
Buddhist fables which are the reflections of Buddhist teachings. Ajanta has
30 caves including cave no 15A which are divided into two parts i.e.
S tv hana caves and V k aka caves. Amongst all these caves this paper
attempts to explore the principal values of Buddhism from the murals ofcave
no 1, 2,16 and 17 as they constitute the major amount of surviving murals
based on Buddhist fables at Ajanta.

Key words: Buddhism, Fables, Murals, Ajanta caves, Values.

Introduction:

Buddhism is one of the oldest religions and philosophies of the world. The
distinctive feature of Buddhism is its art. Art is generally defined as: 'The expression
or application of human creative skill and imagination, typically in a visual form such
as painting or sculpture, producing works to be appreciated primarily for their beauty
or emotional power'. India is famous for its different kinds of art and some of them
are surely created by Buddhists. Various ancient dynasties in India such as Magadha,
Su ga, Nanda Mauryan, Post-Mauryan Kingdoms, ku a, Gupta, P la, Sena etc.
bear some significant masterpieces of Buddhist art.
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We know that art includes the various branches of creative activities, such as
Architecture, Sculpture, Painting, Music, Literature, Dance etc.India is famous for its
greatest tradition of painting all over the world. In most cases this art was born out
of its profound philosophy and culture. One can find that painting at the Ajanta caves
are based on mainly J taka stories (exhibiting the past life and rebirth of Lord
Buddha)  that convey different aspects of ancient India such as Socio-economical,
Political, Educational, Judiciary and many important values taught by Gautama
Buddha. This paper is an attempt to explore those cardinal values which are not only
the Asset of India, but Pillars of any civilized society, expressed by the murals of
caves 1, 2, 16 and 17 at Ajanta.

Time, Place and Patronage:

Ajanta is considered as the source and inspiration of Buddhist paintings across
the world.  The Western Ghats of the Deccan plateau at Aurangabad district of
Maharashtra, a state of India are famous for Buddhist rock-cut caves of Ajanta.There
are total 30 caves including 15A and they are divided into two groups namely
S tav hana period (roughly traced back to 2nd century BCE to 1st century CE) caves
or H nay na Buddhist style caves. These Caves are 9, 10, 12, 13, 15A1  and the rest
are V k aka period caves or Mah y na Buddhist style caves2  (roughly traced back
to 3rd century-5th century CE). The first group of caves was patronized by the
S tav hana Dynasty3  while the later group was flourished under the patronage of the
V k aka Dynasty specially the V k aka King, Hari e a4.

Features of the Ajanta Caves:

Amongst the 30 caves, five caves 9, 10, 19, 26, and 29 are worship hall
(Chaitya) with a stupa and the rest are monastery (Vih ra).The first group of caves
do not contain any figurative sculpture, but they highlighted on the stupa, because
H nay na Buddhism does not allow pictorial exhibition of Buddha. So, except
symbolic motifs and stupa of caves 9 and 10, small sculptural activity is seen in the
caves of the earlier group. We find that the caves 9 and 10 are stupa where worship
halls of Caityag ha are situated whereas caves 12, 13, and 15A are vih ra-s5. The
latter group of caves are attributed to the theistic Mah y na6. 1-8, 11, 14-29 are the
later period caves. Amongst these caves, 19, 26 and 29 are Caityag ha-s and the
remaining are vih ra-s. Like the first group, the latter phase caves have also mural
paintings. The craftsmanship of caves 1, 2, 16 and 17 still shined.Though almost all
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of these caves are adorned with various paintings and sculptures but caves 1, 2, 16
and 17 exhibit the major amount of surviving ancient Indian wall paintings7 based on
Buddhist fables.

Murals:

Ajanta caves are famous for their paintings and rock-cut sculptures recognized
as one of the finest existing examples of Ancient Indian art, specially, wall paintings
that express many things of ancient India including valuesand teachings of Lord
Buddha through gesture, pose form, fables and parables.

Cave 1: The excavation of cave 1 was done from late 463 CE to 477 CE under
the reign of Mah r ja Hari he a of the Western V k aka Dynasty and the patron
of this cave is  unknown8. In cave no 1, there are 15 paintings9 depicting various
philosophical, religious, socialand other aspects of ancient India. Wall painting,
Maitr b la depicting non-violence. Mah sudarsana wall painting and painting of
king ibi are famous for expressing justice, compassion, goodness and calmness etc.
Painting of King Udr yana of Roruka portrays renunciation of his kingdom and
accepting Buddhism.  Painting Sa ghap la, a  N ga king, conveys  that through
suffering one can only attain Nirv a  or liberation, the principal aim of Buddhism.
J naka wall painting narrates King J naka of Videha realization that a happy and free
life can be led only by rejecting mundane belongings and happiness. Painting
Sum gadh daughter of An thapi ada, the merchant of the city of r vast , shows
the invitation of Sum gadh  to Lord Buddha and his disciple who welcomed them
with food and drink.  Through the wall painting of Maho adha, King of Videha the
intelligence of his wife Vi kh  by which he was able to remove six corrupted
minister and exile from his kingdom is exhibited.  Through M ravijaya it is described
how Bodhisattva attained Enlightenment and became Lord Buddha. The
Mah pr atih rya painting illustrates Great Miracle made by Lord Buddha and his
teaching for achieving Nirv a or salvation. Painting Campaka, the displeased wife
of a N ga king, tells that only human being can escape from the cycle of rebirth,
another principal teaching of Lord Buddha. Through the painting N gakum ra, a
N ga prince, his rebirth as humanbeing and sainthood in the next life has been
expressed.  The wall painting King Prabh sa teaches that Bodhisattva or Enlightening
state can be achieved only by conquering desires.

Cave 2: Cave 2 was excavated inearly 465-69/ 475-78 CE/ 478-80 under the
reign of Mah r ja Hari e a of the Western V k taka Dynasty and the patron is
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unidentified10. The whole cave is painted except for the area flanking the doorway
in the front interior wall. Like the 1st cave this cave too has some murals depicting
Lord Buddha's teachings along with other things. Amongst the paintings, the painting
Bh ridatta, second son of a N ga king, expresses the absurdity of sacrifices in the
form of human or other animals, rituals and cast systems and all of these activities
are prohibited in Buddhism. Mural on K ntiv din, an ascetic, exhibits forgiveness,
one of the cardinal values of Buddhism. Through the painting of Ha sa, a goose
king, the virtues of just and loyalty are taught. Vidh ra, the loyal Prime Minister of
the Kuru king, exhibitsthe wisdom possessed by the Prime Minister that is able to
transform an ga king's wife's mentality. Bhagavatpras ti mural narrates the last birth
of Bodhisattva (Enlightened One) in this world or Sa s rathat indicates that Lord
Buddha attained liberation, the ultimate goal of human being according to Buddhism.
Another mural which is named one thousand Buddha-s, is believed portraying the
Great Miracle in which the Buddha multiplied himself, so that the rows of Buddha-
s reached the sky.'

Cave 16 : Cave 16 was excavated in the late 462-69, 477-78, 478-79 CE in
the time of  Mah r ja Hari e a of the Western V k aka Dynasty and the main
patron of this cave was Var hadeva, the prime minister of Mah r ja Hari e a11. Like
the other cave, this one too is adorned with many colourful paintings.  Mural
Devavat ra spreads the message against cheating or dishonesty through the story of
a nun, Utpalavar who took the form of great king by her superhuman power to
attend Lord Buddha's sermon from the very first row. The Vartak pota (vartaka
means quail) painting depicts one of the fundamental value of Buddhism i.e. telling
truth in every situation. Generosity, another supreme value is expressed by the mural
Prince Vi v ntara, who donated everything-his kingdom, valuables, children even his
wife though later on he was given back all of these things for his generosity, one of
the greatest virtues. Through the mural Bisa (lotus stalks) some virtue like detachment,
truth etc of a Brahmin family is depicted. We know that taking alcohol is injurious
to health and this is narrated in the mural named Kumbha (jug). Through the narration
of wall painting Mukapangu, it is advised that duty is for the sake of duty and we
find it is the motto of Karmayoga described in the Bhagavad Git . Teaching on
Enlightenment is given in the mural Nanda, who is Lord Buddha's half-brother and
who used to immerse in his wife's beauty but ultimately attained sainthood through
the teachings of Lord Buddha. Mah sam ja painting depicts Lord Buddha delivering
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his sermons before the Mah sam ja (Great Assembly) of gods. Birth, marriage,
renunciation and Enlightenment of Buddha are portrayed in the mural Bhagav n.

Cave 17:  Cave 17 was excavated in the year 463-471/ 479-480 CE under the
reign of Mah r ja Hari e a of the Western V k aka Dynasty and under the patronage
of Upendragupta II, the local king of Rishika and a vassal of Mah r ja Hari e a12.
In this cave we find highest number of murals (almost 30 murals) than the previous
caves mentioned above. Most of the murals express Buddha's teachings and the
events relating to his life. Mural Avalokite vara, shows the care and protection given
by the Bodhisattva, Avalokite vara, to travellers from eight kinds of perils. The
wheel of transmigration and the concept of hell are exhibited in the painting
Sa s racakra, though we find that Buddhism does not believe in the concept of hell
and heaven. On the news of Buddha's Enlightenment and the birth of his son,

uddhodana, Gautama Buddha's father organized a celebration and Buddha was an
invitee to this occasion. This story was expressed in the painting named uddhodana.
The story of becoming a monk of a common man named Udayi, the son of the court
priest at Kapil vastu, the kingdom of King uddhodana, and a nun of a woman
named Gupta through the teaching of Lord Buddha are narrated in the mural Udayi.
Benevolence, another important virtue, is portrayed through the mural of Dhanap la.
Dhanap la which was an angry elephant and used to be involved into rampages was
disciplined and calmed by Lord Buddha through the power of his benevolence. There
is another mural named R hula which expresses the way of becoming monk of
R hula, son of Buddha. Through the painting Sumati, a Brahmin student, Buddhist
doctrine of rebirth is emphasized when we see that Sumati is promised that he would
be Buddha kyamuni in the next life. Generosity again was depicted through the
painting of King ibi. Forgiveness and kindness two greatest values are displayed
through the mural Rúru (swarnam ga, stag) who instead of suggesting any punishment
to his betrayer advised the King and other to practice forgiveness and kindness.
Buddhism believes in Karmav da or law of action according to which good action
leads to happiness and bad action leads to suffering. This doctrine is taught in the
murals called k a  and V nara where we find a poor woodcutter in the first painting
and a peasant in the second painting suffered for their betrayal and misdeeds with
them who once upon a time sustained them by providing food and affection. Non-
violence and truthfulness, two prime virtues of Buddhism are exhibited through the
mural of a danta, an elephant who refrained not only himself but other elephants
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from harming a human. Through the mural Mah kapi, a Great Monkey, again duty
for the sake of duty is advocated and murals named Hastin, (an elephant) and a a
sacrifice of one's own interest is taught. Detachment is the key principle in order to
achieve liberation, the highest goal of Buddhism and in the mural Bodhi, we find this
detachment from sensual pleasure is depicted. By the story Sarva dada, another
important mural, doing good for all is addressed where we find a king, titled
Sarva?dada (Giving Everything), sacrificed himself for the good of a pigeon. Through
the story Sutasoma, the king of Indraprastha, and arabha, a type of antelope,
transformation is advocated where one notices that a man-eater in the first case was
transformed by the honesty and truthfulness of King Sutasoma and in the second case
a king renounced hunting by the power of generosity shown to him by a antelope and
all these three namely honesty, truthfulness and generosity are significant values in
Buddhism. Loyalty, another vital virtue, is depicted through the painting M t po aka.
We find truthfulness is so important in Buddhism it is again preached in the mural
Matsya (fish). Through the story y ma, (courtpriest's devoted son) the duty of a son
to take care of his parents at their old age is exhibited. Patience and humbleness are
depicted in the painting Mahi , [A yaksha (genius, a class of semi-divine beings)].

We find some caves have common murals. For example, Ha sa for Cave 2
and 17, Mah sam ja for cave 16 and17; Vi v ntara for 16 and 17, Sutasoma for 16
and 17; Rúru for 2 and 17. Prabh sa, Mait b la, Mah pr tih rya and ibi for cave
1 and 2. Mait b la, Mah pr tih rya for 1, 2 and 16.

Conclusion:

Thus, we find that one of the distinguishing features of Buddhism is its murals
that express various messages and values such as non-violence, justice, compassion,
goodness, calmness, renunciation, honesty, detachment, forgiveness, kindness, just,
loyalty, truthfulness, generosity, transformation, benevolence, patience, abstention
from taking alcohol that is injurious to health etc along with other features of Ancient
India. We know that these cardinal values are not only required for attaining liberation
(Nirv a) as prescribed by Lord Buddha, but are the bedrock of any society that help
to co-exist peacefully both inwardly and outwardly. We find from 1983 the Ajanta
caves have been recognized as the UNESCO world Heritage Site for their importance
and relevancy in the world history.
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AdvaitaTeachings in The Karka  Fable
of Yogav i ha Teaching Advaita

Sudarsan Krishna

Fables have been an important tool in communicating abstract thoughts
in an easily comprehensible way from the time of the Upani ads. Though the
fables have been used widely to teach statecraft, they find a place in
philosophical literature too. The tenets of Advaita have been taught through
stories and fables in texts like the Yogav ha. This article tries to explain
the place of fables in Advaita narrative, based on a story from the Yogav ha
about a Karka (crab) and her interaction with the king and the minister of
Kir tas.

Introduction

Starting from the Vedas, the enormous volume of scriptures lay emphasis on
imparting the means to attain the four puru rthas viz., dharma, artha, k ma and mok a.
The sages and seers have used many techniques to convey the same.  Among the many
methodologies used, fables take a prominent place in the communication of abstract
and complex ideas. A fable is defined as "a traditional short story that teaches a moral
lesson, especially one with animals as characters".1 Complex thoughts are broken down
in an easy to understand form in fables. These have been used by many a teacher to help
students absorb and assimilate difficult thoughts easily.

The fable literature in Sanskrit is a treasure trove where one can find many moral
lessons conveyed through animated characters. Works such as th e Pañcatantra and the
Hitopade a are popular examples of such type of literature. Further they were widely
used to teach young princes the nuances of statecraft in an easily comprehensible manner.
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Use of fables and short stories is an age old method of teaching. Animals and
birds teaching human beings are found in the Upani ads too. For example, in the
Ch ndogyopan ad2 we find Satyak ma J b la being taught about the various aspects
of Brahman by V abha (bull), Agni (fire), Hamsa (swan) and Madgu (flamingo) in
that order and later the teacher completing it. In the Aj ta atru-D pta B laki narrative
in B had ra yakopan ad3  we find the talks of the birds inspiring humans.

We find references of many fables and stories which convey moral lessons in the
epics. The passage " " is a very famous and of the repeated
passage in the Mah bh rata.

It shows the popularity of stories and how they were remembered, recollected
and used in regular communication. They became part of an oral tradition of handing
down thoughts and values through the centuries or to emphasize enteral values. As the
fables are in an easy to assimilate form, they play a vital role in the transmission of
abstract thoughts in the form of philosophical teachings (Dar ana stra)as well to lay
people.

Utility of Fables in Yogav i ha
In the system of Advaita, Brahman, the fundamental cause of the universe is

accepted as nirgu a i.e., without any attributes or characteristics. That being the case,
the philosophers well versed in the system ascribe non-real attributes and adjuncts
(up dhi) to explain the non-dual concept of Brahman. In fact, the very causality of
Brahman which is used to establish the non-dual nature of Brahman is illusory. Hence
everything other than Brahman becomes mithy .

Brahman being transcendental, being the only reality apart from and away from
the world of language and communication, fables and analogies are used to explain the
idea of self in the mok stra. Vide., karabh ya on Brahmas tra III.2.18:

It is not only the idea about Brahman which is being taught but also the preparations
for oneself to proceed in the spiritual path, qualifying oneself in the s dhanacatu aya
etc., too become equally important. The ideas about the spiritual path and the practice
to tread the path are terse and it is difficult to reach the destination in the spiritual
journey. So says Ka hopani ad4 :  Thus, it
is clear that spiritual attempt needs proper understanding. And this is made feasible by
analogies and tales as is seen in the Yogav i ha.
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The fables which have ethical and didactical values and lessons are referred to as
ethico-didactical fables. The use of such tales and fables is common in philosophical
texts like the Yogav i ha.

The Yogav i ha (YV) is one of the prominent texts in Advaita philosophy. It
contains the dialogue between Sage Va i ha and r R ma and is attributed to sage
V lm ki. It has been commented by nandabodhendra Sarasvat . The Yogav i ha has
six prakara as and among them the third prakara a known as the Utpatti Prakara a
describes the nature of people in general and specifically the nature of spiritual aspirants.
This delineation is done more through illustrative stories. These stories are referred to
as d nta-s kta (verses)in the Yogav i ha.

On the use of such d nta stories, the text observes that they contain justifications
with expository logic (vyutp daka yukti), very relevant and pertinent analogies and
examples :

The text also describes d nta stories as d ntas ras kt ni. nandabodhendra
Sarasvati, interprets the phrased d ntas ras kt as 

 According to his interpretation d nta-s kt s are
khy yik s -short stories, to exemplify. The third prakara a of the YV entitled Utpatti

Prakara a has plenty of such d nta stories.
The stories deal with different spiritual requirements, moral and philosophical

values that are to be inculcated. The stories also deal with the results that arise when we
follow them and the consequences of not following it. The importance and sense of
story are indicated in the context itself in the YV. The characters in the stories in
philosophical literatureare presented with allegorical colour too. The birds, animals
and inanimate things appearing as characters in such stories used in the philosophical
literature are not just presented with animations but are also given some positive and
negative values depending on the central idea highlighted.
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The story of Karka  (crab)

The chapters 68 to 82 of the Utpatti Prakara a section of the YV deal with the
story of a Karka  (crab). A retold version of the YV is available by the name
Laghuyoga ha (LYV) by a scholar, Abhinanda, from Kashmir.

The crab, presented in the text as demoness Karka , suffers from insatiable hunger.
She considers her extraordinary hunger as normal and not a disease. No attempt is
made by her to cure the disease; instead she prays to Brahm  and gets a boon for
abundant and continuous supply of food to satiate her hunger.

The story of Karka  (crab) is told by Va i ha to R ma as illustration for d yado a
niv tti in the third Adhy ya of LYV  :

The story deals with the importance and need of purity and the circumstances in
which absolute purity can arise. The cultivable nature of this characteristic by everyone
without exception is also dealt with here. The story also highlights the classifications
of spiritual aspirants based on the inculcation of spiritual attitude and values, dealt with
in different sections in the text.

Now let us look at the story. There was a demoness referred to as Karka , due to
her form of a crab. She suffered from severe hunger. So she undertook severe penance
to propitiate Brahm , the God of creation. She wanted a boon for unending supply of
food to satisfy her hunger8 :

Brahm , satisfied with her penance appeared before her and granted her the boon
as requested by her. By the boon given by Brahm , she becomes splenetic disease and
cholera with needling pain to take her prey to satisfy her hunger9 :

On the advice of Brahm , transforming herself into vi cik  she makes people -
who have not kept themselves clean, who are not used to taking wholesome (clean/
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hygienic) food, who practice vicious courses, ignorant, rude and violent, live in places
with unsatisfactory sanitary conditions and are immoral, her victims. She could infect
them through their breath,thereby suggesting that the infection could spread through
air and make the people suffer with splenetic diseases10 :

But when the infection spreads it would affect both good and bad people. So to
save themselves Brahm  suggested a prayer that could be recited (LYV III. Mantra
given between verses 30 and 31).

Here the LYV not only gives the type of people who could be afflicted, but also
how the disease could spread and when it became virulent how it could affect all the
people irrespective of their hygienic precautions.

When Karka has such a lifestyle, in course of time she develops an innate
weariness, a sense of discontentment and she develops the attitude of discrimination.
But the instinct of survival made her continue her lifestyle as before. Her grouse was
that she was not able to attack the well informed and knowledgeable, as they maintain
their cleanliness, purity and knowledge about themselves. She again prays to Brahm
who pleased with her evolution grants the boon of jñ na with the condition that she
would continue to follow her old ways for her survival. She could take a jñ nis as her
victims. The story introduces the concept of jñ nis overcoming the problems and thereby
the cycle of sa s ra here :

To distinguish jñ nis from a jñ nis she would question her victims regarding
Brahman, the ultimate cause of the universe and related aspects.

Once during her search for food, she entersthe kingdom of the Kir tas. The king
of the Kir tas and his minister on their night patrol are accosted by her. She desires to
test them to make them her victims12 :

She appears as a formless being before them and her sound alone is heard. She
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asks them if they knew the terrible nature of the forest and whether theyhavecome there
willingly to be her victims. Undaunted, the king asks her to identify herself. She appears
in her frightening form with wide open mouth as if to devour them. Questioned by her
as to the purpose of their night sojourn, the minister explains that the duty of the
administration is to protect the people day and night and apprehend the wicked so that
they might not trouble the people13 :

She appreciates their sense of duty14 :

Both the demoness and the king and the minister recognize each other as
knowledgeable ones.Still she wanted to test their knowledge regarding Brahman15 :

Her questions were about Brahman as that which constitutes the ultimate
knowledge. Her questions, in the form of a riddle, form one part of the conversation
and the answers by the king and the minister, the other part. The answers are not in the
order of the questions; but one can easily understand that each question is properly
answered.

Her first question was about the cause of everything i.e., how can an atomic
particlebe the cause of myriad forms of the universe like a water bubble in the sea that
reflects everything16 :

Her next question was regarding . "What is that which is  and yet is
not?"17: ?

Another question was regarding the existence (be-ness). She asks them"what is
that which thoughis yet it is not?"18: 
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Then she asks a question about effulgence. "What is that which manifests itself
as cit (consciousness) and is yet a stone (or inert)?" was her query19: 

If the answer for the questions would be a unitary one, then she raises an objection
regarding that single cause manifesting itself as both sentient and insentient effects.
Would it be possible for that single cause to manifest both as sentient and insentient
effects, both with mutually contradictory characteristics and signifying living and non-
living beings? She then asks if everything were to find abode in  what portrays
these pictures in that space20 : 

As she ceases her questions, the minister answers her first. He says that her
questions point to the non-dual Brahman. Being above the reach of the mind and the
five indriyas (organs), the Brahman is endless, Absolute, subtler than and atom
of atoms. It is the ultimate cause of the universe and it is theall-pervasive one21 :

Regarding the question about space, i.e., that which is space while it is not a
space at the same time,the reply is that it is the all-pervading Brahman. As there is no
such attribute as exterior or interior to this it can be said to be  itself; yet it is not
the  of the elements, as it is pure jñ na itself 22 :

About the natural limitation, it is said, that Brahman cannotbe defined; at the
same time is definitely existing23 :

Regarding the possibility of a single object being the cause of both sentient and
insentient objects, it isreplied that it is the self-shining Light, consciousness per se, and
yet it is like the inert stone since it does not have the power of knowing and in the
absence of object of knowledge one may not have any idea about it. Asit constitutes
everything (intelligence and matter) it cannot know itself. It is the form of consciousness.
Hence it is spoken of as inert like a stone24 :

Pleased with their correct answers Karka  frees them from her clutches. The
king also permits her to attack the disorderly for her survival. She also promises to be
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benign henceforth and remain in their country to help the people and not torment them
as before.

Conclusion

This story shows the values of purity for spiritual aspirants. For, purity and hygiene
can help maintain health and will help curb distraction and disease. The value of good
health need not be adequately stressed for the aspirants. Sincerity, rock like firmness of
mind and fearlessness too are needed to proceed on the path of spirituality. A frightened
one may not be able to pursue his goal at all. The attitude of the king and minister in the
story clearly brings this out.The need of philosophical knowledge to leadlife in a proper
waytoo is shown through the encounter with the demoness.

As the story form has been made use of to communicate such ideas in the texts of
, it cannot be gainsaid that they do not have any role to play in the

philosophical texts.

Thus the ethico-didactical fables have remained very much a part of the process
of teaching, communicating and expressing the abstract thoughts of Advaita philosophy
to students and disciples. The masters of Advaita philosophy in modern India like Sri
Ramakrishna, Swami Vivekananda and Sri Ramana Maharshi too have extensively
used fables as a teaching tool. There is no doubt that ethico-didactical fables have
played a role in the proper understanding of the transcendental concepts in Advaita
philosophy.
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Characteristics of Fables in
Mah bh rata vis-à-vis

Pañcatantra ' and 'Hitopade a '

Dr. Jayashree Sakalkale

Fables are ever popular source of entertainment not only for children
but for elders also. We find fables, myths and fairytales all over the world in
folklore and literature. India has a great tradition of storytelling. 'R m ya a'
and 'Mah bh rata' both of our great epics are consequent products of this
tradition. Later on 'Pañcatantra' and 'Hitopade a' become popular amongst
Indians and neighboring countries. In 'Mah bh rata' Fables form a part of
Upde as. Especially in ntiparva we find several fables. Most of these fables
are told by Bh ma to Yudhi hira while consoling him and instructing him
about his duties. This paper aims at discussing characteristics, focus of the
fables of Mah bh rata with special reference to ' ntiparva' and its similarities
with 'Pañcatantra' and 'Hitopade a'.

Keyword: Fables Mah bh rata, Characteristics, Pañcatantra, Hitopade a, moral

Introduction

Fables are defined as a narration intended to enforce a useful truth especially one
in which animals speak and act like human beings.1 Gilbert K Chesterton defines fables
as 'Fables is more historical than fact, because fact tells us about one man and fables
tell us about a million men'. Fables composed by Aesop are very popular in the west. In
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India, they come under the genre of n tikath  in which 'Pañcatantra' and 'Hitopade a'
are famous books translated to many languages of the world.

ruto hitopade o'ya p ava sa sk tokti u l
V c satata vaicitrya n tividy  dad ti ca ll2

So many outcomes are observed of N tikath  in this loka from Hitopade a.
Tradition of storytelling is one of the rich and ancient traditions of India. Pur as are
full of stories told by someone to somebody. Mah bh rata itself is the story told by
Vai ampayana to Janamejaya. Mah bh rata too has stories including Akhy nas and
Fables. Especially in ntiparva in which Bh ma is preaching various dharmas to
Yudhi hira and trying to boost his moral by telling him stories. The ntiparva may be
called the blend of stories and Upde as. This paper aims at discussing the characteristics
of fables in ntiparva of Mah bh rata and focus on its similarities with 'Pañcatantra'
and 'Hitopade a'.

Literature review

Mah bh rata is the great epic of India composed by Mahar Vy sa. It contains
One Lakh Sanskrit lokas. Besides, the main story of the war and the Kuru Dynasty, it
also contains many stories related to Vedic Literature, other khy nas (Legends and
myths), and several fables. Comparative to other Parvas, The ntiparva has more
fables. Pañcatantram and Hitopade a  are famous books of Fables in India and translated
in many languages all over the world. Pañcatantram has five chapters - Mitrabheda ,
Mitrasampr pti, Labdhapr a a , K koluk ya  and Aprik itk rka . Hitopade a  has
four chapters - Mitralabh , suh heda , Vigraha  and Sandhi .  The stories are told by
the learned Brahmin to the untrained princes. Though both books are popular among
children, the prime aim of these books is to teach the principles of political administration
and to guide them how to behave in varied situations. Both the books speak about basic
human nature and attitude. Subh it s are the common features of both of books. Both
books have stories in which human characters are incorporated along with animal
characters.

Discussion of the topic:

1)      Story of The sage and the dog

This story in the Mah bh rata reads thus: The sage had a dog. The sage who was
attached to the dog realizing its danger from a leopard transforms him into a leopard.
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The leopard inturn was prey to the tiger and so transformed to a tiger, then to an elephant
and later as a lion and finally into a arabha. After being turned to be a arabha, it
thinks of killing the very sage who had all through protected and given it a better hierarchy
of animal life. The sage who had quickly grasped the intention of the arabha assigns
him back the life of a dog again

tatastena tapa akty  vidito gy nacak u
vij ya sa mah pr j o muni v na tanuktav n3

The moral of the story is that the innate or the basic nature of a being can never be
changed:-

kulaj  pr k to r j  swakul natay  sad
na p pe kurute buddhi  bhidyam no 'pyan nagasi4 II

It means that a good man never commits any sin or act of revenge even after he is
neglected, insulted or discarded.  This is to suggest that the King shouldexamine ministers
and other officials before they are appointed.Thus the fable cautions that if a king wants
to rule peacefully he must appoint ministers and officials carefully.

n par k ya mah p la  saciva kartu arhati I
akul nanar k r ona r j  sukhamedhate II5

The Hitopade a too has a similar story in which the sage converts the mouse into
the cat, then the cat into a dog and then into the tiger. When tiger seems to attack the
sage, it is again transformed back as the mouse6. The moral of the story is

n ca l ghyapada  pr pya sv mina hantumicchati I
m ikovyaghrat  prapya muni hantu gato yath II7

The Pañcatantra also has the similar story of transformation of one animal to
another with different moral8. The sage transmutes the mouse into the girl and nurtures
her like his child. When she grows up, the sage wants her to be married and tries to find
a suitable boy for her. She refuses to marry with the sun because the sun could be
covered by the clouds. She refuses the cloud that could be blocked by the mountain and
she refuses the mountain for being gnawed by the mouse and so marries the mouse.

So we find the focus of the three stories is all about human nature. The
Mah bh rata focuses on what the king should do while appointing ministers and the
Hitopade a  tells about how a person misbehaves after becoming mighty one. All the
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three texts emphasise that the basic characteristics remain the same even when better
positions are given.

2)      Story of the three fish -

In this story name of the fish are An gatavidh t , D rghas tr  and
Pratyutpannamati.  The same story is found in the mitrabheda  section of Pañcatantra
and in Sandhi of Hitopade a, except the name of third fish. In Pañcatantra and
Hitopade a it is Yadbhavi yati or Yadbhavi a. This variation changes the focus of the
story slightly. Yadbhavi yati means the person who does not care about the future. The
word D rghas tr  means the person who always delays everything or does not take
timely decision. The story tells about the capacity of different people to handle the
same situation. The moral of the story is

an gatavidh t  ca pratyuatpannamati ca ya I

dv veva sukh m edhate d rghas tr  vin yati II9

3)         Story of the Pigeon couple and hunter -

There is a story of a Pigeon couple and a hunter in Mah bh rata.10 The story is
narrated to elaborate protecting the person asking for shelter.

pit maha mah pr j a sarva stravi rada I

ara a  p lay nasya yo dharmasta  vadasva me II11

One day a hunter catches a pigeon hen. While returning to home he seeks shelter
under the tree where she used to live with her mate. The hunter was tired, hungry and
shivering with cold. She asks her husband to serve him. The pigeon jumps into the fire
and offers his body to the hunter to quench his hunger.

ar vapyucita  k ryamatithya  g ham gate I
chettumapy gate ch y nopasa haratedruma II12

The loka means even if an enemy comes to our home as a guest we must serve
him, as a tree never takes off its shadow from the axeman cutting the same tree down.

This loka is also there in Hitopade a  in the story of the vulture and the cat. The
story of vulture and the cat also contains the thoughts of serving the Atithi. But the story
ends up on a negative note. The cat seeks shelter near the vulture by preaching him the
importance to serve the guest, hiding the real aim to live with him for hunting baby
birds.  When the birds try to search for the killer of their children, the cat runs away and
the vulture is brutally killed by the birds thinking that it might have eaten their babies.
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In the pigeon storywe find some lokas regarding importance and duty of a wife.
The male pigeon praises his wife and her loyalty to him. The concept of Pativrat  is
elaborated in 144th and 145th adh yas of ntiparva.

pativrat  patigati  patipriyahite rat I

yasya sy t k d  bh ry  dhanya  sa puru o bhuvi II13

Finally the hunter also enters in the forest fire and commits suicide. The contrition
arises in his mind. At the end three of them get the blissful afterlife. The N tikath  ends
on the note of ultimate salvation. More than Fables it is related to the eternal principle
of Indian culture - Atithi  Devo Bhava.

4)      Story of a Tiger and a Jackal -

The story was narrated to Yudhi hira to identify the real character of the person
in the answer of his question.

asaumy  saumyar pe a saumy c saumyadar an I

id n puru st ta katha vidy mahe vaya II14

The cruel king Paurika while reborn as a jackal remembers all his misbehaviour.
Now he is very well behaved, honest jackal who never eats other's food. After observing
his honesty the tiger decides to make him a minister.  The jackal accepts it after a lot
many arguments. He says that your servants will not accept me and they will try to
break our union.

na yok yati h  me la tava bh tai  pur tanai I

te tv vibhedayi yanti du la ca madantare II15

The jackal acquires very important place, so old ministers are now restless and
unsettled. Corrupt ministers are frustrated. First they try to spoil the jackal but they
could not then they mischievously try to spoil the mind of the tiger by placing tiger's
meat at the jackal's house. Initially they succeed to create misunderstanding about the
jackal. The tiger orders to kill him. The tiger's mother clears the situation.  She tells him
that the weaker always hates the mighty, uneducated hates the educated and a fool hates
wise people. The king should observe properly and make decision wisely.

tasm t pratyak ad to' piyuktohyartha  par k itu I

par k ya jn payannarthannapa c t parita yate II16
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The tiger apologises to the jackal. But the jackal decides to leave the king saying
that it will be difficult for him to stay there after losing faith in one another.

The similar story is included in the first chapter of Pañcatantram.17 The story of
Dantila has the same situation though it ends differently. Dantila is learned and intelligent,
soon he occupies the important place closeto the king. He invites the king and the
queen for his marriage and unfortunately insults Gorambh , the king's servant. Gorambh
creates the misunderstanding about Dantila by saying that he had seen Dantila embracing
the queen. The king discards Dantila but when Dantila realizes that it was a conspiracy
of Gorambh  he immediately invites and felicitates Gorambh  and with his help Dantila
retains his prowess. Both stories focus on the relation of king and his ministers and
how the jealousy complicatesthe situation.

However, in the story from Mahabharata the jackal leaves the king but in
Pañcatantra Dantila retains his position.

Conclusion:

1) Pañcatantra and Hitopade a are told by the learned to the uneducated and spoilt
princes. In the Mah bh rata, Bh mais talking to Yudhi hira who was the great
learned, highly educated, well trained, sophisticated, experienced and broadminded
person. But he was demoralised due to the consequences of the great Mah bh rata
war in which the whole Kuru dynasty was ruined except the P davas and Parik it.
He earned his kingdom after a massive violence. Bh ma is trying to boost his
moral and make him an able ruler. So the stories are told along with long Upde as.
There is nothing about political science that Yudhi??hira did not know. Bh ma
tries to make him aware of the human relations, nature and psychology.

2) Many similarities are clearly evident in some stories of Pañcatantra and
Hitopade a and that of the Mah bh rta stories.

3) All fables are not related to political science.  Sometimes it is about ethics,
principles of our culture, human nature, behaviour, psychology and sometimes
philosophical too. Karmasiddh nta, Ved nta, Aha k ra, ultimate Salvation,
contrition are some of them.
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Poverty Narration in Pañcatantra:
A Socio-cultural Study

Dr. Dharmendra Das

Poverty is one of the major concept accepted in curriculum of humanity
and social science. It is a condition which is deprived of essentials that
determine the quality of life. Poverty is analyzed in Sanskrit literature as
social indicator like illiteracy level. Moral teaching through poverty narration
is one of the poetic components of Sanskrit fable literature. In the light of
socio-cultural investigation, the current study is a modest attempt to discuss
about description of poverty as reflected in Sanskrit fable particularly in
Pañcatantra.

Key words: Poverty, Fable, Sanskrit, Socio-cultural, Pañcatantra, Illiteracy

0.0   Introduction

The history of Indian culture may be taken to be the history of Sanskrit literature
itself, which is quite ancient. If we want to know the history of our country, it is necessary
for us to study the history of Sanskrit literature. Much before the alphabet had come
into existence in the other countries of the world, India had already created its own
world of literature. All this literature is in Sanskrit, which is one of the foremost languages
of the world. Sanskrit literature is quite vast and, in many cases, unique. This literature
still continues to be the moving force in shaping human values and ideas. The wealth of
knowledge available in Sanskrit literature is quite limitless. The Vedic literature which
possibly is the most extant literature in the world is in Sanskrit language. Literary works
comparable to the best in the world is in Sanskrit language. Classics like the R m ya a,
Mah bh rata, Bh gavata, the Pur as, Subh itas are available in different literary
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forms like prose, poetry, champu. In addition, source material on such subjects as
Medicine, Astronomy, Architecture, Economics, Political Science, Mathematics, Music
and very many other subjects are in Sanskrit. Sanskrit literature possesses invaluable
wealth of knowledge. It inspires man to lead a successful life.

1.0    Relevance and scope of the present study

The fable as a narrative structure is one which is used to educate a fastidious
lesson regarding deficiencies in the human character. It usually involves animals which
have been imbibed with human characteristics. In Sanskrit literature, the origin of the
fable is in some way connected to the Upani ads, where the relationship between man
and animal is often emphasized. In today's world, the fable literature is an ideal platform
to not only explores the connection between real life problems and literature but also to
illustrate the relationship between humans and other life forms including animals.

Among such works is the "Pañcatantra" which is a famous fable in Sanskrit. The
work has been translated into almost all languages of the world. Tradition ascribes the
Pañcatantra to Vi u arm , whose existence has not been conclusively established.
Vi u arm  was apparently a celebrated teacher living in Mahil ropya. At the age of
eighty, he undertook to educate three very refractory princes, in six months, in the art of
governance. The stories he used as teaching aids form the Pañcatantra. The stories are
divided into five 'tantras', namely,

1. Mitrabheda  (Conflict amongst friends),
2. Mitrasampr pti  (Acquisition of friends),
3. K kol k yam (War between crows and owls),
4. Lavdhapra a  (The loss of profits),
5. Apar k itak rakam (Action without due consideration).

The present study is about the poverty narration and its socio-cultural importance
which can be composed from fifth part (tantra) of Pañcatantra.

2.0    General perception about poverty in Sanskrit literature

Regarding poverty we have the iconic story of Sud m . The protagonist is poor
but the focus of the story is not Dickensian details but his other traits, his poverty is
stated as a fact and there it ends. All narratives involve choice of words which themselves
among the characters. In Indian context poverty is generally not seen as an affliction to
be cured contrary to how it is perceived in the west.
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Poverty narration is not so popular narration in Sanskrit literature. But, through a
proper investigation may be noticed in the famous Sanskrit drama of udraka's
M cchaka ikam. According to dramatist udraka, poverty in the sense may be understood
as a condition in which a person or community is lacking in the basic needs for a
minimum standard of well-being and life, particularly as a result of a persistent lack of
income. Poverty may affect individuals or group, and it is not confined to the developing
nations. Poverty in developed countries is manifested in a set of social problems. In this
play, C rudatta, the hero is leading a life of poverty. Everything is empty to a poor man.
There are some verses collected here for references mentioned below

1

2

3

4

Similar kind of poverty narration in Sanskrit is noticed in Hitopadesa of Pandit
Narayana. Hitopade a is a text consisting of fables with both animal and human
characters. In the story of Mu ikaparibr jakakath  of Hitopade a, there is about moral
teaching based on poverty narration as follows:

5

Poverty is not at all good for the society. One should be conscious to fight against
the poverty. It is rightly said that the situation of death is far better than to face a situation
of poverty. Poverty causes unending pain according to narration of Hitopade a. As the
present study is on Sanskrit fable, Hitopade a's narration is decidedly meaningful in
the existence of a human being. The dramatic literature may be a source of poverty
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narration. Moral teaching through poverty narration is experienced in Hitopade a.
Pañcatantra too have not lagged behind in this mission. So, the present investigation
has taken the text of Pañcatantra to find out the socio-cultural importance of poverty
narration.

3.0     Socio-cultural Significance of poverty narration in Pa catantra

The concept 'culture' is defined as the sum total of social actions and achievements
in different spheres. It is like a perennial river ever watching the performances,
achievements, ability, diffidence, frailty and so on of human races. Like art, architecture
and sculpture; literature and written records convey the messages of culture. Apart from
fictional point of view Pa catantra is very useful as throwing light on several aspects
of social life. The poverty narrations found in Pañcatantra are nothing but the specimens
of human speech-items committed sometimes in response mostly to specific behavioral
impulses which are found neatly recorded in Sanskrit fable literature. The first story
(The Barber) of fifth part of Pañcatantra is the source of poverty narration. Good
disposition, purity of conduct, forbearance, kindness or politeness, sweetness of temper
and birth in a noble family- all these make no difference when a man is without wealth:

6

Similar type of poverty narration is found in N ti ataka  of Bhart hari. One who
is wealthy is also considered as well born, learned, a man of information, a good judge
of qualifications, an able speaker and a handsome person.7 Everything good is invariably
dependent upon gold. According to the Mah bh rata, the Wise man of this world is
richones.8  It is really wonderful that a man deprived of wealth instantly becomes quite
a different and changed being, not with standing his being still the master of his former
senses, actions, and the same bright intellect and power of speech.9 The following verses
of Pañcatantra will clear both the aspects poverty and importance of wealth as well as
attributes.

Self-respect vanity, worldly knowledge, grace, and beneficence - all these vanish
simultaneously when a man is reduced to penury:

10
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Through the anxiety of supporting the family, the talent, even of the talented,
daily and constantly declines like the beauty of Sirisha when struck by the gales of the
spring:

11

The talented even of a very talented man, when his fortune declines, is lost by the
constant anxiety of acquiring ghee (clarified butter), salt, oil, rice, clothing, and fuel for
the support of his family:

12

The house of a poor man becomes or appears like the sky, the stars in which are
invisible, like a dry lake and a terrible burial ground, and seems quite ugly through
originally beautiful:

13

The poor people though they live before the eyes of rich persons are not seen to
exist as the bubbles of water that constantly rise on the surface and disappear:

14

Multitudes of people are always attached to a rich person though void of noble
birth, virtue and good disposition, as if he were the wish-tree, after having left one who
is nobly-born, clever and humane(if he be a poor):

15

Also, there is no such importance in this world of a learned person without any
wealth. Good actions done in the previous existence are of no use in this birth. Even
learned men born in a noble family, become the slaves of a person when he possesses
wealth. Everything, virtue, glory, honour, things human and divine, all are slaves to
riches. The God of this world is riches:
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16

The above all statements are  thoughts of a person who had lost his fortune.
These thoughts are presented  by the author of Pañcatantra in literary forms. Practically,
the poverty narration may not be accepted in the modern society. But, somehow, we
may bec agree with the socio-cultural thinking behind the poverty narration available
in the Fable literature like Pañcatantra. The person in this present world is very much
affected by desire. As, it is said rightly that when a man grows old his hair wears out,
his teeth fall off, his eyes become dim, and the ears become hard of hearing, but his
desire alone becomes fresh:

17

Dream narration is a psycho-cultural thought found in Pañcatantra is also
significant. The dream seen by anxiety, afflicted by the passion of love and intoxicated,
is of no use, that is, whatever is seen by such persons will never be realized:

18

The third story (Four Young Friends) of fifth part of Pañcatantra is another source
of poverty narration. In a certain town, there lived four young fellows, who were the
sons of Br hmins. They were very friendly with one another. But they were utterly
destitude. So they met to decide what to do."Curse this poverty", they said. It is so true
what they say" :

19

Better to resort to a forest inhabited by tigers, wild elephants, without water and
full of many thorns; it also better to have grass of one's bed and the barks of trees for
wearing apparel, than living without wealth (in poverty) in the midst of one's relatives:
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20

When persons are without wealth, their masters though well-served, hate them,
their good relatives desert them all of a sudden, their virtues do not shine forth, their
sons leave them off, their adversity is heightened, their wives, though born of good and
noble families, do not serve them, and their friends, whose great courage is based on
justice, go away. Another narration is that the glory and respect in this world is not
possible to achieve without wealth. Even if a man is brave, handsome, well-formed,
eloquent and however conversant he may be with the use of weapons and versed in
sciences, does not obtain glory and respect in this world of mortals without the possession
of wealth:

21

And, it is strange that these sound organs, that very name, that unimpeded talent,
that very speech and very men when deprived of the warmth of wealth, are changed in
a moment:

22

Poverty is narrated as a well designed picture of fewness, the home of hostility
for human being. The word 'poverty' can be taken as synonym of the word 'death'
according to Pañcatantra. 23

Analysis of social aspects of poverty links conditions of scarcity to aspects of the
distribution of resources and power in a society as well as recognizes that poverty may
be a function of the diminished "capability" of people to live the kinds of lives they
value. Vi u arm  faced the challenge of educating three unlettered princes, to awaken
their intelligence, Vi u arm  evolved a unique pedagogy for his aim was to teach the
princes how to think, not what to think and it was thus that these entertaining and
edifying stories came to be composed. In this connection, poverty narration in the form
of story may be treated as a helpful implement for language teaching in ancient India.

Poverty narration in Sanskrit literature and contemporary literature are very
different because in ancient India poverty was not looked down upon. In ancient times
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metaphysical orientation was always considered superior to material in Indian social
dynamics. The present investigation is looking it from a modern and global perspective.

4.0   Conclusion

As it has been observed from the above Sanskrit verses that the poverty is usually
an indicator used relate to the levels of income and consumption. But now poverty is
looked through other social indicators like illiteracy level. It has been evident that the
Illiteracy as a cause that leads to poverty. Poverty narration in Pañcatantra is basically
presented to improve the illiteracy level of the princes. The purpose is to enlighten the
minds of the illiterate princes. Sanskrit fables are based on moral teaching. In this
connection, moral teaching through poverty narration of Pañcatantra is in fact
significant. The utility of the poverty narration may be acknowledged as socio-cultural
oriented.

The lack of engagement of students about learning is a noteworthy issue of
present-day training, where Pañcatantra can come to help as a method in bringing
these students again towards schools. Pañcatantra has a component of inspiration,
good judgment, thoughts and consistent considering. A man, who has studied this moral
text 'N ti stra' or listened to its precepts, will never be defeated. Not even by Indra,
the lord of heaven.

24

End Notes
1. The home of a sonless person is empty; he who has not a real friend finds all time empty;

the quarters are empty to a fool; and everything is empty to a poor man. (Translation)–
Kale, M.R., (1994), The M ichchhaka ika of draka, Motilal Banarsidass Publishers
Private Limited, Delhi, p-11

2. Verily happiness appears splendid (tastes pleasanter) after a person has experienced
troubles, like the sight of a lamp when there has been pitchy darkness. But, when a man
is reduced to penury after he has enjoyed luxury, he lives a dead man, existing only by
keeping up his body.(Translation), Ibid, p-23

3. Out of (these two, viz.) poverty and death, I like death, but not poverty. Death causes
short-lived pain, while poverty is (i.e. entails) unending misery. (Translation), Ibid, p.-
23
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4. From penury a person passes to (feels) shame; being overcome by shame, he loses, he
loses his spirit; devoid of spirit he is slighted; being slighted, he feels dejected; full of
dejection, he comes to be sorry; being smitten with sorrow, he is left by his reason; and
destitute of reason, he perishes. Ah! Pennilessness is the abode of all sorts of misfortunes!
(Translation), Ibid, p.25

5. See, Hitopade a (Mitralabha), M ikaparivr jakakath , Verse -131 and 140

6. Pañcatantram, Part-5 (aparik itak rakam), Verse -2

7. Yasy sti vitta  sa nara  kul na  sa pa ita  sa rutav ngu ajña . sa eva vakt  sa ca
dar an ya  sarve gu  k ñcanam rayanti. - N ti atakam of Bhart hari, Vesre-41

8. Yasy rth stsya mitr i yasy rth stsya b ndhav . ysy rth  sa pum lloke yasy rth
sa ca pa ita - Mah bh rata, ntiparva-8/19

9. T n ndriy i sakal ni tadeva karma s  buddhirapratihat  vacana  tadeva artho ma
virahita  puru a  sa eva tvanya  k a ena bhavat ti vicitrametat.- N ti atakam of
Bhart hari, Verse-40

10. N ti atakam of Bhart hari, Verse-3

11. ibid., Verse-4

12. ibid., Verse-5

13. ibid., Verse-6

14. ibid., Verse -7

15. Pañcatantra , Part-5(aparik itak rakam)-Verse - 8

16. ibid., Verse - 9

17. ibid., Verse -16

18. ibid., Verse-11

19. ibid., Story-3, Verse - 23

20. ibid.,Verse - 24

21. ibid.,Verse-25

22. ibid.,Verse-26

23. m rtta  l ghavamevaitadap y n mida  g ham / Pary yo mara asy ya  nirdhanatva
ar ri m // Mitrasampr pti , Verse-106

24. See the conclusion of Pa catantra k  s m jika eva  r janaitika da  : aitih sika adhyayana,
Sharma, Dr. Dharmendra (Ed.), p.218
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The Pañcatantra stories: Elucidating
the Socio-Political Facets in the

Context of Modern Day Statecraft

Dr. Anita Sarma

The Pañcatantra (Five treatises) is the collection of ancient Indian 'Fables'
originally written in Sanskrit verse and prose, arranged within to frame a story.1   Literally,
the Pañcatantra can be  explained  as  interweaving of five skeins of traditions  and
teachings into a text. The book provides for stories  conveying each- a lesson where the
speaker is mostly an animal. These legends mostly carried through oral traditions via
the medium of animals etc are known originally as 'dantakath ' or  fables in English. It
is believed that though the surviving book of the Pañcatantra is  dated  to about 200
BCE, but the fables are much more ancient and are based on older oral traditions of
Hinduism. Patrick Olivelle in the introductory paragraph of his translation of  the  book
quotes Edgerton (1924) that the Pañcatantra is 'certainly the most frequently translated
literary product of India' 2. The Pañcatantra stories are also very much popular across
the world in different religions and cultures. There is an interesting fact associated with
the internationalisation of the Pañcatantra. As the earliest  translations of the Pañcatantra
were in Pehlavi and Arabic and it was Borzury, the personal  physician  of Nushirvan,
the Persian emperor, who came to India in the 6th century looking for M tasañj van ,
the mystical herb  that could give life to the dead. However, he did not get the herb,
instead was introduced to the Pañcatantra and after reading the work he  realised that
the magical herb was knowledge and the corpse was ignorance.3

The Pañcatantra is the oldest collection of fables originated in India and is
basically treated as archaic but it is considered as the most important contribution in the
sphere of children's literature in India. However, the Pañcatantra offers much more
than only being a guiding classic in the realm of children's literature. It does not only
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enrich human life with its message of wisdom and knowledge but also  immensely
contribute in the realm of societal progression by working as an instruction or guiding
manual for  shaping the conduct of human behaviour. Noted Indologist from Oxford
University, Patrick Olivelle in his work the Pañcatantra: The Book of India's Folk
Wisdom'  states that  the classic is a treatise  of 'N ti' roughly translated as 'wise conduct'
or statecraft,narrated through allegorical stories of animals4. The Pañcatantra  is a N ti

stra,or a text book of n ti. There is no precise equivalent of the term n ti in English,
French, Latin or Greek.5 N ti presupposes that one has considered, and rejected, the
possibility of living as a saint .It can be practised only by a social being and represents
an admirable attempt to answer the inconsistent question how to win the utmost  possible
joy from life in the world of men.6  Thus the Pañcatantra as a literature of 'N ti stra'
prescribes for all the qualifications required for building a social life founded on civil
society norms and a political community having a niche with rational and sound
principles.The treasure of the  Pañcatantra was  so written by  Pandit Vishnu Sharma
that it was alternatively taken as 'Sañj van ', the miracle medicine to be found in India.
It can be certainly categorised as one of the greatest books of all times as it  contains
such thoughtful insights on which human mind of different ages can work differently
only to gain understanding, wisdom and academic pleasure of different frequency and
level.

As a rapid reading to an incurious or non-critical reader, the Pañcatantra fables
offer many life lessons like the ill -consequences of keeping a fool as friend, why and
how unity becomes strength, hard sides of believing on strangers, consequences of
ignoring wisdom over physical qualities, using both fair and foul means to save one's
interest, ignoring unnecessary advice, using intelligence to solve problems ,importance
of self faith,not to believe in strangers, avoid bad mediator to avoid misunderstanding
among friends, punishing a cunning friend, using intelligence to enrich the quality of
life, use of faith to turn impossible situation conducive,  importance of assertion of
loyalty, qualities to be friends, importance of peace of mind, doing within one's own
capacity, mother as real god  and so on and so forth. These lessons are very important to
lead a balanced and dignified life. In fact these can be treated as the core to 'art of
living'. These are moulding curves that can shape the life and prepare the young children
to build up their strong personality based an ethical and rational ground. However, a
critical and comprehensive study of the Pañcatantra tales would  offer insights into
human behaviour through the characters of animal world. As each part of the main
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story or the frame story contains many embedded stories to carry a message, it is very
much engaging for a reader to go through a sea of knowledge and wisdom. The
Pañcatantra is dividedinto five volumes:

1. Mitra-L bha (Gaining Friends):This category of fables are related to winning
friends and prescribes the ways and methods to earn friends and alliances.

2. Mitra- Bheda (Losing Friends):It has a collection of stories that are related to
losing friends.This category of stories are also referred as 'shirobheda' or
'Shurobheda' i.e.causing discord amongst friends and weakening the power of
the opposition.

3. K kol kiya  (War and Peace): These fables narrated through the  stories of Crows
and owls, talk about war and peace i.e.Vigraha and Sandhi

4. Labdhapra a a  (Loss of Gains):This category of stories is the  narration of
apprehensions and warnings against  losing whatever is gained due to one's short
sightedness and ignorance.

5. Apar k itak raka  (Acting without thinking): This category of fables warn against
hasty actions or taking actions without thinking much and considering  the
consequences. These stories prescribe for considered actions and warns against
rush deals.

 What is fascinating about the above categorisation of the Pañcatantra is that
though it apparently deals with 'human' and 'animals' as its preliminary objects, in the
core of each story a message for public life, is inherently carried. The divisions made
through the five tantras, offer narrations on different aspects of  personal and public
life consequently  contributing to the art of administration and management of the
state. As an original contribution covering all the facets of individual,social and political
life,  the masterpiece can  be treated as the oldest book of statecraft offered by the east
only preceded by Aristotle's verses on Statecraft that were contributed around 300 BC.
Though the contents and narration of the Pañcatantra are mostly observed and
interpreted in the backdrop of ancient India's ethical tradition and value system , yet its
teachings are equally relevant , productive and applicable  in the  contemporary times
in all the levels of societal and political process .

Much before the western world offers  on statecraft like Niccolo Machiavelli's
The Art of War (1521) and  The Prince (1532), Thomas Hobbes's Leviathan (1651),
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Montesquieu's  The Spirit of Laws (1748) etc, the Pañcatantra has discussed  multiple
aspects and issues associated  with  human behaviour  in the  context of socio-economic
life which  in turn  deeply and intrinsically delves into  statecraft and governance. In
fact the book acts as a critique  of different aspects of socio-political life where  the
people   are expected to shape one's own conduct in a fair and rational way, inculcate
balanced traits in  their behaviour impacting  both private and public life and  demonstrate
or rather contribute positively in the sphere of individual and community  life. It is
worth, to mention here that socio-political criticism being a branch of academic discourse
mainly targets on socio-political issues with respect to perceived injustices and power
relations of society in general. The Pañcatantra can also be considered as a book of
socio-political criticism  as the main objective of the book is to build-up a harmonious
social order treating the injustices of society by shaping the conduct of individual and
social life. However, in doing so, the teachings of the Pañcatantra distinctly acknowledge
the connection and proximity of human behaviour, the role and significance of positive,
moral and rational human conduct  in establishing and maintaining a value-based and
pragmatic socio-political environment  with the art of statecraft and governance.

It is important to note here that social and political criticisms are most of the time
interwoven as both the disciplines represent two different but important facets of human
life. Moreover, socio-political criticism very much contributes in shaping, strengthening
and continuing the art of Statecraft. The Pañcatantra thus can be said as a text offering
both socio-political criticism through the form of literature  mainly aiming to develop
certain canons and policies of statecraft. The classic Pañcatantra can also be rightly
said as the literature of political consciousness.

Elaborating the concept of Statecraft:  The dictionary meaning of the term
'statecraft' is the art of conducting state affairs. The online Cambridge dictionary
(dictionary .cambridge.org) defines 'Statecraft' as the skill of governing a country. Morton
Kaplan's article , 'An Introduction to the Strategy of Statecraft' states   "the term 'statecraft'
is  used in a sense which is stronger than that  of 'diplomacy' as used, for example, by
Harold Nicolson.7  In its present meaning it includes the construction of strategies for
securing the national interest in the international arena, as well as the execution of
these strategies by diplomats.8 The successful or unsuccessful conduct of statecraft
may settle the fate of our way of life"9. The concept of statecraft provides an approach
in political science to understand politics, policy making and change and the means,
methods and  the nature of political leadership.
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The concept of statecraft was first developed as an element of academic discourse
by British academician Jim Bulpit.10 Though, the concept of 'Statecraft' is essentially
associated with 'political elites' in various research writings but in this context the term
is used to mean basically the ways and strategies of conducting state affairs in a way
that is most productive and fulfilling to the needs of the citizenry. The term can be used
to mean more than the 'diplomatic' practices adopted by a nation state and to include
each and every policy that has an impact on the socio-political, economic, cultural and
other aspects of human life. The art of statecraft thus embraces everything that has a
direct or indirect link with the grievances and aspirations of human life as a socio-
political entity. 'Statecraft is the use of many instruments of national power for the
purpose of defending our life and national power lubricating in national relations and
automatically for the cause of peace of the world.'11

Consequently, the concept claims for a better standard of the rational, intellectual
and moral capabilities of those who govern and who are being governed. The art of
statecraft would thus only sustain and succeed if all the egalitarian and fair principles
like justice, equality, fairness, liberty, accessibility, rational decision making alternatives
etc., are pre-dominantly present in a society. Here comes the relevance of the Pañcatantra
as a treatise on statecraft grounded on socio-political criticism as it offers everything
starting from shaping human conduct to participating in the affairs of community life
or becoming the stake holders of the policy making process.

So, it can be fairly said that the book Pancatantra specifically offers a rendition
of folk tales  immersed in the expertise of political science .To quote G.L Chandiramani,
'the Pañcatantra is essentially connected with one of the branches of science known by
the Indians as  the 'N ti stra' which in Sanskrit  means 'A book of wise conduct of
life.12  It attempts to teach us, how to understand people, to choose reliable and trust
worthy friends, how to meet difficulties and solve problems through tact and wisdom
and how to live in peace and harmony in the face of hypocrisy, deceit and many pitfalls
in life.' All these principles constitutes the background of strong political conviction
and moulds the way and nature of political decision making process. A social choice
aiming for the interest of the majority or a political decision taken by an authority or
regime also should have strong and rational  grounds facilitating the aspirations and
interest of the people and community. This has been later reiterated by Machiavelli in
his 'Prince', a 16th century political treatise as an instruction guide for new princes and
royals. The 'Prince' focuses on pragmatic and effective behaviour to be demonstrated
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by the kings when dealing with the affairs of public life, identifying friends and foes to
take realistic and corrective action and  also elaborately deals with the  ways and means
to organise, preserve and use supreme political power. The Pañcatantra, thus has
preceded the 'Prince' in dealing with the art of statecraft and governance long before the
'Prince' or such other western classic. Interestingly, the former has not  directly jumped
into making political agenda, but beforehand sought to establish a social order and
community life based on strong, rational and pragmatic grounds where the interest and
aspirations of everyone gets protected and reflected. From this perspective, the
Pañcatantra somehow resembles Locke's idea of a balanced social life before engaging
into a political life and power relations.

An examination of the available literatures in the oriental background dealing
with statecraft and governance, Chanakya's 'Artha stra' of 3rd century B.C is the most
prominent work. But like the Machiavelli's 'Prince', Kau ilya's work also stresses on
use of extreme power for political interest. Since their time, both Kautilya and
Machiavelli are identified with the exercise of cold political power in its extreme
ruthlessness.13  A close observations of Kautilya and Machiavelli's narrations will reveal
that both the writers belonging to the school of realism14 were basically concerned with
the problems of statecraft, concept of power  and operations of various levels of
government  and public conduct of individuals to be demonstrated in a particular political
regime and for this they focused on  their respective historical context and options. The
Pañcatantra,on the other hand  emphasised on developing and grooming  a rational,
intelligent yet a balanced and respectful and healthy individual and social behaviour
before entering the socio-political milieu and  dealing with political decision making
process.

The literary masterpiece of the Pañcatantra is 'shrewdly gleaning worldly wisdom
and its inner meaning in delightful stories was intended to entertain. It captured the
imagination of the people, both the rulers and the ruled alike.  The prologue and backdrop
of the Pañcatantra definitely sustains the argument that it is essentially a book of
statecraft and governance as the King  entrusts his three 'dud' sons to a learned man, a
Brahmin, called Pa it Vi u arm , to enlighten their minds within six months'.16  As
narrated by G.L  Chandiramani, the Pañcatantra  is  a rare book where one finds
philosophy, psychology, politics, music, astronomy, human relationship etc all discussed
together in a simple and yet elegant way.17  These  requisites of a matured human
personality would certainly help in making strong political personalities and decision
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makers having expertise in the art of statecraft and governance, as  expected by the king
and the teacher Vi u arm   who perhaps were eagerly waiting for the coronation of
the ' three duds' in politics.

The teachings of Pañcatantra are highlighted through its five basic parts and
each part of the verse lays down a foundation of political consciousness for an
academician engaged with the discourse of political analysis. The five basic principles
elucidated as Mitrabheda, Mitral bha, Apar k itak rakam, Labdhapra a am and
K kol kiyam makes us to wonder how the concepts of diplomacy, alliance making ,
protection of national interest and retention of national power, ideas of war and peace
etc were developed and discussed as important ideas associated with the machinery of
governance in 200 BCE India .These preliminary ideas of the Pañcatantra can be treated
as the founding pillars of political consciousness. Political thought and theories that
were developed in different political discourses across the world  and in different
civilisations owe to a great extent to the original masterpiece of the Pañcatantra. The
ideas enshrined in the great literaray- academic work are equally applicable in the realm
of international relations, international law, comparative political analysis and other
domains of political understanding in the present times.

The first guiding principle of the Pañcatantra, i.e., Estrangement Between Friends
(Mitrabheda) narrated through 34 fables and figured in a dialogue between two jackals
named Karataka and Damanaka makes an attempt to highlight the reasons that cause
conflict among friends and results in their estrangement. The first tantra starts as "A
great friendship had developed in the Jungle, between the lion and the bullock, but it
was destroyed, by an avaricious jackal." These fables describing the different facets of
conflict can be treated as guiding principles to avert and manage the possible conflicts
among friends in personal life to create a congenial society based on mutual and
harmonious relationship. In the public front, the message carried in these stories can  be
extended to apply to the art of governance and statecraft like that of building, managing
and retaining a healthy and mutually respectful relationship to avert loss of friends. The
first principle warns people and decision makers about the presence and role of fake
mediators or intermediaries or a avaricious neighbour who can misuse or exploit
friendships or alliances for personal or vested interest. The message can also enrich the
understanding of diplomatic practices in international relations and can be elaborated
to establish reasons for respecting the unity and integrity of modern day sovereign
nation states by not encroaching in internal matters. It also throws light on the do's and
don'ts to keep friendship or alliances .
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The second category of the Pañcatantra stories explaining the ways and means
of  Mitral bha/ Mitrasampr pti  or winning of Friends, starts  with the verse "Clever
People and  those well versed in N ti stra, Even when they are without means, achieve
success very quickly, just like the Crow, the Mouse, the Turtle and the Stag". The formula
of making new friends or gaining friendship is narrated through 10 fables stressing
basically on the 'Principle of Unity' and the importance of 'Trust and mutual confidence'
in combating the attack of the enemy and how even the physically weak can chase the
powerful enemy in their aggregate capacity to win the final battle. This message can be
elaborated to apply the power of alliance or union that can be very effectively used to
prevent the aggression and attack of the enemy. It also lays down the fundamentals of
the basics of the phrase 'united we stand; divided we fall' that is one of the basic requisites
of national integration, national power and national security. More elaboration of the
second principle of the Pañcatantra will encompass divergent facets and aspects of
governance and statecraft involving the concepts of 'divide and rule policy' advantages
and disadvantages of the principle of 'separation of power', importance of intelligence,
shrewdness and ability to make prompt and good decisions in emergency or applying
those in diplomatic practices and so on and so forth.

The third category of the stories is known as K kol kiya  or Art of War and
Peace .These fables narrated through Crows and Owls talk about War and Peace i.e.
Vigraha and Sandhi. Narrated through 18 fables, it starts as "Never trust a man, Who
has always been your enemy and suddenly turns friendly towards you, this was the
mistake the owls made". These fables in the third category illustrate the different means
and methods of warfare and diplomatic practices and reach the conclusion of taking
timely and pragmatic strategies to defeat the opponents. The narrations of the third
Tantra addresses the basic concept of international relations 'war and peace'. The question
of 'war and peace ' is a broad one and, as one might expect for a topic  that has engaged
scholars from many disciplines since  the times of  Sun Tzu and Thucydides.18 Like Sun
Tzu  in 500 BC  who asserted that 'the best way  to conquer the enemy is to attack his
strategy' and Thucydides in his book 'The History of Peloponnesian War' in 413 BC
who emphasised  the  academic importance of a systematic and scientific study of  war
from a historical perspective, Vi u arm  in his volume also deals with different art
and techniques of warfare through 'K kol kiyam'.

The details of being engaging in a war with meagre assets and preparedness to
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chase a powerful but cunning opponent are narrated through the stories of the Crow
and the Owls. This category of the  Pañcatantra stories also deals in details with the
then prevalent methods of diplomatic  practices i.e., peace, war, retreat, entrenchment,
seeking the help of allies or intrigue/secret plan. The guiding principle of this category
of fables also warn against believing  a person without ascertaining his/her actual
credentials. In the present day context of political discourse also, the concept of war
and peace acquire immediate and the most important space. Methods and means are
designed to mitigate war and establish peace in all the spheres of political activity.
More particularly in the realm of international relations, a continuous and serious research
is being done to curb the potentials of war and establish peace. The ways prescribed to
establish peace, thousands of years ago through the Pañcatantra tales thus claim much
credits and hugely ascertain the glorious and predominant  academic tradition associated
with society and statecraft of ancient India.

The fourth category of the tales is termed as Labdhapra a a  i.e. Loss of Gains
or the Forfeit of Profits. These stories are narration of apprehensions and warnings
against losing whatever is gained due to one's short sightedness and ignorance, greed
or too much curiosity. The beginning of the fourth Tantra states "A man who does not
lose his head, in the face of calamities, shall overcome them, just like the Monkey in the
midst of the Sea". This category of Tantra contains the narration of a total number of 13
fables. These fables explain the reasons of forfeiting the gains that is already possessed
by one due to the ill traits of one's nature or due to succumbing to peer pressure and
cunning intent in the disguise of soothing words or friendly face. The fourth category
of the Pañcatantra, though mainly exhibits moral teachings aiming at individualistic
perfection of human behaviour, an investigation of these fables in the context of socio-
political issues helps in identifying the important intellectual and physical assets of
private and public domain, understanding their value and worth and adopting means
and methods for retaining the 'valuables' without falling prey to one's illicit intentions.
This connotation can also be applied to the possessions of the state like that of the
ingredients of national power,  preserving and securing the elements of national security
,retention of status quo or balancing power equations in politics etc. These categories
of fables also help in identifying the reasons for which one can lose the assets already
under possession due to own follies.

The fifth Tantra of the book Apar k itak raka  i.e., 'Acting without thinking' or
'action without due consideration' is another powerful message for individual and public
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life. This category of fables warn against hasty actions or taking actions without thinking
much and considering the consequences. These stories prescribe considered actions
and warn against rash deals. The first verse states "No wise man should follow the
barber's example, pursuing what he has neither accurately observed, nor properly
understood; neither correctly heard, nor sufficiently considered". The fifth book contains
a total of 12 fables offering examples of ill-consequences of hasty and un-examined
actions mainly taken by a human being in the urge of immediate decision making. Like
the fourth category of the classic, the fifth categorisation of the fables also subscribes
to a negative approach where warnings and cautions are given to the decision maker
before jumping into a process of decision making.

This category of fables direct one to ponder, re-think and henceforth make a
rational choice by evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of a consequent decision.
Thus, the fifth Tantra can be considered as a basis for rational decision making practice
more than only illustrating as a requisite of rational human behaviour. Decision making
is an important element of statecraft deeply associated with the aspect of public
administration, governance and public policy. Good decisions can positively contribute
in public policy making, fulfilling the aspirations of the people and bringing about
fruits of development and thereby contributing in the overall success of the regime and
bad decision can do the reverse in the lives of the people and society. The ancient book,
the Pañcatantra, by providing important supplements on 'decision making process'
successfully adapts to this field of community life through treating the basics of the
issue of public policy making.

The Pañcatantra tales provide everything needed to lead a humble, dignified
and balanced human life. These elements of human conduct essentially contribute in
making a qualified and efficient citizenry which is undoubtedly the main element   of a
powerful statecraft. The stories presented through fables are so open ended that they
can be elaborated and applied to every aspect and phase of  individual and community
life starting from developing  a wise human conduct based on moral-ethical  ground to
adopting a pragmatic and rational behaviour while  taking  decision in  the context  of
public life as citizens or rulers. Besides, this value laden yet pragmatic literature can be
explored and expanded to analyse the fundamentals of socio-political life that eventually
has a link with the concept of statecraft. In fact, it is such a rich literary asset possessed
by ancient India   and gifted to the world fraternity that has equally enriched the domestic
socio-political life of and strengthened the arena of international politics. Its contents
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and themes propagate all the do's and don'ts that are needed to be observed in the realm
of personal and public life being a social and political animal or stakeholder.

The proliferation of knowledge across the world, through the Pañcatantra is so
genuine and binding that it is considered as a gift to the world community along with
the great literature of 'Artha stra'. If treated as a book on 'statecraft', the Pañcatantra
contains different concepts or guiding principles in all its five Tantras that constitute
the ground rules of modern day statecraft and theory building of international politics
and law. Internal  balancing, alliances and asymmetric approaches are as old as statecraft.
They are not the inventions of modern European strategic thought, but date back  to the
era of Kau ilya and Vi u arm .19 The Pañcatantra thus can be safely cited as a treatise
of socio-political understanding and treatment  that a civilised society is expected to
follow in various levels of its operation and activity. It aims to understand and analyse
the guiding principles of governance, attitudes to be adopted by a ruler in a polity, the
nature and means of public conduct and so on and so forth. The teachings of the
Pañcatantra can be expanded and interpreted to analyse every element of modern day
civilisation that has a direct or indirect link with society and politics. Unequivocally,
these teachings are  important for both the ruled and the rulers and thus as an empirical
text dealing extensively with all the components  of statecraft, it certainly acquires the
credentials of a great text.
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Seeds of Fable in Vedic Literature

Dr. P. C. Muralidharan

The core aspects of fables such as, conveying a moral message through
short narratives, having animal characters, employing the political wisdom
while confronting difficult situations in life in the form of stories, are seen in
many places of Vedic literature. In Vedas, on some occassions significantly
the characters may be divine or sages or even the mixture of both alongside
of animals. To explain a particular idea, the method of using the animal
illustration was initially adopted by the Vedic seers.This method of narrating
stories woven with animal characters, has later evolved into a full fledged
presentation of stories during Br ma a and Upani ad periods. This is
discussed below.

Vedas are considered sacred and extolled as apauru eya as their authority is
unquestionable. The core objective of the four Vedas viz., the g, Yajus, S man and
Atharvan is to in fuse the spirit of principles such assatya  vada, dharmañcara, m t devo
bhava and so on, which are relevant even today in our day to day life. The Sa hit
portion of the Vedas dealing with the mantras (sacred utterances) pertain to the various
duties mentioned above. The Br ma as are explanation of those mantras offering
interpretations on the aspects of Vedic injunctions as to show how a person should go
about the performance of Vedic rites.

Two aspects constitute the understanding of Br ma as; one of them talks on the
procedures involved in the performance of sacrificial rites; the other one is arthav da
(eulogizing). Sages employed this technique of arthav da through a medium of short
stories with characters being devas, demons and sometimes even animals as means of
illustrations.
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The animals seen in the tales of Vedic literature were perceived in the form of
deities. Devat nukrama  (DA) citing aunaka says that the synthesis of many hymns
of the gveda (RV) are actually embodying the deities themselves (DA.VII.3.23) :

To achieve a deeper understanding of the mantras and the varied interpretations
associated with them being used in the many Vedic rites these aspects are linked
essentially with the illustrations where animals play smaller roles. According to DA
deities manifested in animals and other creatures (referred here asacetana) are being
praised. The term 'cetana' used in DA actually denotes the deities and the term 'acetana'
denotes animals and other creatures. These animals are not different from those deities
that are delineated there in the Vedas (DA.VII.4.4,9) :

In other words, this idea of the DA can be understood as not the deification of the
animals; rather, the animals are perceived as deities themselves. This method of
establishing the ideas using animal behaviour and nature that later evolved into a full-
fledged fable literature in Sanskrit language, paved way for the emergence of many
texts such as the Pañcatantra and the Hitopade a. The concept of fable can also be
seen intermittently in the great epics - the R m ya a and the Mah bh rata and in the
Pur as too.

Fableis generally defined as," a short moral story with animals being its characters".
According to Monier Williams n ti has been explained as, "conduct especially right or
wise or moral behaviour; political wisdom or science; moral philosophy or precept".
Accordingly, the term 'fable' then would equal the term n tikath? (moral story) in Sanskrit.
The word, 'n ti' is obtained from the root, ' nay' with the suffix, 'ktin' meaning generally,
'to take' or 'to lead' (V caspatya,Vol. IX. p. 4126) :

Thus the seeds of Fable literature represented explicitly in the books of Pañcatantra
and the Hitopade a have already been sown in the Vedic texts that are evidently seen
through the many narratives carrying significant interpretations on several mantras by
many Vedic seers under different contexts:
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1)      Animals as similies :

i) In the gveda (RV), the mantra  uttered in the context of  praising Devendra, is
explained by S yan c rya that in the sacrificial rite the pressing stones may shake the
soma plant just like a wolf frightens the sheep:

ii)  In another place  as S yanapoints out the enthusiasm of Devendra in drinking
the soma juice is done with a heightening description of stag :

iii) S yan c rya'scommentary on3 the comparison of Devendra's strength with
that of the Elephant and his valour with that of the Lion:

2)      Stories related to Animals:
i) Story of Som hara a :
The idea of promoting the animal character as a device is found in Vedic literature

in the depiction of Som hara a story appearing in the Aitareya Br ma a (AB). Here
the G yatr  chandasis personified as a vulture. S yana explains this context thus - After
the failed attempts of Jagat  and Tra up chandas who assumed the form of birds to
bring the soma juice, G yatr  was requested to bring of the same by the celestials.
Having taken the form of vulture she succeeded in the endeavour after confronting her
opponents4 :

ii)  Story of Saram  and Pa is :
The narration of the story of Saram  (divine watch dog) and Pa is (demons)

appearing in the tenth ma ala of the gveda portrays the yukti (strategy) (usually
adopted in the stories of the Pañcatantra) especially at a time when story literature was
not witnessed its advancement. The story narrates the talk of Saram  donning the role
of an emissary, deputed by Devendra to retrieve the wealth of his cows which were
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looted away by the Pa is. S yana, in his commentary narrates thus- 'Articulating her
master's demand Saram  acted like a bridge between her master and the demons. Saram
was not feeling deluded despite being subjected to enticements to the sister sentiments
displayed by the demons and she warned the Pa ishigh lighting on the strength of her
master on the chances of demons loosing the battle, if confronted by the Celestial King5':

iii)  Satyak maj b li:

The story of Satyak maj b li appearing in the Ch ndogya Upani ad is another
example as to how the technique pertaining to fable was used in the Upani ads.
Satyak maj b li was given a four hundred frail cows by his guru, sage Gautama and
told to return to the hermitage when they became thousand. Satyak maj b li promised
to do so (IV.4.5.):

He did so exactly. On his return to the hermitage, it is to be noted, that he received
the Bra mavidy  from the v abha (bull), ha sa (swan) and jala- m g6 (water bird).

iv) Story of Sobhari :
Sobhari, son of sage Ka va, sought the help of  King Citra (the king of rodents)

to prevent rodents, his subjects, from destroying the grains, ghee etc., that Sobhari had
collected and kept safely for sacrifice (B haddevat . VI.58):

 The rodent king felt himself honoured, for, despite taking birth in the animal
race, Sobhari treated him equally on par with the great deities Devendra and Sarasvat .
Pleased, the rat king gave cows to Sobhari; Sobhari had his wishes fulfilled
(B haddevat .VI.60) :
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Conclusion:

The personification of animal characters employed in Vedic literature at many
places in the form of illustrations by sages obviously implies that they were well versed
in the animal sciences. On the significance of the Ma ka s kta7, P. N. Kavatekar
writes - "Though animals may be viewed inferior, but when their significance gets
extolled in the Vedic  hymns, we see the elevation of their positions. Ma ka s kta is
one such example for this. During Vedic times frog was to be perceived as a symbol of
rain.

Due to rainfall, earth becomes prosperous; she provides the sages who are steeped
in sacrifices with the sacrificial requirements such as ghee, rice, milk and curd abundantly.
The act of frogs welcoming the rain is the reflection of them being praised in thiss?kta.
The usual practice has been to project the men of great reputation as illustrations in the
stories. But in the case of Ma ka s kta, this trend has been reversed involving the
glorification of frogs, since the croaking sound of frogs heralds the rainfall"8 The stories
or illustrations using animals seen across the Vedic literature, is not only a precursor to
fable literature but also to the allegorical works of later times. In the case of the latter
the characters usually are inanimate objects. The Prabodhacandrodaya, an allegorical
play of K ami ra of 11th cent. C.E. is a classic example for this, wherein the mind,
intellect and other sense organs have been portrayed as natural characters. This aspect
can be seen in Vedic literature itself. The conversation held byVi v mitra with the
rivers9 and the instance of v k (speech)  abandoning the celestials in T yabr hma a10

amplify the significance of this. Stories seen in the Upani ads and the Pur a stell us
clearly of the development that has taken place in the field of story literature in the post
Vedic period. The concept of birds and animals helping humans which is the fulcrum of
Pañcatantra stories, has been found employed during the Vedic age itself as seen in the
depictions of Sobhari and Som hara a stories among others.

End Notes :
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Aitareya Br ma a,
III.13.1-2.kha as

5,

RV.X.108

6. According to Madhv c rya's commentary on Ch .U. the V yu (wind god), the Agni
(fire) and the Varu a ( rain) being in the disguise of the bull, the  Swan and the water
bird respectively teach him the nature of the Supreme bra man.

7.. RV,VII.103.

8. N tikath  k  udgama eva  vik sa, Pp- 167-171.

9. RV,III.33.1-13

10. T yabr ma a.VI.5.10.12
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Traces of Narratives in the
Upani ad Literature

Animesh Adhyapok

The Upani ads are the treasure of wisdom and recognized as the
'J nak a' of the Vedas. The word 'Ved nta' is also conferred to the
Upani ads as it completes the wisdom of the Vedas. The central idea of the
Upani ads is founded upon the worship without material presence of offerings.
It stresses upon the spiritual development of individual being to be prospered
to attain the supreme most experience of bliss. Bliss in the form of liberation
or Mok a that unites the individual self with the supreme i.e. Brahman. In this
journey of spiritual enlightenment the Upani ads laid down some of the
narratives which are associated with ethical and philosophical elements of
facts. In this paper a venture has been taken up to highlight on those of the
narratives with their implications to the present relevance. Which are relevant
in modern day context.

Key words : Narrative, Upani ad, tman, Brahman, Ethics, Philosophy.

Methodology :

Adopted methodology to prepare this paper is analytical. The principal Upani ads
have been taken as primary sources to formulate this paper with some of the secondary
sources of scriptures associated with this topic.

Introduction :

The Vedas are the lifeline of the Indian tradition with its profound treasury of
knowledge from the time immemorial. The word Veda constitutes its meaning as
pertaining knowledge from its derivation of the root 'vid', to know. In this context the
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term 'Ved nta' represents the meaning of end of the Vedas indicating the knowledge of
the Vedas, completes after attaining the knowledge of this literature Ved nta. The word
Ved nta is refers to the Upani ads. The Upani ads has its derivation from the root ' ad'
with its prefixes 'upa' and 'ni' comprising the meaning of nearness, totality and to loosen
or attain or to annihilate. In this way the complete etymological meaning of the term
Upani ad forms as the knowledge which, when acquired from an efficient teacher loosens
the restrictions or bondages of the world completely, enhances the disciple to realize or
attain the self and annihilates the Avidy  or ignorance, the cause of delusions and
recognizing the Self as the limited or finite embodied being. However the word Upani ad
identifies knowledge initially yet going through implications it signifies the scripture
also. Humble submission of the disciple to his preceptor is also prescribed by the
derivation of root ' ad' endowed with the prefix 'upa'.

Narratives and fables occupy a great importance in the history of literature. In
Sanskrit literature either in the Vedic or Classical Sanskrit literature narratives and
fables bears, legendary admirations throughout the generations.The narratives of the
Sanskrit literature find its relevance with ethics and philosophical fractions to the
populace since the ancient time. The resources of this tradition of narrative and legends
find its root in the Vedic Literature especially in the dialogue hymns of the Vedas,
Br hma as and Upani ads, such as Yama-Yam Samv da1, Pururav - Urva  Sa v da2

of the gveda; Manu Matsya Kath of atapatha Br hmana; Naciket  -Yama narrative,
Satyak ma J b la and more in the Upani ads. The objective of this paper is to trace out
such narratives in the Upani ads with their ethical and philosophical sources of message
that influences the later editions of literature.

The area of the narratives has been seen associated with the characteristics of
aliedness with the traditions of that related period and their lifestyle. It is also portrayed
with educational, motivational, moral and religious appreciation. Sometimes the
narratives are found to be depicted with fairy thoughts and enchanted with the description
of the world of the gods, Gandharvas and Apsar s with miraculous description. Two
types of descriptive styles are found to be seen in this literature, one is exposition of the
landscape view of prose and another one is artificial creative exposition of writing
skill. The description of the former writing skill is found to be applied in the famous
book of Pa catantra. The ukasaptati, Si h san-Dv tri atputtalik , Vet la-
Pan cavi ati, Bhoja Pravandha, Puru a-Par ks  are the books which follow the
similar style of Pa catantra in that concern.
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In the age of Br hma a literature the prominence of the material sacrifices was
more significant which gradually lost their significance in the age of the Upani ads.
The sacrifices entertained in the Br hma as are found to be very costly to organize and
was possible to organize only by the active and rich people. In those days also some
types of tales must be enchanted by those people in relation to the sacrifice, which
cannot be denied. For instance we may take the legend of una epa3 which is found
partly in the Vedic scriptures and the later editions of this legend finds its space in the
epics4  and Pur as. In the atapatha Br hma a5 the reference of Janaka Videha is
found for his profound knowledge in the form of Sa v da with numerous scholars,
highlights the traces of narratives of later period.

J nak a of the Vedas, the Upani ad represents some of the narratives or legends
both in discussive and descriptive manner. In the famous conversation of Y j avalkya
and Maitrey , Janaka and Y j avalkya, Praj pati-Indra-V rocana and B l ki and
Aj ta atru, we have found the facts of philosophical inferences. Similarly in the narratives
or legends of Yama and Naciket , J na ruti and Raikka, Satyak ma J b la, Knowledge
of dama-d na-day , Usasti C kr ya a and realization of the gods, the facts of both the
ethical and philosophical state of teachings are found to be seen. A brief overview on
these narratives will help to understand them.

Y jn avalkya-Maitrey Sa v da6 is a famous plot of the B had ra yaka
Upani ad. Another plot of Dama, D na and Day   of this Upani ad has its great
impression in conveying ethical message to the humanity. The B had ra yaka Upani ad
belongs to the ukla Yajurveda and it is the last fourteenth part of atapatha Br hma a.
In the discussion of Y j avalkya and Maitrey  the central theme is based upon tman.
While describing the factual state of the tman Y j avalkya makes significant references
which are closely connected to the life of human being. According to the plot once
Y j avalkya ready to renounce his household, life asks Maitrey and K ty yan to spend
their life with the wealth that he left for them. Then Maitrey asked8  him whether she
would be able to attain immortality through them. Y j avalkya said9  that through wealth
immortality cannot be obtained. It is a great lesson which implies wealth is not worth to
achieve immortality or supreme bliss (am tatva). Maitrey 's knowledge and loyalty to
Y j avalkya to seek knowledge is also appreciable. In the course of advice Y j avalkya
stated about the relations and existence of human being without the intervention of

tman10. tman is to be realized, heard, reflected on and meditated upon. Through this
Sa v d or dialect Y j avalkya teaches that without the existence of tman every relation
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like wife, husband, son, daughter, different worlds, creatures, and races would not be
available. All the elements are found to be pleasant for the reason of tman. The plot
throws ethical and mainly philosophical implication towards the society which does
assign moral implications in the minds of today's materialistic people and appreciate to
live a life without of crave11. Another narrativeof the gods, human and demon represents
three major elements towards humanity through adopting Brahmacarya. In this narrative
the gods went to Praj pati to learn from him12. Praj pati gave them three lessons of
Damyat (self restraint), D na (to give in charity) and Day  (to be compassionate).
Through this narrative of three virtues the great Upani ad symbolizes the individual
beings in according their quality. The gathering of these three qualities generates a
calm and successful society to be ruled out perfectly which the Upani ad firmly stated
about.

In the Janaka Y j avalkya Samv da13  of this Upani ad, Y j avalkya establishes
his supremacy over the priests by solving every query put forwarded to him. This form
of question and answer tradition is seen frequently in the Upani ad however is unique
in nature, as the ability to answer determines his supremacy and perfection which we
have seen in the Vanaparvan of the Mah bh rata in the conversation of Yudhi hira
and Yak a Sa v da14, S vitr  Satyav na narrative15  and Nahu a - Yudhi hira16

conversation. In later periods this tradition has been seen in the Vet la-Pa cavi ati
and Si h sandv tri atputtalik  profoundly.

In the Ch ndogyopani ad we have found the Praj pati and Indra-Virocana
Sa v da17. The narrative is stated in the form of conversation where a great lesson
about human conduct is found which is very significant to those people who has not
done anything to someone but after death ornamenting the body and performed such
thing beloved to the departed. In the narrative regarding to teach about tman Praj pati
advised them to see themselves in the water and after the observance of their face what
they have told to Praj pati thenhe realized that they are not efficient to recognize tman
till then. After returning near from Praj pati Virocana teaches about the Upani ad that
"the Self (i.e. body) alone is to be served in this earth"18

In the Kau itak  Upani ad a narrative appears where B l ki and Aj ta atru sat
suitably discussing about tman through the introduction of numerous forms of deities
classified as the deities of nature and of body. In this narrative the state of the attitude of
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B l ki is found to be incompetent than of the knowledge of king Aj ta atru, however
king politely heard him. B l ki having a little knowledge wants to advise him about the
concept of Brahman (4th chapter). Throughout this narrative in the form of discussive
mode the aspiration of knowledge of a king is shown for which he was to reward B l ki
thousand of cows19.

However all the plots of the Upani ads are stated in the form of conversation
mode yet they have the potentiality to express the motive in that way of narratives of
the later period. Yama and Naciket  legend is found in the Ka ha Upani ad 20  and also
found to be mentioned in the Mah bh rata21. The legend influences on the Indian society
from ancient time and set milestones in the category of khy nas. The later editions of
narratives and fairy tales adopt the descriptions of different worlds which can be traced
from the Vedic literature up to epic and Pur ic edition of narratives. Naciket  was the
son of sage V ja ravasas. Once the sage accomplished a sacrifice and after that he
donated everything in the hope of the achievement of the fruit. Observing the activity
of donation to all Naciket  also asked his father that to whom he would be given. After
frequent repetition of the same by Naciket  father replied him rudely that "Un to Yama
I will give you"22. Then Naciket  went to Yama and attained diverse form of precious
knowledge regarding Brahmavidy . In this narrative the teachings of the conduct with
guest23, responsibilities to parents24  and tmatatva have been highlighted. Even after
donating him to Yama Naciket  did not lose his devotion to his father for which he
wished a boon for his father. This type of ethics and philosophical interpretation regarding
human life is associated in these narratives of Upani ads.

Another narrative of the Ch ndogyopani ad highlighting the philosophical
introspection of king J na ruti and Raikka their search for Samvarga-Vidy   is
described in the fourth adhy ya. In this narrative the enunciation about V yu and Pr na
are found to be described in the form of a narrative. In this same Upani ad the narrative
of Satyak ma J b la is also treated in a fair way of narrative where the lessons of
Brahmavidy  imparted to Satyak ma by the creatures except human being. This unique
form of description is found to be traced in the later literatures of narratives like
Pa catantra and Hitopade a. Another narrative of this Upani ad about U asti
C kr yana26  regarding his consumption of leftover foods during famine is described.
In this narrative the philosophy of anna or food is signified as god. It is also indicated
in the narrative that sharing of food at the time of scarcity of food is admissible whatever
it would be fresh or left over. But normally leftover food is not to be accepted as the
narrative advocated.
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In the Kena Upani ad a narrative describes the false pride of the deities for their
powers and self efficiency27. The state of pride arose after the victory over demons
which was actually the win came for the cause of Brahman. To make aware of this,
Brahman took text of their self efficient power. But the deities were observed to be
failedand accept their false knowledge and pride over their fame. The narrative makes
the gratification throughout the narrative that everything that happens Brahman exists
there.

Conclusion :

This brief discussion of exposes their roots of the tradition of narratives which
gradually developed in the later literature. The narratives and dialectical legends represent
their characters such as miracles, presence of deified elements, ethics, descriptions of
different worlds and specially the lessons achieved from the creatures. The gradual
development of such narratives formulated after the Upani ad literature such as epics
and Pur as are seemed to be evident in following the structure with their upgraded
version. Influence of Nachiketa and yama story of Ka hopani ad can be noticed in the
S vitr  Up khy na of the Mah bh rata. In this way the Y j avalkya and Janaka Samv d
also influenced upon such conversative segment of narratives in question answer format
which are also found in the Mah bh rata. Later editions of the literature where such
creation of Pa catantra, Hitopade a and Vet lapa cavim ati is there following method
of the interaction with animals, birds and other creatures are found to be seen. In
conclusion it may be said that sanskrit fable literature has its origin in the vedic Literature.
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Fables From Mah bh rata

R. Rajalakshmi

The word 'Fables' denote N tikath s related with birds and animals.
These are imaginary stories which convey valuable morals. As the Vedas are
considered as An di, which literally means the one which has no beginning, it
could be understood that the Vedas are the source of all the stras. So, fables
too have their roots in Vedas. The great epic Mah bh rata is considered as
the fifth Veda, other than the four commonly known Vedas. It comprises the
essence of Vedic perceptions. It is vast like an ocean and contains many
Upakath s. The main theme is Dharma. So, it is very natural to find political,
economic, social, personal, and many more Dharmas in it which are illustrated
by varieties of stories. Among these stories, there are numerous fables. This
article is a humble attempt in exploring some selected fables present in
Mah bh rata.

Keywords: Fables, N tikath s, Mah bh rata, Upakath s, Dharma

Introduction

The Indian great epic, Mah bh rata is considered as the fifth Veda, since it has
the essence of all the Vedas in it. Vy sa who is attributed as the author of Mah bh rata,
is said to have compiled and divided Vedas in to four namely k, Yajus, S ma, and
Atharva. People can easily understand the Dharma which is told in Vedas, through the
stories and incidents from this epic. Just as the Vedas are the sources of many fables,
Mah bh rata also has plenty of them. Hereis a brief analysis of some, from selected
parvas of Mah bh rata in this article, on the basis of the lessons they provide.
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Methodology
Detailed study and analysis have been made in the concern Parvas of Mah bh rata.

Vy sa's Mah bh rata, the original text was used as primary resource for data collection.
For references, various editions and many mordern works of Mah bh rata were reffered
to.

Objectives
 To establish the moral values among the society.
 To bring out various fables to the limelight from the great epic.
 To highlight the significance of birds and animals in the epic period.

Discussion
Destruction of Greed

In the Sabh  parva (Ch.55), the wise minister Vidura, foresees the destruction of
the Kaurava kingdom due to greed. The Kauravas have invited the P avas for a
feast, with the intention of following it up with a game of dice. When the game takes
place, the cunning akuni plays on the Kauravas' behalf and the P avasstart losing
all their wealth and realize that they are about to lose their kingdom and their dignity.
This takes place in the court, presided by King Dh tar ra, with his tacit approval.
Seeing thus,Vidura, the repository of knowledge and wisdom, approaches King
Dh tar ra and narrates a fable, with an intention to prevent the annihilation of the
race.

The story he narrates is that of the wild birds which excreted golden dung every
day. The owner of the house where the birds' droppings fell everyday, in his greed to
become rich very soon, killed the birds thinking that they may have a lot of gold in their
bellies. The reasoning faculty of his mind was blinded due to greed and he failed to
realise that it was their daily food that was transformed to golden dung. By killing
them, he lost both present and future gains

hira ya h vina  ka cit pak i o vanagocar n |
g he kila k t v s llobh dr jannap ayat ||1
sadopabhojy llobh ndho hira y rthe para tapa |
yati  ca tad tva  ca ubhe sadyo vyan ayat ||2

Thus the story emphasises that greed veils the reasoning ability and leads to
destruction. The able Vidura communicated this idea to the king who was blinded with
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affection towards his sons and did not avert the game of dice, which would lead to the
destruction of the Kuru race.

Speaking softly and sweetly

This fable also belongs to the Sabh  parva (Ch. 60). It is narrated by Vidura to
Duryodhana. When Duryodhana reproached the P avas with harsh words in the royal
court, the minister Vidura narrated the story of a goat thus -

ajo hi astramakhanat kilaika
astre padbhirap sya bh mim |

nik ntana  svasya ka hasya ghora
tadvad vaira  m  khan  p uputrai ||3

"There was once a goat which possessed a knife.  One day, unexpectedly, the
knife was lost. The goat wandered agitatedly in search of the knife and finally found it.
In order to safeguard the knife, fearing it may go missing again, the goat decided to
hide it under the earth. So, it started digging a pit using its leg and holding the knife in
its mouth. In the process of digging, due to the to-and-fro movement of the neck, its
throat got cut by the same knife. Oh Duryodhana! Both Kauravas and P avas belong
to the same Bharatavam a. They are your own siblings. So, using harsh words against
P avas is like using harsh words towards yourself. Avoid saying words which pierce
the heart of the hearer, (The P avas') It will result in your ruin, like the goat's knife
that cut its very neck."

Mere individualis responsible for his or her Karma. Hence the harsh words towards
others, will get reciprocated directly or indirectly tothat person. Harsh words which
hurt others, will create enmity and may lead to one's own destruction. Hence, one should
be careful with the words, especially in anger.

Cordial relationship with kinsmen
In the Udyoga parva, before the declaration of the war between P avas and

Kauravas, Vidura urges Duryodhana not to develop enmity with his own relatives. He
emphasizes the duties to be followed among kinsmen, by narrating the story of the
hunter and the birds.

"There was a hunter, who used to catch birds by spreading out his net. On one
occasion, two swans were trapped in the net and they decided to escape by carrying the
net jointly along while flying. The hunter could not catch them. But he was confident
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that they would definitely quarrel among themselves and fall on the ground. Confirming
his hope, just after flying some distance, the birds had some differences of opinion, and
fought among themselves. At last, they fell on the ground and were immediately seized
by the hunter. So, O Duryodhana! Whoever fights with kinsmen will face the
consequences, viz. destruction, like the birds who lost their lives.

eva  ye jñ tayo'rthe u mitho gacchanti vigraha  |
te'mitrava am y nti akun viva vigrah t ||4

sa bhojana  sa kathana  sa pra no'tha sam gama  |
et ni jñ tik ry i na virodha  kad cana ||5

To maintain a healthy relationship, it is our duty to eat and converse happily
together with our kinsmen and not fight with them".

Relatives are known as "jñ tijanas" - which means those who know us very well.
Another synonym is "b ndhavas" - which means people who have a strong bond with
us. So, the words themselves suggest their importance in our lives.

Desistance from boasting

In Kar a parva, in several places, Kar a boasts about his heroic deeds and his
strength that excelled Arjuna's. Hearing his boasts, alya, the charioteer of Kar a, (who
was himself a king, but had been tricked into being a charioteer by Duryodhana)
reprimands him and advises not to do so, by narrating a fable of a boastful crow. This
story is narrated in 28th chapter of Kar a parva.

"Once upon a time, there was a rich merchant residing near a seashore. He had
great respect and popularity because of his righteousness and virtuous deeds in the
society. He lived in a kingdom well-protected by a righteous and mighty king. The
merchant had many sons and he was very fond of them. The young boys too were held
in high esteems like their father. These boys fed a crow with their leftover food daily.
The crow enjoyed having variety of good food like milk, curd, sweets, meat and so on.
As days passed, the well-fed crow became arrogant. He disregarded all the other birds
which were equal or superior to him. He thought himself to be very powerful.

One day the merchant's sons saw a group of swans, who were as powerful as
Garu a, with regard to their speed of flying and that too without a break. These boys
gazed upon the swans and told the crow 'Oh crow! You are matchless and greater than
these swans in terms-of flying'. Misguided by the words of the children who had little
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knowledge, the crow addressed the swans thus. 'I am a mighty crow and I can not only
fly in the sky higher and faster, but also in a hundred and one different types of motion'.
Saying thus, the crow challenged the swans to a flying contest. The swans replied 'Oh
foolish crow! We swans are the residents of Lake M nasarovar and we have got the
power of flying one place to another at will. We too can fly in a hundred and more
motions. But how can you, who was living on the remnants of the food of the young
boys can compete with us? Think again before challenging us' Thus, the swans warned
the crow. But the crow was adamant in his decision about the contest. At last swans
laughed within themselves regarding the crow's decision and agreed to the contest by
adopting one single motion of flying.

The contest started and they were all flying across the ocean. The crow flew in all
kinds of flying modes, but the swans followed one single style. At first, the crow was
excited, proceeded very fast and was ahead of the swans. It became even prouder and
happier. But after some time, the crow realized that there were no island or tree to rest
whenever needed. Slowly, it got fearful and worried by this very thought itself. It also
became exhausted due to over speeding. Gradually the swans went very much far ahead
of the crow. And they turned back to see the crow's condition. Adhering to the
characteristics of good-hearted people, the swans understood the condition of crow and
returned back to help the poor bird, which had started to drown in the water. They
slowly held the crow, rescued it and landed it safely on to the merchant's house. The
crow which got close to death, now perceived its mistake. Thereafter it led a calm and
peaceful life". alya narrated this fable and continued -

eva  tvamucchi abh to dh rttar rarnai sa aya  ||6

"Kar a!  You too have been eating the food of the Kauravas and enjoying a royal
life with them. You have become arrogant. Don't make the same mistake as the crow.
You will then face similar consequences.

ava yantu may  v cya  budhyat  tvaddhit hitam |

vi e ato rathasthena r jña caiva hitai i ||7

Do listen to my words, which are for your welfare. Because I am not the protector
of this chariot alone, as its charioteer, but also your protector".

This story not only presents the value of humility, but also shows, how cleverly
the King alya uses crow-swan story for advising. In that situation, King alya was a
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charioteer, who has to obey his master Kar a's orders. But he is older and more
experienced than Kar a. So, without pointing Kar a's mistakes directly, alya brilliantly
uses the crow and swan story as a tool to advise and correct Kar a.

Respecting elders

In the Vana parva, T rtha y tr  chapter, there is an interesting story of a snake.
Many morals are told through the tale of the snake.

Once Bh masena was caught in the hold of a python. Generally, Bh ma is known
to be a very strong person with great energy. But he could not release himself from
clutches of the python. After some time, Yudhi hira came there searching for his brother
Bh ma. Seeing his brother struggling with a python, he requested it to release his brother
and promised to arrange for some alternate food. But the python refused and instead
wanted to ask a few questions to Yudhi hira. The conversation went on as follows:

Python - Tell me, who is a true Brahmin and what is the eternal truth that everyone
should know?

br hma a  ko bhavedr jan vedya  ki  ca yudhi hira8

Yudhi hira : True Brahmin is the one who follows and practice truth, charity,
forgiveness, good conduct, penance, mercy. Among all Vidy s, Brahmavidy  is the
supreme knowledge that everyone should know.

satya  d na  k am la-m n a sya  tapo gh  |
d yante yatra n gendra sa br hma a iti sm ta  ||9

Python: - You are right, O Yudhi hira. Also, one cannot become a Brahmin merely
by birth. Only if he possesses all these said qualities, he becomes a true Brahmin.

yadi te v ttato r jan br hma a  prasam k ita |

v th  j tistad 'yu man k tiry vanna vidyate || 10

Having conversed with the snake and astonished by its wisdom, Yudhi hira asked
'You seem highly knowledgeable. How did you acquire all this wisdom? And how
come you are a snake now?' The python started narrating his story.

"In my previous birth I was a king named Nahu a. I did hundred A vamedhay ga
and attained Svarga. But the post of Indra made my mind intoxicated with arrogance.
One should have humility when he attains greater positions. But I misused my position
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and made the respectable sages to carry my palanquin for my visit to Indr i. Desire is
also one of the reasons for my downfall. While going to meet Indr i, I urged the sages
to move fast by saying 'Sarpa! Sarpa!' Agastya, one of the sages carrying me, got angry
and cursed me 'Sarpo bhava' (become snake). Due to his curse, I immediately fell down
from Svarga and became a python. I then realized my mistake and apologized to him. I
asked the sage when I would be released from the curse. He told me that one day
Yudhi hira would come and answer my questions and then I would regain my original
form. Hence O Yudhi hira! now I have been released from the curse".  Having said
this, he regained his earlier form and went to Svarga.

In this story, if Nahu a had been humble even after attaining Indra's position, he
could have enjoyed all the fruits of Svarga. Instead, he became arrogant and caused his
own downfall. Especially, sages are honorable and to be worshipped. is are called
'Tapodhanas' (rich in penance) and have great power due to their tranquil nature (S tvika
bh va). There are many instances in Pur as and K vyas of how a person gets great
benefits due to worshipping sages and faces downfall when he or she disrespects them.
Carrying a palanquin is usually done by servants. Treating great sages as servants is a
great sin for which Nahu a was punished. In this story, the value of respecting elders
and honorable persons are glorified.

Eschewing laziness

In the nti parva of Mah bh rata there are many fables narrated by the great
Bh ma Pit maha himself, as he advises Yudhi hira regarding various kinds of Dharmas
like R ja Dharma, Anu sana Dharma and Mok a Dharma etc.

While conversing about R ja Dharma, Yudhi hira asked Bh ma, "What actions
should be performed by a king? And what makes him happy?"

Bh ma's answers are as follows:
A king should not be like the camel which we hear about in the history of K tayuga.

In K tayuga there lived a camel which recalled its previous birth. It practiced severe
penance and observed rigid vows in the forest. Pleased by its penance, Brahm  appeared
before the camel and wished to grant a boon. The camel bowed at the feet of Brahm
and asked thus. "Oh Brahma! Let my neck become long, so that I may be able to grab
any food that lies even hundred yojanas away." Brahm  granted the same and the foolish
camel was very happy.
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sa cak ra tad lasya  varad n t sudurmati |
caritu  c pi neye a dur tm  k lamohita ||11

The camel became idle because there was no need to go anywhere for in search
of food. It could get its food sitting in the same place. It stopped going out completely,
and was trapped in the wicked hands of ill-fate.

One day while extending its neck to Hundred Yojanasin search of food, a great
storm arose. The foolish camel placed its head in a cave of a mountain and decided to
wait until the storm stopped. But after some time, it started raining heavily. A jackal
and his wife, completely soaked in rain and shivering with cold, saw that very cave.
They entered the cave very quickly and they saw the camel's neck. Being very hungry,
they started to eat the camel's neck as fast as they could. Now the camel tried to shorten
its neck. But the jackals held the neck very tightly and continued to eat it. At last, the
camel died.

eva  durbuddhin  pr ptam u re a nidha a  pur  |
lasyasya kram t pa ya mah nta  do am tmana  ||12

tvamapyeva vidha  tyaktv  yogena niyatendriya  |
prav tta  buddhim la  hi vijaya  manurabrav t || 13

So, O Yudhi hira! One should not be foolish and lazy like this camel. See the sad
end of the camel, which is the result of its laziness. You must think wisely before you
act. There is no short cut to success. You have to put in efforts to achieve anything.
Manu has said that one attains victory through intelligence. A king should always think
smart and act accordingly. It will definitely fetch him both success as well as happiness."
This fable conveys the ill effects of laziness and foolishness and warns the readers to
avoid them.

Conclusion

There are numerous fables in the Mah bh rata. Noble and righteous people like
Bh ma, Vidura, Dro a, alya, etc. advised others in various circumstances, with the
aid of fables without hurting the listeners' sentiments. Using fables for advising, avoids
directly pointing out one's mistakes. Citing examples of the behavior of birds and
animals, makes the listener think calmly and realize their own faults in turn. Even
today, the fable serves as a great tool to preach Dharmic values among children from
their childhood and helps them to choose the right path even in future. This, in turn,
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raises a healthier society and a right-thinking nation. Hence, spreading such fables
gifted to us by our ancestors, to the younger generation, is a responsible activity to
work towards.

lok  samast  sukhino bhavantu
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Life Lessons From the
Caturvi atigurus

Dr. V. Preethi

Fables are the timeless literary devices used as an enchanting method
to teach morals to everyone. The fableliterature in Sanskrit, especially the
works, the Pañcatantra and the Hitopade a are the finest ever brilliant
instances of this genre in the world.

The Pur as are a medley of fables and fairy tales, Philosophy and
religion, myth and legend. The Bh gavata Pur a is the most popular among
all the Pur as. This Pur a emphasizes the value of bhakti (devotion) and
virakti (detachment) through stories.

The r mad Bh gavata Pur a (here after Bh. P.) XI. Ch. 7-9 describes the twenty-
four gurus of the Avadh ta in an interesting manner. We generally consider fablesas
stories that pronounce a moral or ethical value. The story of the Avadh ta is a bit different.
It is a story that comprises of twenty-four sub-plots and their teachings.

Once King Yadu met a young Avadh ta, and eagerly asked the Avadh ta1 as to
how he got the clear insight into things, how he could live like a child and how he
controlled his senses and lived in solitude.

On hearing all these questions, Avadh ta replied that, P thv (1 The earth), V yu

(2 air), k a (3 sky), pas (4 water), Agni (5 fire), Candram  (6 the moon), and
Ravi (7 the sun), Kapota (8 a certain dove), Ajagara (9 the python), Sindhu (10 the sea),
Pata ga (11 the moth), Madhuk t (12 the honey- bee), Gaja (13 the elephant), Madhuh
(14 the honey-fly), Hari a (15 the antelope), M na (16 the fish), Pi gal  (17 the
courtesan), Kurara (18 the osprey), Arbhaka (19 the child), Kum r (20 the maiden),

arak t (21 the artificer of arrows), Sarpa (22 the serpent), r an bhi (23 the spider)
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and Supe ak t (24 the wasp) -were his twenty-four preceptors; from their ways and
characteristics  he had learnt many lessons and by following their examples he had
become free from attachment2.

What the Avadh ta learnt from nineteen of them are presented by him in pithy
statements. He had learnt from the Pañcabh tas - P thv , V yu, k a, pa and Agni -
forbearance, non-attachment in the midst of attachment, all-pervasiveness, purity and
unaffectedness of the tman respectively; from Candra the fact that changes do not
affect the tman; from S rya, reflected in waters, the truth that all individualities
converge in one universal tman; from the Ajagara (python) to eschew whatever comes
his way; from the s gara (ocean), to remain unfathomable and unperturbed; from a
pata ga (moth), not to become a victim of the senses; from a madhuk t (honey-bee),
the method of seeking the essence of life; from the Gaja, not to be captivated by women;
from the madhuh  ( honey-gatherer), not to worry about his sustenance, from the hari a
(deer), not to be enticed by music; from the mina (fish), not to crave for food; from the
arbhaka (child) to remain free and enjoy one's own self; from the sarpa (snake) not to
own anything (like a home); from the r an bhi (spider), the knowledge of the Lord
being the creator and withdrawer of the universe; and from pe ak t (wasp), the truth
that when one constantly thinks of an object he attains that state, like the worm that
turns into a wasp being in constant proximity with it.

 The lesson he learnt from five of these teachers are narrated by him in story
form. They are the stories of a Kapota, Pi gala (the courtesan), a Kurara, girl's bangles
and an arrow - smith.

(i) The story of the Dove: The narration opens with the statement that a man
should not get very attached to anyone or anything. If he does become attached then he
will feel great sorrow like the dove3 :

To exemplify this, the happenings related to the kapota are told - There was a
dove who built its nest in a thick forest. This dove lived in the nest with its female
partner and young children. One day the parent doves went in search of food for the
younger ones. A fowler came to the forest, saw the young doves in the nest and caught
them in his net. When the parent doves came back, they saw their children caught in the
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net. Not knowing how to save them, they too fell into the net in despair. The Avadh ta,
here adds that he learnt from this episode that one who has not achieved an inner peace
but is caught in the bondage of samsara would only have an unhappy existence4 :

(ii) Story of Pi gala: There was a woman called Pi gala who lived in the Videha
city. She had dressed up very nicely in her finest clothes and waited outside the door of
her house to take a lover who would want her service. There were many men that
passed by and saw them as beautiful and capable of paying her well. But as her livelihood
was providing sensual pleasures, she continued to expect a wealthier man visit her and
let the others pass by. She was motivated by her own greed. As a result, she ended up
losing half a night's sleep for this. This greed caused her to feel disgusted with her own
materialistic desires.Realising her own faults, she abandoned waiting for a wealthy
personand went to sleep peacefully5 :

The lesson learnt by the sage from this life of Pi galais that desire brings misery.
If a person frees himself of this desire, he will become happy like Pi gala, the courtesan
who realised that futility of waiting for a wealthy lover6 :
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(iii) Story of the Osprey:  An osprey (a fish-eating bird), once got hold of a piece
of flesh. Seeing the osprey having some material to eat, other birds stronger than the
osprey assaulted the bird. For some time, the bird withstood their attack. But, the attack
became unbearable; not able to withstand the attack, the osprey threw away the piece of
flesh. Immediately the other birds went away chasing the flesh. The osprey found peace
as soon as he threw away the piece of flesh. One who knows that once you let go of your
detachment to things you can attain infinite joy7 :

`

(iv) The Girl's Bangle:  There was once a young girl who had offered hospitality
to some people in the absence of her parents. These people required some peace and
quiet; she made them rest and started to prepare meals for them. As she started working,
her bangles were making loud noise. She removed the bangles one by one till she had
only one bangle in each hand to prevent noise arising out of their clash. This teaches the
lesson that learning to live in solitude helps one to get caught by strife8  :

(iv) The Arrow-smith:  When the sage's mind is absorbed in the Atman, it is
conscious of nothing else. There was an artificer of arrows (a craftsman who makes
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arrows).While sharpening the arrow-point, he had to concentrate heavily on that. As a
result he failed to notice that the king of his country had gone past his shop. He was not
aware of the fact at all. He had only his job on his mind and nothing else. The sage
learnt from him the power of concentration9 :

After narrating his experience with the twenty-four teachers, the Avadh tatells
the king that learning these lessons, has led to dispassion; the Avadh ta could obtain
discriminative intelligence. Hence, he has been wandering around the world with no
attachment to anything whatsoever, without the sense of ego and the feeling of possession

Conclusion:

Thus, the Bh gavata Pur a, through the story of the Avadh ta's conversation
with king Yadu, narrates some more stories within it to bring to light the various ethical
principles that one has to learn and imbibe the philosophical attitudes taught through
them. In fine, this method of narration is very effective in making a person understand
the basic principles of life that turn one towards the Supreme, as the Avadh ta had
declared.

End Notes

1.
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Bh.P.  XI. 7. 26-30

2.

Bh.P.  XI. 7. 33-35

3. ibid., XI.7.52

4. ibid., XI.7.74

5. ibid., XI. 8. 22-26

6. ibid., XI. 8.44

7. ibid., XI.9. 1- 4

8. ibid., XI.9. 10

9. ibid., XI.9.11-13

10. ibid. XI. 9.30
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Buddhist Ethics of Brahmavih ras
With Special Reference to

The J taka-Tales: A Study
Sukanta Ghosh & Bitupon Borah

Buddhism is one of the largest religions in the world, which is originated
two thousand five hundred years ago in India. Buddhism is called an ethical religion
because it does not depend on the existence of God, but instead it believes in the
teachings of the Buddha. Buddha was a true altruistic teacher of moral philosophy.
Brahmavih ras is a central concept of Buddhist ethics. It contains a series of four
Buddhist virtues; they are - Mett  (loving-kindness), Karu?  (compassion), Mudit
(joy) and Upekkh  (equanimity). In Buddhism, J taka-tales were considered as the
major sources for developing the character of the people. These tales carried strong
and inspiring messages of compassion, kindness, non-violence, self-scarifies etc.
They explain the concepts of karma and rebirth, and teach moral values.  The
J taka tales brought alive the stories of the Buddha's past lives. In these stories,
the Buddha in his personification as a series of Bodhisattvas, is represented as
being supremely intelligent. This paper is an attempt to reawaken how the J taka
tales teach people about Buddhist ethical principles and practices, especially the
practice of Brahmavih ras.

Keywords: Altruistic, Compassion, Equanimity, Non-violence, Bodhisattvas,
     Moral.
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Introduction
Buddhism mainly focuses on the teachings of the Buddha. Buddha was regarded

as an ethical teacher. Buddhism believes that the human life is full of miseries and pain.
Even the so-called pleasures and loss of it involves pain (dukkha). Suffering is a fact of
common experience. Poverty, disease, old age, death, selfishness, greed, hatred, anger,
conflicts are rampant in this world. That life is full of suffering none can deny. The
main goal of Buddhist ethics is to achieve freedom from suffering. Buddhist ethics
consist of certain moral principles taught by Buddha and the concept of Brahmavih ras
is one of them. There are four Brahmavih ras in Buddhism; they are - Mett  (loving-
kindness), Karu?  (compassion), Mudit  (joy) and Upekkh  (equanimity). These are
four practices of mental development, through which people can attain subsequent rebirth
in heaven of the Brahman. In Buddhism J taka-tales were considered as the major
sources for developing the character of the people. By reading these stories, anyone can
develop their knowledge and learn how to deal with the difficult situations of modern
life. People can develop human moral values and good qualities like generosity,
truthfulness, politeness, patience, discipline, honesty etc. Brahmavih ras are also
regarded as the four sublime states of mind; they are loving-kindness, compassion,
sympathetic joy and equanimity. In Buddhism, there are many J taka-tales, which put a
great emphasis on these moral aspects of Brahmavih ras, like 'Matakabhatta J taka,
'S ma J taka, 'Val hassa J taka, 'Mah s lava J taka etc.
Objectives of the Study

The main objective of the study is to trace the Buddhist ethical philosophy of
Brahmavih ras and its moral principles- loving-kindness, compassion, sympathetic or
unselfish joy and equanimity. Similarly, the study also deals with the J taka tales with
moral lessons, especially the four moral practices of Brahmavih ras.
Methodology

The paper is qualitative and descriptive in nature as it intends to study the Buddhist
ethical philosophical of Brahmavih ras with special reference to the J taka tales in
terms of its real world relevancy. The advantages of qualitative research are obtaining
culturally specific information about moral values, opinions, behaviors, social contexts
of particular populations and it is more flexible. The paper is based on secondary data
in the form of books, articles etc. dealing with the inspiring ethical message carried by
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the J taka tales and tries to present it with the present scenario.
Review of Literature

The researcher has sought to analyze the research topic 'Buddhist Ethics of
Brahmavih ras With Special Reference to The J taka-Tales: A Study' to give it a more
clear vision and to understand its practical relevancy in human life. Accordingly, the
researcher has gone through the writings of certain books namely,' Brahmavih ra
Dhamma' by Sayadaw, M. and 'JATAKA TALES' by Francis, H. T. & Thomas, E. J.as the
primary source and followed up 'Buddha's Tales for young and Old Volume 2 - Illustrated'
by Piyatissa, V. K. & Anderson, T. and 'INDIAN PHILOSOPHY' (Vol. 1) by S.
Radhakrishnan as secondary source to carry out the research.
Analysis

'Brahmavih ras' is one of the central concepts of Buddhist ethics, especially in
the Mah y na Buddhism. The Brahmavih ras are also regarded as the 'abodes of
Brahman'. It contains a series of four Buddhist virtues. They are also known as four
immeasurable or infinite. According to the Buddhist scripture 'Mett  Sutta', Gautama
Buddha have these four immeasurable virtues. These four Brahmavih ras have the
power that helps the practitioner to attain rebirth into the higher realm of Brahman.
Therefore, if someone wishes for his moral as well as spiritual welfare he should practice
what the Buddha, as a true altruist, has instructed. In doing so, one can gradually cultivate
the noble qualities of kindness; compassion and can attain the supreme peace of the
heart.

Indian ancient civilization propagated their culture and values through the telling
of stories. Among the oldest storytelling traditions, we find the J taka- tales, which
were told by Buddhist to inspire people with moral values. "The Buddha himself used
J taka stories to explain concepts like kamma and rebirth and to emphasise the
importance of certain moral values."[1] The J taka tales carried strong and inspiring
messages of loving kindness, compassion, truthfulness, generosity, non-violence, self-
sacrifice and charity. The Buddha is featured as the protagonist of each of these stories.
They narrate incidents in his previous life when Buddha was the Bodhisattva. Bodhisattva
refers to the Buddha in his previous life and first half of his present life before he
attained enlightenment or Nirv ?a. A Bodhisattva generates Bodhicitta, which is a
spontaneous wish and compassionate mind to attain Buddhahood for the benefit of all
sentient beings.
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One source that offers a visual representation of the J taka Tales is the abundant
storehouse found in the Ajanta caves. Towards the end of the century, some of the
paintings inside the cave were identified as being narrative illustrations from the J taka
tales. After that, studies and explorations during the early part of the twentieth century
led to more discoveries and it became clear that many of the sculpture and wall paintings
within the Ajanta caves were inspired by and illustrated the J taka tales. They brought
alive the stories of the Buddha's past lives. In these stories, the Buddha in his
personification as a series of Bodhisattvas is represented as being supremely intelligent.
Buddha's nobility and compassion are incomparable, whether he is portrayed as a human,
celestial, bird or beast and in each of these stories, the Bodhisattva is engaged in
developing one of the ten virtues. For instance, in the depiction from the J taka tales
the ten supreme qualities or the ten stages were restated pictorially. They are pramudit
or joyful, vimal  or purity, prabh kar  or patience and forbearance, arci?mat  or radiant
intellect, sudurjay  or the invincible stage, where Dhy na and Sam dhi predominate,
abhimukh  or the manifest and turned towards, d ra?gam  or the stage in which one is
free from the eager desire for the particular, his thoughts are not bound to any special
objects, acal  or the immovable, s dhumat  or the good intelligence, dharmamegh  or
the cloud of doctrine. "This ideal of Bodhisattva is nurtured by the Mah y na philosophy,
which comes to think that all individuals are unreal as separate particular phenomena,
and that they are all really grounded in one transcendental Reality ( laya-Vijñ na
according to some Yog c ra, or nya or Tath t , according to some M dhyamakas),
of which they are the partial or illusory manifestations."[2]  "The doctrine of the
bodhisattva is so characteristic of the Mah y na that it is sometimes called the
Bodhisattv y na, or obtaining deliverance by practising the virtues of a bodhisattva."[3]

According to Mah y na Buddhism, Bodhisattva is the one who has achieved
Buddhahood but chooses to remain in merciful attachment to the world.

The four 'Brahmavih ras' are also called the four Apram ?as or infinite feelings,
because these four practices give happiness to infinite living beings. We all have these
qualities, we all have a sense of metta or loving-kindness and it typically extends to our
family, friends, the acquaintance that we have. "Hence, it is to develop loving kindness
either mentally or verbally by reciting: "May all beings be happy and free from danger"."[4]

In Mah s lava J taka, the Bodhisattva was the child of the king Brahmadatta and on
his name day (Namkarann), they gave him the name of prince Goodness. The prince
completed his education at the age of sixteen. After his father's death, the prince goodness
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became the king of Benares and ruled his people righteously under the title of the great
king Goodness. The great king Goodness abounded in patience, loving-kindness and
mercy and ruled the land in righteousness, he was cherishing all creatures alike with
the fond love that a father has for his baby. Being the Bodhisattva, the king Goodness
has all the widely known and generally accepted qualities, like kindness, morality,
forbearance and non-opposition to the will of the people. Another J taka Tale of the
Bodhisattva or the enlightenment being was the story of the calf of a noble black color.
There was an old woman who raised the little calf just as though he was her own child.
The bull thought that the old loving woman brought him up like a mother. She was very
poor and in need, but too humble to ask him for any help. The bull always wanted to
release her from the suffering of poverty, so he started looking for work. One day a
caravan leader with five hundreds carts came by the village and he faced with the
problem to cross the river. Looking at the black bull, at once he thought, the bull has the
strength and will to pull his carts across the river. The bull proceeded to pull all the
carts across the river and that was what all one thousand bulls could not do before.
When all was done, the caravan leader gave him a package containing gold coins. The
bull re-crossed the river and walked directly towards the old woman. The old woman
looking at the tired look in the eyes of the bull said that her child, the bull should not
wish to work so hard and no matter how difficult it may be, she will always care for
him. This is how loving-kindness makes the poorest house into richest home.

Karu?  or compassion is one of the four 'Brahmavih ras' or divine abodes. It is a
part of the spiritual path of both Buddhism and Jainism. According to Mah y na
Buddhism, compassion is a co-requisite for becoming a Bodhisattva. The Buddha
recommends cultivating these virtuous mental states to both householder and monastics.
"That is why the Buddha taught his Dhamma with Great Compassion without regard to
his discomforts and weariness, fully knowing that there was no one other than himself
who could save living beings."[5] Practicing Karu?  or compassion purifies one's mind,
avoids evil-induced consequences and leads to happiness in one's present life. If there
is a future karmic rebirth, it will be in heavenly realm. Karu?  or compassion is different
from metta or loving-kindness, since compassion is the desire to remove harm and
suffering from others life and loving-kindness is the desire to bring about to well-being
and happiness of others.

Mudit  one of the four 'Brahmavih ras', which means sympathetic or unselfish
joy or joy in the good fortune of others. In Buddhism, Mudit  is described as an inner
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wellspring of joy that is always available in all circumstances. The practice of Mudit
produces a mental state that is free, calm, fearless and open to deep insight. Therefore,
Mudit  is an important preparation for enlightenment. The story from Matakabhatta
J taka inspires people with the moral value of compassion, great joy and of great sorrow.
In this J taka tale, the Bodhisattva also explains the reason for each emotion. Once
upon a time there was famous a famous Brahmin, who was well versed in the Vedas.
One day the Brahmin decided to perform the ritual sacrificing goat, it was to offer a
feast for the dead. He ordered his pupils to take the goat to the holy river and bathe it.
He asked his servants to decorate the goat with flower garland. Down to the river, the
goat suddenly understood that he would definitely be killed today. The goat also became
conscious of the deeds of his past lives. He was overjoyed at the thought that the results
of his past unwholesome deeds were about to be completed. He laughed but at the same
time, he realized another truth that the Brahmin by sacrificing would suffer the same
terrible consequences due to his ignorance. So he felt a great compassion for the Brahmin
and started crying loudly as he had just been laughing. When the Brahmin asked him
why he laughed and why he wept. The goat said, in past times he was like the Brahmin,
who was well versed in the mystic texts of the Vedas. Once he offered a feast for the
dead and killed a goat for his offering. All through killing that single goat, he has had
his head cut off five hundred times. Therefore, it was out of karuna or compassion for
the Brahmin that the goat wept. After knowing about the past deeds of the goat and its
consequences, the Brahmin decided not to kill the goat. Here it shows how religion can
be a source of ignorance.

Upekkh  is a Sanskrit term, which means non- attachment, a balanced mind and
tolerance. In Buddhism, abiding in Upekkh or equanimity means inhabiting the mental
state of non-self and non- possessive love. Every sentient being should be regarded as
equal; equality should be maintained among persons. It says that loss and gain, praise
and blame, whatever we accept, should be accepted without attachment. "Therefore,
one who wishes to develop equanimity should nurture the spirit of indifference to the
pain and pleasure of others, looking upon them as subject to their own kamma, and the
inevitable effects of their own actions."[6] According to Buddha, all things are subject to
change and decay. Nothing is permanent in this world. J taka tales, like 'Clear-sighted
the Great, King of the World' teach people to understand the impermanent nature of
things and to live without attachment. 'King of the world' refers to a perfect wholesome
ruler and in his state people live peacefully. Their highest goal is the harmony of an
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undivided world. Once upon a time, a Bodhisattva was born and given the name 'Clear-
sighted'. He was a king of, who developed ten rules of good government, and they are
generosity, gentleness, self-control, and charity, absence of hidden ill will, absence of
open hostility, harmlessness, patience, straight forwardness and goodness. With time,
the reputation of Clear-sighted spread and every king in the world came to him and
they welcomed him to their kingdom and asked for Advice to rule their kingdom in his
name. Then Clear-sighted tell them about his five commands to the world. He advised
them not to destroy life, not to take what is not given, not to behave wrongly in sexual
desires, not to speak falsely and not take alcohol, which clouds the mind. The king
Clear-sighted had eighty four thousand queens and the one who loved him most was
called 'Most-pleasant'. One day the queen, sensing the state that was ruled by the king,
said to him that he should be proud of himself because he rules over all the cities in the
world, including the beautiful Kushavati with its four magnificent gates and seven
rows of marvelous palms. Then the King of the World, Clear-sighted, said to his beloved
queen that she should advise him to give up attachment to the cities of the world and all
they contain, because he will die today. The queen started crying and wiping away the
tears as they flowed. All the other queens also broke into tears.  Then the king said that
nothing is permanent in this world, anything that comes into being, whether it is a
kingdom or just a tiny sesame seed - it cannot last forever. This is how, the Bodhisattva
or Enlightenment Being got them to think about what most people do not want to think
about, that all things come to an end. The great king, Clear-sighted, advised them to be
generous and wholesome. Therefore, to work properly, we have first to give up the idea
of attachment.
Conclusion

The Buddhist ethics is concerned with the moral principles and practices that
help people to act in ways, which help rather than harm. The Buddha's teachings or
philosophies try to establish great peace with the help of its fundamental moral principle
of Brahmavih ras. In Buddhist Ethics, the principle of non-violence gives an ideal of
universal peace. J taka tales are among the world's most ancient and popular tales of
Buddhism, which explain the concepts of karma and rebirth, and moral values. Buddhist
ethical approach or philosophy is not based on Buddhism, but it is based on simple
human nature, which we all possess, compassion, kindness, forgiveness etc. Therefore,
Buddhism explains its ethical teachings through logic and reason, with the help of the
different examples of Bodhisattvas from Jataka tales to convince others about what a
secular ethics is.
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The Two Popular Fables on the
R jadharma

Dr.  M. Archana

.

Human beings have always been attracted by the animal kingdom.  The
behavioural patterns of the animals fascinated a man's keen sense of observation.
The affection showered by the domesticated animals like dogs and cats, the majesty
of the lion, the enormous size of an elephant, the ferocity of tiger, the cunningness
of jackal, the swiftness of a stallion or a black buck, to name a few, caught his
attention and he could find a crude alignment in their natural tendencies which
got reflected in the behavioural patterns of fellow human beings in their inter-
personal relationships.Thus, these natural tendencies found their way in
characterisation while creating plots for stories that depicted the moral lessons
for understandability, highlighted the value systems for betterment of life and to
live in harmony with fellow beings in a society. This paper highlights two fables
that are found on R jadharma in the nti-parva of the Mah bh rata.

Origin and development of Fable literature

According to Cambridge Dictionary, a fable is a "short story that tells a moral
truth, often using animals as characters".  Fables are common in early literature all over
the world.  Ancient Indians were associated closely with their natural environment and
had a unique relationship with both flora and fauna.  Their fascination and keen sense
of observation could be evidenced in the varied character sketches in ancient Indian
literature. Fables have been an inherent part of the folk lore and the portrayal of the
animal characteristics could be traced in abundance in Indian literary legacy beginning
from the earliest Vedic literature through Upani ads, Epics, Pur as to classical literature.
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Pañcatantra and Hitopade a are proper and popular fables. The Buddhist J taka tales
contain a lot of fables.

The Earliest fable in Ancient Sanskrit Literature

The Tenth ma ala of g Veda contains a conversation between Saram , a female
divine dog who served Lord Indra and Pa is, a class of tradesmen who had no regard
for yajñas or vedic principles.  Pa is had stolen and hid the cows of B haspati, who in
turn, had informed about it to Lord Indra.  Lord Indra sent Saram  to trace the cows.
Saram , after negotiating and crossing the turbulent river Rasa, reaches the land of
Pa is and enquires about the missing cows:

1

This is followed by "one of the finest samples of literary dialogues which can
stand as high as any if not better in the recorded dialogues in the world"2.  When Pa is
enquire about her, Saram  reveals that she has come as a messenger of Indra and speaks
about Indra's valour asking Pa is to return the cows.  Later, when Pa is tempt her to
stay with them, she refuses their invitation and advices them on right conduct.

The Mah bh rata

The Mah bh rata is one of the two epics in ancient India, the other being the
R m ya a.  It contains eighteen major Parvas with Hariva a, as a supplement.  Each
parva is again sub-divided into various chapters called adhy yas.  Fables are found in
this epic at various places.

nti-parva is the twelfth major parva of the Mah bh rata. This parva is set
after the completion of war and contains duties of the ruler, dharma, good governance
etc.  It has three sub-parvas, viz., R jadharma-anu sana-parva (Chapters 1 to 130),

paddharma-anu sana-parva (Chapters 131 to 173) and Mok adharma-parva (Chapters
174 to 365) and three hundred and sixty five (365) adhy yas.

The R jadharma-anu sana-parva is embellished with in numerable fables.  Of
these, two fables viz. - "vy ghra-gim yu-kath - The Story of a Tigerand a Jackal"
(XII.111) and "Sarit-samudra-sa v da  - Conversation between the Ocean and the
Rivers" (XII.113) are discussed in this article.
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(i)     The story of the tiger and the jackal

The story gets initiated with a question from Yudhi hirato Bh ma.  Yudhi hira
enquires Bh ma as to how to identify people who are not really pleasant, but appear to
be pleasant while those who are really pleasant appear otherwise:

3

In reply, Bh ma narrates the story of a conversation between a tiger and a jackal
and asks Yudhi hira to listen to it carefully:

4

In an affluent city named Purika, there lived a king by name Paurika.  He was a
cruel king who took delight in harming others.  After his death, he had to take re-birth
as a jackal due to the evil acts committed by him in his previous life. The jackal, however,
remembered his previous birth and was filled with remorse.  Heresolved to be good,
abstained from meat, was compassionate to all living beings, truthful in speech and
firm in the observance of austere vows.  He consumed only the fruits that had dropped
from the trees.  The jackal was born in a big crematorium and did not move out in
search of a better place.  This, naturally, affected his fraternity who were determined to
change his behaviour.  They offered to bring him food and requested to abandon the
purity of conduct. In all his wisdom, the jackal replied that though his birth was low, it
is the conduct that determines his race and that he would continue to behave in such a
way that his fame may spread.

5

He further ridiculed the other jackals who were busy filling their bellies alone
succumbing to desires. He re-affirmed that he would like to continue his life in his own
way devoid of discontentment and temptation:

6

 A tiger overheard this conversation, and attracted by the character of the jackal,
offered to make the jackal his minister.
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Feeling honoured, the jackal in all modesty carefully addressed the king of beasts
stating that it is worthy of the tiger that he should seek and choose individuals with
purity of behaviour and conversant with duties and worldly affairs as his counsels.
Though he would like to continue with this life as he does not have any desire for
comfort, he would in all humility accept the decision of the tiger.  The jackal, however,
clearly stated about his henceforth relationship with the tiger.  He made it clear that the
advice of the jackal should be listened to by the tiger for his own good.  Further, the
condition laid by the jackal to the tiger was that he should not be interfered in any
matter and that the tiger shallnever consult with other ministers when advised by him.
Besides, the jackal's meeting with the tiger will be in secrecy and that based on his
advice, he should not punish the other ministers.Finally, the jackal declared that the
tiger should not punish him or his followers and dependents without sufficient cause:

7

The tiger accepted the conditions and made him his minister. The other ministers
were filled with envy as they had appropriated others belongings and tried to tempt the
jackal to yield to their temptations. The jackal, however, refused to heed to their advice.
Some of the counselors, intending to bring about an animosity between the jackal and
the tiger, once stole off the meat of the tiger and placed it secretly in the jackal's residence.

When the tiger, feeling hungry, came to eat, he could not find the meat and when
ordered to find out the thief, it was informed that the meat was found in the residence of
the jackal.  Without giving a thought, the tiger was enraged at the inappropriate act of
the jackal and ordered that he be killed.  The tiger's mother, however, prevailed upon
the tiger by presenting before him the virtues of the jackal and the envy of the other
ministers. She asserted that a good minister cannot be obtained easily and that the
jackal is his well-wisher.  Meanwhile, the jackal's innocence was established and he
was acquitted and honoured by his master. The jackal, conversant with the virtues,
advised the tiger that unselfish acts or motives are very rare and that those kings whose
hearts are restless and unquiet cannot acquire true knowledge of men.

Bh ma concluded that having satisfied that king with conciliatory words fraught
with virtue, pleasure, and profit, and having gratified the king, the jackal retired to the
forest as the tiger had not trusted him:
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8

The jackal did not accept the entreaties of the tiger and cast off his body as a
reward of his good deeds on earth.

This fable brings forth the need for a ruler in having a good counsellor amidst
those who disregard the welfare of the state and selfishly exploit the closeness of the
ruler in looting the properties of the State for their own prosperity.  It also contains an
advice to the rulers not to jump to conclusions based on the statements of others without
analysing them appropriately.

(ii) The conversation between the ocean and the river

Yudhi hira, once again, asks Bh ma as to how, without the usual aids, having
obtained a kingdom that is so precious a possession, a king should be have towards a
powerful foe. In answer to this query, Bh ma recounted a conversation between the
Ocean and the Rivers.

The Ocean once asked the rivers as to how the rivers with their mighty currents
bring down huge trees with large trunks, uprooting them from their place of growth
while they do not bring to the ocean a cane which has a slender branch and are devoid
of strength.  The ocean wondered whether they feel a sense of contempt in washing the
cane:

9

River Ga g  replied to the Oceanthat the trees are firmly positioned in one location
and are adamant and unyielding in respect of the spot where they are situated.  When a
huge current forces them, they yield and are forced to leave their place of growth.
Canes, however, have a different proposition.  They bend to an advancing current and
smoothly position themselves yielding to the natural flow.  Once the current passes
away, the cane regains its original position:
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10

Bh ma concludes the story with an important moral that aman of wisdom who
acts after ascertaining fully the strength and weakness, the might and energy, of himself
and his foe, never suffersany discomfiture. An intelligent man, therefore, when he sees
his enemy to be more powerful than himself, should adopt the behaviour of the cane.  It
is docile, obedient and yielding, without being stiff. For these reasons, it stands where
it grows, without having to move out of its place of growth :

11

Thus the wise understand the virtue of time and opportunity and act accordingly.

Conclusion

Fables are an important tool employed by the early writers to bring out the morality
expected of the society.  It is also easy to send home the message through the fables
without hurting the ego of a person. Fables address the issues affecting the state and by
a didactic portrayal of character sketches taken from the elements of nature and animal
kingdom make the plot of the story interesting and simple to understand.  Besides, they
ensure that the virtues mentioned therein, stay afresh in the minds of people.
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The use of Fables in the Teaching-
Learning Process-with Special

Reference of Pañcatantra

Himadri Sarma

Fable is a class of Sanskrit literature which is connected with two branches
i.e, N ti stra and Artha stra. The Pañcatantra falls under N ti stra or
didactic fable literature. It is an ancient Indian collection of interrelated animal
fables in Sanskrit verse and prose, arranged within a frame story. It was
written to make the princes learned. So the stories of Pañcatantra were used
as the means of teaching. Even in present days also the stories of Pañcatantra
are used as the means of teaching. So in this paper an attempt has been made
to discuss in this regard.

Keywords: Pañcatantra, fable, teaching, moral, animal.

Introduction:

 In ancient India people lived close to the nature and they were surrounded by
birds and animals which gave them opportunities to study their behaviour. This close
association with nature has given rise to many didactic fables. Pañcatantra is a didactic
fable which is an ancient Indian collection of interrelated animal fables written in Sanskrit
verse and prose. Historians found that in between 300-500 BCE in India, stories and
animal fables were narrated for educating students with a special purpose of making
them learned within a short period of time. The Pañcatantra is a good example of that.
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 Once upon a time in ancient India there was a city named Mahil ropya. The king
of the city was Amara akti. He was very learned man and extremely accomplished in
various arts and skills. The king had three sons named Bahu akti, Ugra akti and
Ananta akti who were completely dull headed and not interested in studies in any wayi.1

So the king was always worried regarding their studies and their future as his successors.
Realising this one day the king assembled his ministers and told his problem and also
asked suggestions from them. Then one of the ministers called Sumati said that- ‘Our
life is transitory and these sciences take too long to master them. So we must find a
shorter way to enlighten the minds of the princes’. Then he suggested that there is a
br hmin named Vi u arm  who is an expert in all the sciences and has earned an
excellent reputation among his innumerable disciples. When the king heard about that
he invited Vi u arm  to the palace and requested him to educate his children. Vi u

arm  accepted the challenge and promised that he will teach the princes and make
them well learned within six months. So to educate the princes Vi u arm  wrote
Pañcatantra.

Discussion:

 Human beings always have told stories. It is one of the most important things
which makes us who we are and distinguishes us from other creatures on the planet.
Before the invention of the television, computer or any other electronic equipment
listening and telling stories were used to pass on real events, history, family connections
and also as a means of entertainment. It was generally oral culture or spoken culture.
That is why it is interesting to see education from the narrative perspective. When we
talk about narrative learning we can not overlook the Vedic education system. Most of
the ancient Indian scriptures were preserved through oral tradition generations after
generations.

 The Pañcatantra which was originally constructed or narrated by pa it Vi u
arm  is a group of seventy two short stories divided in the five chapters viz, mitrabheda

(the separation of friends), mitra-l bha (the gaining of friends), k koluk ya (Crows and
owls), labdhapra a (loss of gains) and apar k itak raka (ill considered action). All
these five chapters give five strategies. The first strategy is mitrabheda, which means
separation of friends. The basic theme story of this tantra is about a lion and a bull. It
tells us how they became friends with each other and later get separated by a jackal.
Here Vi u arm  creates Damanaka and Karataka as the ministers of Lion king. The
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basic thing which this story wants to teach is how the ministers play an important role
in deciding what is good or what is bad at a certain point of time.

The second strategy is mitral bha or mitrasampr pti. It underlines the importance
of gaining good friends2. It teaches that one who has good friends will never taste
defeat in his life in any kind of situation. This tantra starts with the story of crow,
pigeon, rat and some other birds and animals where they help each other in the time of
calamity. From this story it is learnt that a person with good friends can overcome all
the problems3.

The third strategy is k koluk ya (crows and owls). It highlights the enemity between
crows and owls. It teaches us how to deal with enemies with tact and wisdom. This
tantra starts with a story of an owl and crow where an owl was about to crowned as the
king of the birds. But at that time only a crow came and started talking against the owl
because of their old enemity. Finally the crowning ceremony of the owl was cancelled.
When the owl got to know about this he was disheartened. Thus the story teaches that
never trust a person who is your enemy and never believe a friend who was your enemy
at some point of time4.

.The fourth strategy is labdhapra a which means loss of gains. The stories of
this chapter teach us that we can loss things which were earned by us because of our
foolishness. The frame story of this tantra is a story of a monkey named Raktamukha
and a crocodile named Kar lamukha. Raktamukha lived in a blackberry tree near the
coast. That blackberry tree was always full of fruits. One day a crocodile named
Kar lamukha came there. Then Raktamukha saw him and greeted him saying that ‘O
crocodile you are my guest so I will feed you some blackberries’5. Then the crocodile
became friend of the monkey and started visiting the monkey always. One day his wife
asked him ‘where do you get these so sweet fruits?’ Then He told about Raktamukha.
After hearing this his wife said that his (Raktamukha) heart will be so delicious as he
eats these tasty fruits always. Please bring his heart for me’6. Initially Kar lamukha
denied to this proposal but later he had to accept it as his wife said that if he does not
bring his friend’s heart she will fast and die. After that the crocodile went to the monkey
and invited him to their home. The monkey refused his invitation saying that he lives in
the water so it will not be possible for the monkey to go his home. Then the crocodile
said ‘our house is in the sandbank. It’s a beautiful place. So sit on my back I will carry
you’7. As soon as the monkey sat the crocodile entered in the deep water and told about
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his plan that his wife wants his (Raktamukha’s) heart. Then with the presence of mind
monkey told ‘My friend if this is the plan why did not you tell me before? My heart is
safely stored in the tree. Let’s go back. I will be happy to give my heart to your wife’8.
Then happy crocodile took him to the tree. Then the monkey climbed to the top of the
tree. So the story teaches that we should not trust an untrustworthy person, even if we
did, it should not be totally because such trust will destroy us completely9.

The fifth strategy is apar k tak raka which means ill considered action or hasty
deeds. The stories of this chapter give moral lesson that one should never do things or
take decisions before examining properly, otherwise the ill considered action may lead
to permanent loss of something10. The frame story of this tantra is a story of a merchant,
a barber and some Jain monks. There was a merchant named Ma ibhadra in P aliputra
who lost his all wealth in charity. One night when he was sleeping and he dreamt that a
Jain monk named Padmanidhi came and told that ‘tomorrow morning I will come to
your house in this form and you hit my head. As soon as you do that I will turn into gold
coin11. Incidentally next day morning Ma ibhadra’s wife called a barber and at the
same time the Jain monk appeared. Then Ma ibhadra hit the head of that monk as he
was asked to do. Then the Jain monk turned into gold coin. All these were witnessed by
the barber. So one day he also invited some Jain monks to his home and hit one by one
thinking that they will turn into gold. But they did not turn into gold. Later he was taken
to the court and sentenced death penalty. This story teaches that we should never do
actions without knowing or examining properly12. Here it is a kind note of information
that in modern days also the stories of Pañcatantra has occupied a position in education
system. In the course of Bachelor of Ayurveda Medicine and Surgery few stories from
this chapter have been prescribed as a text for the moral values and importance of these
stories. Some of the moral teachings of some other stories are mentioned here.

 While reading Pañcatantra one thing came into notice that the interest of ruler
and the ruled is antagonistic to each other and that they are always in conflict. Pa it
Vi u arma portrayed this beautifully that whoever seeks the favour of the kings is
hated by others. The best example of this is the story of ‘N pati Dantila
Gorambhakakath ’ in the mitrabheda of Pañcatantra. As per this story Dantila, a leader
of citizens and the minister of treasury lived in a certain village named Vardham na. He
was a very good servent of the king as well as the citizen. He was able to satisfy both.
Because normally when someone is loved by the supreme authority then he is hated by
others. It is said that–
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narapatihitakart  dve yat  y ti loke 
janapadahitakart  tyajyate p rthivendrai
iti mahati virodha  vartam ne sam ne 
n patijanapad n  durlabha  k ryakart 13

Then incidentally in Dantila’s marriage ceremony he thrown out a sweeper named
Gorambhaka for sitting in an unwanted place in front of the king. This made Gorambhaka
angry and so he wanted to take revenge on Dantila. So one day Gorambhaka lied in
front of king that Dantila was embracing the queen. As a result of that Dantila was
thrown out of the royal power. From this incident it is proved that if someone gets
favour of the king then he is disliked by the others.

The story entitled ‘Si ha a aka kath ’ teaches us that a good and honest person
also can get spoiled when he is surrounded by bad people. It is said as–

asat a gado e a s dhavo y nti vikriy
duryodhanaprasa gena bh mo gohara e gata 14

Another story named ‘Ha sadvayakacchap n  kath ’ teaches us that one should
listen to the advice of close friends and act accordingly when he is in trouble. It is said
as- suh d  hitak m n m iti.15

The Matsyatrayakath , the story of three fishes teaches that we should act
immediately when we see danger in front. As it is said–

a aktairbalina atro  kartavya  prapal yana
sa ritavyo’thav  durgo n ny  te  gatirbhavet 16

The story ‘ abara karakath ’ teaches that one gets what he should get. Even
God can not keep away from him. So there is nothing to grieve nor to be surprised just
do your karma. It is said as –

pr ptavyamartha  labhate manu yo
devo’pi ta  la ghayitu  na akna
tasm nna oc mi na vismayo me 
yadasmad ya  na hi tatpare m 17

Every story of Pañcatantra conveys a moral thought which can help us in our
day today life. Other than these there are certain things about Pañcatantra for which it
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is useful in teaching-learning process. The most important element of Pañcatantra is
participation of students and the narrator. Because storytelling is enjoyable, creative,
responsive, active, inclusive and flexible. Stories being enjoyable is an important factor
in imparting happiness in students. A psychologist named Martin Seligman (2003) has
shown through his study that positive enjoyment is an important factor in learning.

 Another element or unique feature of Pañcatantra is the structure or frame of the
story. The structure of Pañcatantra keeps the reader or listener involved which is very
important in learning.

 In learning concentration is also important. But concentration will be possible
when the learning is interesting. Vi u arm  wanted the princes to learn, remember
and use their knowledge afterwards. So he gave the knowledge of principles of political
science as well as the practical knowledge of the same with the examples illustrated in
the form of stories. Because narrative text is easier to comprehend and remember than
expository text (factual and informational material).

 In Pañcatantra the stories are in the form of dialogues which make them more
interesting. The names of the characters used in the stories are also very interesting,
because the name itself describes the physical appearance or the psychological attribute
of the character. For example, raktamukha means ‘one with red mouth’; or yadbhavi ya
means ‘one who leaves everything to destiny and does not work’. So from the names of
the characters also we can learnor assume something about the content. Vi u arm
used the names of the characters appropriately.

Other perspective is about the development of moral and social identity. Story is
the most useful and attractive piece of narration to induce moral values in the students
at the very early age. Through the stories students can develop their personal, social or
moral responsibilities which is very much necessary at the present time. So fable or
storytelling can really be helpful in teaching-learning system.

Conclusion:

From the above discussion it can be said that Pañcatantra is an important world
literature for its contribution in the field of practical wisdom, because it delivers the
content of teachings in a interesting way. It can hold the attention of the students. So the
problem of disinterest of students in learning can be solved by implementing narration
or storytelling as a method of teaching and Pañcatantra is a great example of that. For
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the social-moral upliftment of students also Pañcatantra or any other fable literature
can play a vital role.
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Morals Imparted from the Pa catantra
and Its Relevance to New Generation

Aligunjana Sarma

Fables are a class of stories, especially supernatural ones, not based
on facts. Fables mostly have animals as characters and convey morals to the
people. To a certain extent, fables can be considered as the bearers of culture
and literature of a country. The word 'fable' originates from the Latin word
'fabula,' which means discourse. Before being recorded in a written form, the
stories were mainly propagated through narration, which has been a long-
standing tradition in India. These fables of Pa catantra, Hitopade a, J taka
kath  etc. give us moral values which are relevant to present day also. In this
paper, an effort will be made to find out morals from some famous stories of
Pa catantra and its relevance to present day children.

Keywords: Pa catantra, moral education, children.

Introduction:

Fable literature occupies a unique place in the Sanskrit literature. The area of
expansion of Indian Fable literature is very vast. The seeds of fables were germinated
and developed in the Vedic period, and we find them in various dialogue hymns of

gveda. Later the Vedic fables got rooted deeply in the Br hma as and the Upani ads.
Stories described in the Bhekas kta, una epa khy na of Aitareya Br hma a, S rameya
Up khy na of Ch ndogya Upani ad were some of the fables of Vedic period. Fables
were presented through conversations between characters like birds, beasts, animals,
angels, demons, humans etc. Fable literature is divided into two classes- Moral science
and folklore. The fables, related to moral science, provides advice while folklore fables
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are only for entertainment. The first class is presented through birds, beasts, animals
and the second class are presented through human beings. The main purposes of fable
literature are to provide entertainment and to give moral education to young children.

In ancient times, kings appointed learned Brahmins as teachers for their lineages,
so that the royal prince and princesses could gather knowledge of politics, economics,
and sociology from them. The Brahmins resorted to an innovative way of imparting
knowledge which is by writing interesting stories having morals pertaining to these
different subjects. They composed stories in a simple and understandable way by
presenting birds, beasts, and animals as the characters of the stories.

In Sanskrit fable literature, Pa catantra, Hitopade a, J taka kath , B hatkatha,
Bet lpa cavi ati, ukasaptati, Si h san dv tri ik  etc are worth mentioning.

Pa catantra: author, time and divisions

In Indian fable literature, Pa catantra occupies a special position. It is an old
fable literature. It is said that some verses of Pa catantra are quoted from the Artha stra
of Kau ilya. Four versions of the Pa catantra were found. Amongst these, the first
version was translated into Pahlab  language which is not available now-a-days. The
2nd version is included in B hatkath  of Gu dhya. It is written in Pai c language.
The 3rd. version is Tantr khy yik  which is prevalent now. The last version is the base
of Dak i  Pa catantra. The Hitopade a and the Nepali Pa catantra represent this
version of Pa catantra.

The name Pa catantra itself suggests that it is the tantra of five divisions. These
five divisions are-

I. Mitrabheda (separation of friends)

II. Mitrasa pr pti (union of friends)

III. K koluk yam (peace and war). It is also known as Sandhi- vigraha tantra.

IV. Labdhapra a (loss of that which was gained)

V. Apar k itk rit  (doing things without experiencing).

Moral imparted from some famous stories of Pa catantra

1. Intelligence is more important than physical strength:

The story of 'the lion and the rabbit' teaches us that sometimes intelligence is
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more important than physical strength. In this story, we find that the proud lion who
used to indiscriminately kill animals of the forest, got killed by an intelligent rabbit.
Though he was powerful, but due to the lack of intelligence, a small rabbit could kill
him. It is said in the Pa catantra as follows-

Yasya buddhir bala  tasya nirbuddhestu kuto bala  |
Vane si ho madonmatta a akena nip tita  ||2

Through story children can gain the knowledge that power might not help in
situation where intellect is needed.  The one who has power but lacks intelligence, will
most likely end up in the same situation as the proud lion who got killed by a rabbit.
Intelligence does not measure the number of books a child has read, but the physical
application of the information gained through such books are measured.

2. Proper planning can help achieve something which cannot be achieved through
brute strength:

In the story 'The pair of crows and the black snake', we find that a pair of crows
was residing on a banyan tree where a black snake also lived. That snake used to devour
the eggs and the young ones of the crows. Not able to do anything about the situation,
in their grief, the crows went and consulted their friend, a jackal. The jackal consoled
them asking them not to be sad and said that the snake could not be killed without
proper planning. He advised the crows to fly to the city and pick up ornaments of the
King's family and throw it near the tree. He further said that when they would come to
recover the ornaments, the snake would be killed. Accordingly the crows flew towards
the city. They saw that the wives of the king were bathing in the river leaving their
ornaments on the shore. One crow picked up the gold necklace and started to fly towards
the tree. Seeing this, the kings' men also started to follow. The crow threw the necklace
near the hole where the snake lived and started observing from the tree. While recovering
the necklace, the kings' men saw the snake with his hood spread out. They killed the
snake with a stick and took the necklace and left. From that day, the pair of crows
started to live happily. So, from this story the moral that one should have patience in
adverse time is conveyed. There is a solution to every problem. By proper planning one
can achieve something which cannot be achieved through strength-

upayena hi tat kury d yan na akya  par krame |
k ky  kanakas re a k asarpo nip tita  ||3
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3. A friend in need is a friend indeed:

The story of 'Four friends and the hunter' is a notable example of true friendship.
In this story, we witness the true friendship between a deer, a mouse, a crow and a
tortoise. One day, when the deer was trapped by a hunter in the forest, the other friends
immediately went to the deer. With their unity and intelligence, they finally managed to
rescue the deer and lived happily ever after. This story gives us the moral that a true
friend is the one who helps his/her friends in difficult time. This story is also very
relevant to the children of this generation. They will be able to understand and value
friendship. They will try to be friendly with their classmates and playmates. This will
broaden their outlook and will make them generous.

4. We should always listen to the advice of well-wishers and act upon it:

The story of the foolish tortoise gives the lesson to us that we should always
listen to our well-wishers and act accordingly. In this story, we find that a tortoise
named Kambugr va was taking to a safe place by his swan friends Sankata and Vikata
as the lake where Kambugr va lived started to dry up. He was ferried on a stick by the
two swans on which the tortoise attached itself by biting. The swans repeatedly advised
him not to open his mouth. In spite of listening to the swan's advice, he opened his
mouth to speak and fell to the ground and died. From this story we learn that one should
always listen to the advice of well-wishers and act accordingly otherwise our situation
will be same as the tortoise that fell from the stick and died. It is said in the Pa catantra
as follows-

mitr  hitak man  na karot ha yo vaca |
sa k rma iva durbuddhih k d bhra o vina yati ||4

This story is relevant in case of present day children because if they work according
to the advice of their well-wishers they can prevent themselves from falling into perilous
situation.

5. We should always believe in ourselves and not on other's saying:
The story of 'The Brahmin and the goat' teaches that we should not be carried

away by what others are saying. In this story, we find that a Brahman was carrying a
goat. On his way, he met three frauds who tried to fool him by saying that he was
carrying a donkey, a dead young cow, and a dog instead of a goat. After listening to
them, the Brahmin threw the goat there and quickly left that place. The three frauds
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enjoyed the meat of the goat in their meal. So, this story teaches us to believe in ourselves
and not to listen what others are saying. Because even a strong man can be fooled by a
clever and rascal one as said in the Pa catantra.

Bahurbuddhisam yukt  suvidy n  balotka |
akt  va cayitu  dh rt  cch gabr hma a  yath ||5

It is very necessary to teach the children to believe in themselves. They should
have a firm faith on themselves and on their decisions which should not be altered in
any case. Wicked people always try to deceive innocent people through flattery and
false words. We should not give importance to such false words and always stand by
our own decision.

6. Think before act:
The story of the loyal mongoose teaches us that we should never take any decision

in rush. We should think twice before doing something so that we do not have to regret
our actions. In this story, we find that a family adopted a mongoose and the mongoose
was very loyal to them. One day, the mother went to fetch water keeping the mongoose
as the guard to her baby. When she left, a snake entered the baby's room. When mongoose
saw that the snake was about to bite the baby, he attacked and killed that snake. When
the mother returned, she saw blood on the body of the mongoose. She thought that the
mongoose had killed her baby. Without thinking twice she killed the mongoose. When
she found out the truth she was full of regret. So, the moral of the story is that we
should not jump to conclusion without checking all the facts. Before doing something,
we should think twice so that we do not have to regret later. It is said in the Pa catantra-

apar k ita na kartavya  kartavya  supar k ita  |
pa c d bhavati sant po br hma nakula  yath  ||6

The moral of the story is very applicable to present day as now-a-days everyone
is busy in their work. Sometimes people take decisions in a rush without even thinking
about the consequences. In some cases these decisions may result in losses. Therefore,
one should think deeply and then take a decision.

7. We should always be careful while choosing friends:

From the story 'The monkey and the crocodile' we learn the lesson that we should
always be careful while choosing friends. We should think properly whom to trust and
whom not to trust. In this story, we find that a monkey was residing in an apple tree
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near a river. He had friendship with a crocodile who lived in the river. The monkey
always used to give an apple to the crocodile. One day, the crocodile brought the apple
given by his friend for his wife. After eating the apple, she wished to eat the monkey's
heart. The crocodile invited the monkey to his home. The monkey trusted the crocodile
and sat at the back of the crocodile. But soon he found that the wife of the crocodile was
planning to eat his heart. He did not become impatient. He thought of an idea and told
the crocodile to take him back to the tree as he had left his heart there. The crocodile
was easily fooled and he brought the monkey to the tree. Once ashore the monkey ran
away to his safety. Therefore, we should think twice before trusting someone. We should
carefully choose friends. Again, we learn that we should be patient no matter how worse
the situation is. If we think with patience in difficult times, then there will be solution to
every problem. It is said in the Pa catantra as follows-

samutoanne u k rye u buddhiryasya na h yate |
sa eva durga  tarati jalastho v naro yath  ||7

This story is very relevant to today's children because making friendship is universal
phenomenon and if we are not careful and choose wicked people as our friends we may
fall in distress like the monkey.Therefore, we should think twice before trusting someone.
We should carefully choose friends. Again, we learn that we should be patient no matter
how worse the situation is. If we think with patience in difficult times, then there will
be solution to every problem.

8. Caution can help prevent big disasters:

From the 'Three fishes' story' we learn that caution can help in preventing bigger
problems. In this story, we find three fishes viz. An gatavidh t , Pratyutpannamati and
Yadbhavi ya. An gatavidh t  was very practical and used to plan for future.
Pratyutpannamati was also practical and a good advisor. Yadbhavi ya was lazy and a
habit of procrastination. One day, some fishermen came to the pond and discussed that
the pond had a lot of fishes. They would come in the next day with nets to catch the
fishes. An gatavidh t  heard this conversation and gathered all fishes. Then said that
they should go to another pond as the fisherman would come to catch fishes in the next
day. Most of the fishes agreed to her along with Pratyutpannamati. But Yadbhavi ya
did not like the idea. She said that she was not a coward to leave from there. There was
no guarantee that the fishermen would come. Even if they came, she would find out any
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solution. Then most of the fishes went to another pond. The next day, fishermen came
and caught many fishes. Yadbhavi ya was one of them. But An gatavidh t  and
Pratyutpannamati were safe with their families in another pond. It is said in the
Pa catantra that we should be cautious if we see danger near us otherwise our situation
will be like Yadbhavi ya.

an gatavidh t  ca Pratyutpannamati ca yah|
dvav etou sukham edhete yadbhavibi yo vina yati ||8

From this story, we learn the moral which is relevant to present day is that we
should always be cautious and aware of our situation. We should immediately act if we
sense any danger. We should not entrust ourselves with our fate but shouldtry to discover
alternate ways to solve our problems. Because caution can help in preventing bigger
problem.

9. Tit for tat:
From the story ' The rat that ate iron' we learn that sometimes it is import to

retaliate if someone wrongsus. In this story, we find a merchant named J r adhana
who was incurring losses in his business. He decided to travel and trade in different
parts of the country to get successful. He had a very heavy iron balance. Before leaving,
J r adhana went to meet his friend and gave him the iron balance for safekeeping till
he would return from his journey. After a long time, J r adhana became prosperous by
working hard and returned to his place. He then went to his friend's place and asked
him to return the iron balance. But his friend replied that the iron balance was eaten by
rat. J r adhana understood everything and thought of teaching him a lesson. He took
his friend's son with him and locked him in a room. When his son did not return, his
friend got tensed. He then asked J r adhana about his son. But he replied that he was
taken by a hawk. At this his friend got furious and went to court accusing J r adhana of
kidnapping his son. In the courtroom, J r adhana explained everything by citing the
verse-

tul  lohasahastrasya yatra khadanti m ik |
yenh ku jarah t tatra ki  citra  yadi putrah t ||9

He said that when an iron balance could be eaten by a ratthen there should not be
any doubt that the boy could be taken by hawk.

The people of the courtroom understood and asked his friend to return the iron
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balance and J r adhana to give back his son. So, moral of the story is sometimes it is
important to retaliate if someone tries to hurt us. We should teach the children that if
someone tries to hurt us then he/she should be dealt with appropriately. This will teach
him/her a lesson for life not to hurt anyone. If we do not resist by counter action, the
deceiver will be encouraged to do more harm to us. So this moral is very important to
teach the children as our society is full of unscrupulous people. The children should be
aware of such people and they will need to act according to the situation

Conclusion

The Pa catantra is an indispensable part of the World Fable literature. In India,
from ancient times it has been playing a vital role in education system. Based on the
analysis carried out on stories from Pa catantra it can be seen that most of the stories
are filled with morals and these are very much relevant to the current times. Although
the culture and way of life has changed with time the basic ethos of human life stays
similar. Therefore these fables can definitely help in supplementing the moral education
of children.

However, although Pa catantra narrates timeless stories full of morals in a most
interesting manner, it still needs to keep up withdrawal changing times. Currently kids
are more interested in visual representation rather than going through text works. Plus
the advent of nuclear family has resulted in the lack of vocal narration of stories.
Therefore the fables need to be adapted to the changing times. The stories can be
illustrated in the form of comic books or animations. This will help in roping in the
targeted audiences. In this case animation programmes with improved audio-visual
devices may be of much use. I think if the stories are presented in the form ofanimation,
with the help of modern technology children will be more interested in learning them
quickly. Since the children watch television programmes, videos of storyteller, there
should be a programme based on these stories which will attract them. With the help of
masks, feathers and other articles, children may be inspired to perform drama based on
the stories of Pa catantra before audience in schools and festivals. Through different
performing arts, the stories of Pa catantra may be presented in more attractive ways.
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End Note
1. Pa catantra, Mitrabheda, v. 172
2. ibid, v. 159
3. ibid, v. 325
4. ibid, K koluk yam, v. 104
5. ibid, Apar k itk rit , v.13
6. ibid, Labdhapra a, v. 1
7. ibid, Mitrabheda,v. 326
8. ibid, v. 409.
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Representation of Women in
Pañcatantra: A socio-cultural study

Debarati Chandra

This paper will re-examine the Pañcatantra stories to review the
portrayal of women in them. Women have always been worshipped, adored
and revered in ancient and Modern Sanskrit literature. In Pañcatantra,
references to women are very few. In some of the stories [For this paper, I
have referred to Arthur William Ryder's The Pañcatantra(1925), University
of Chicago Press] women are portrayed as virtuous, wise counsellors and
better halves to their male partners in the true sense whereas in some stories
they are portrayed with negative characteristics.The Pañcatantra stories were
composed or compiled to educate the three ignorant sons of king Amara akti.
These fables are very popular with children also. So, representation of gender
in these stories are a very crucial aspect to ponder over because these stories
have a permanent impression on the young minds.

Keywords: fable, women, representation, gender.

Originally written in Sanskrit, the prelude or preamble of the Pañcatantra identifies
an octogenarian Br hmin named  as its author. Some South Indian
recensions and some Southeast Asian versions of Pañcatantra attribute the text to
Vasubhaga.1 The Pañcatantra belongs to the rich tradition of oral literature in India. It
is a collection of tales populated mainly with animal characters acting as heroes and
villains and executed with a moralistic content and a clearly didactic tone. The preamble
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to the Pañcatantra offers the information that the tales were composed or perhaps
compiled by the 80-year-old sage  as part of his efforts to both entertain and
educate the three sons of King Amara akti. In the Indian tradition, The Pañcatantra is
a . N ti can be roughly translated as "the wise conduct of life"2 and a  is a
technical or scientific treatise; thus, it is considered a treatise on Political Science and
human conduct. Its literary sources are the expert tradition of Political Science and the
folk and literary traditions of storytelling. It also draws from the Dharma and
Artha stras, quoting from them extensively. Konrad Meisig states that the Pañcatantra
been incorrectly represented by some as 'an entertaining textbook for the education of
princes in the Machiavellian rules of Artha stra', but instead it is a book for the "Little
Man" to develop N ti (social ethics, prudent behaviour, shrewdness) in their pursuit of
Artha, and a work on social satire.3 The purpose of the fables is to imply its moral
without mentioning it. The Pañcatantra, states Patrick Olivelle, tells wonderfully a
collection of delightful stories with pithy proverbs, ageless and practical wisdom; one
of its appeal and success is that it is a complex book that "does not reduce the complexities
of human life, government policy, political strategies, and ethical dilemmas into simple
solutions; it can and does speak to different readers at different levels."4

Apart from a short introduction, Pañcatantra consists of five parts:
1. Mitrabheda,     2. Mitral bha,      3. K koluk ya ,     4. Labdhapr a ,

         5. .

Each part contains a main story, called the frame story which in turn contains
several embedded stories, as one character narrates a story to another. Often these stories
contain further embedded stories. The Pañcatantra is a complex group of tales,
interwoven into a series of frame stories, which operate on several allegorical levels.
The characters are given names suggestive of the qualities they represent, and their
animal personas transparently reveal the human personalities beneath. Throughout the
Pañcatantra, the natural world functions as a metaphor for the human world; it is, in
effect, a treatise on moral philosophy disguised as a set of fabulous narratives.The tales
from the Pañcatantra are intended to teach the princes statecraft, strategy, the pleasures
and perils of friendships, moral conduct and lessons in power. Human characteristics,
behavioural patterns and even ethical values are ascribed to the animals.

 The world of Panñcatantra is predominantly a male domain. But there are some
references to women. In some of the stories, women are presented as virtuous, pious
and are life-partners to their husbands in the true sense. They illustrate practical wisdom,
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true love, devotion and faithfulness, providing an archetype of the ideal wife and mother.
In Book I - "The Loss of Friends", in the story of the crow-hen and the snake, (Ryder,74)
we see the female crow as a concerning mother. She counsels her husband to move
from their ancestral home for the sake of her chicks. At last she, following the advice of
the jackal, picks the golden chain of the princess and throws that on the snake's hole
and thus gets the devourer of her chicks killed by the king's men. In the story of the
plovers and the ocean (Ryder, 145), we can see similar type of motherly concern in the
female bird when she urges her husband to find out a secure place for laying eggs. She
is a good foreseer who can predict that her eggs may be washed away by the sea which
is very near to their nest. She emerges as a good counsellor who chastises her husband
when he boasts of his own power - "How can you fail to appreciate your own strength
and weakness? There is a saying: 'To know one's self is hard, /To know Wise effort,
effort vain;/ But accurate self-critics are Secure in times of strain.' This much of effort
brings success; 'I have the power; I can: So, think, then act, and reap the fruit of your
judicious plan. And there is sound sense in this: To take advice from kindly friends Be
ever satisfied" (147). When the male plover wants to make war against the sea, the hen-
plover advised him to gather all the birds, make a plea to the king Garuda and with the
aid of Lord Vi u, they could retrieve their eggs from the sea.

In the story 'The Self-Sacrificing Dove' from Book III "The Crows and Owls", the
dove tells, "Some wives their life's devotion give/ And in and for the husband live; /
Whatever man has such a wife/ Is heaped with blessings all his life" (336). Here we see
the female dove as the epitome of self-sacrifice. She advises her husband to accommodate
the guest, that is the cruel fowler who has captivated the female bird and she sacrifices
her life following her husband in order to give food and comfort to their guest.The
Indian traditional customary belief is that, guest is like a god ('Atitthidevabhava'),
therefore, the host is responsible to make the guest happy.

 The female Dove in this story is portrayed in accordance to the classical Indian
ethical discourse - "dharma". This notion embodies the traditional pursuit of moral
values, the ethical order that regulates the conduct of the individual, family, civil life
and state. "Dharma" is semantically connected with the idea of ta, the underlying natural
order that connects individuals, society and the universe as a whole - it conveys the
struggle for balance in the world and for the welfare of all beings, including gods,
humans and animals. The interconnectedness of humanity and nature is a recurring
idea of the traditional ethical system.
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 But there is another aspect of the woman-question. In an article "A Critical
Interpretation of Pañcatantra", Prof. Anuradha Sharma criticizes how some of the stories
of Pañcatantra socialize women to dance to the tune of male dictate.5 The world of
Pañcatantra is predominantly a male domain. The prelude itself starts with homage to
Manu, the archetypal man, or the progenitor of humanity according to the early Sanskrit
texts and the narration starts with an expression that King Amara akti rules Mah ropya.
The king's request to Vi arma to teach his three dull sons is the catalyst for the
composition of Pañcatantra. The King's name and that of his three sons end in akti-
meaning might - which is always associated with male domination. Amara akti means
'a man as mighty as gods/eternal power'; Vasu akti means 'a man as mighty as vasus-a
group of eight gods'; Ugra akti means 'a man of fierce might' and Aneka akti means 'a
man of enormous might/Infinite power'. King Amara akti, who is described as a celestial
tree, granting the wishes of all supplicants- rules his kingdom which is named as
Mah l ropya and that literally means as beautiful as a maiden. This insinuates the typical
patriarchal idea that Man is the king and woman is his subject. There are very few
stories where women characters have some role to play. In the frame story of Book IV,
'Monkey and Crocodile', the wife of the crocodile and her female friends are presented
as evil and crafty- they plot to kill her husband's friend, the monkey. In the next story in
the same chapter, "An Ass Without Ears and Heart" where King Lion orders his minister
Jackal to get an ass for him, Jackal goes to a village, finds a distraught ass, lures him of
female asses in jungle and brings him to the lion. In this story female asses are presented
as mere alluring sexual objects. Vi arma comments, "The things that claw, and the
things that gore /Are unreliable things; /And so is a man with sword in his hand, /And
rivers, and women, and kings". (Ryder, 34) In one story from Book I, Story VII, "The
Weaver's Wife", we have two wives; one is an adulteress, running to her lover the
moment her husband leaves the house, and the other is the Bawd (Barber's wife) who
acts as their go-between. The weaver's wife manages to trick her husband into believing
that she is a saintly wife; and the bawd fools the judges into believing her false story
and nearly gets her husband executed. The same theme of adultery and cunningness of
women runs through the story of the carpenter and his adulterous wife in Book III,
Story VI: "How the Unfaithful Wife Tricked Her Husband". Vi arma comments,
'Behold the faults with woman born:/ Impurity, and heartless scorn, / Untruth, and folly,
reckless heat, / Excessive greediness, deceit.' (Ryder, 68) Not only in narration but in
verses also women are portrayed as adulteresses - for example, in Book I, story VII
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"The Weaver's Wife", Victor tells Cheek - 'There are seven vices in the world, namely:
Drink, women, hunting, scolding, dice, Greed, cruelty: these seven are vice' (Ryder,
72). Here we can see that women or the companionship of women is considered a vice
to men of work. In the story "The Weaver's Wife", the author comments- 'When husband
lingers Far away, the flirt becomes Supremely gay' (Ryder, 63) - women are virtuous
only when she is under the control of a man. Here the wife who is presented as a whore,
was beaten badly by the husband as punishment. He also cut the nose of the barber's
wife and the author comments 'In case of major dereliction, Disfigurement is the
infliction' (Ryder,71). We are reminded of  in the R m ya a, she was also
punished in the same way by Lak a for her advances to him. In Book V, on the
other hand, we have quite a different situation. The frame story presents the kind and
wise wife of a Br hmin- a stereotypical patriarchal husband. When she is expecting, her
husband says to her, 'You have attained your purpose. You will give birth to a son; he
will be the one who will continue my lineage'. But the wife replied, 'Who knows it will
be a son or not?' In a highly patriarchal culture in India, the most desired virtue in a
woman in general and a wife in particular is obedience. Vi arma supports this tradition
when he says in Book, I Verse 82- 'That is a true deed, which is free from stains, / She
is true wife, who does as she is told'. The womenfolk are denied a voice of their own in
the patriarchal society.

The Pañcatantra is a book by and for men, especially men of the court. It was
written to instruct the future kings about the governance as well as duties and challenges
of the kings. Kings are compared to women in their capriciousness. Vi arma could
have voiced his views about the unreliability of kings without mentioning women's
infidelity in general but he had a pre-conceived deep-rooted belief in the immorality in
the character of all women and so he could not but compare kings with women in the
issue of moral degradation and weakness. In Book I, the author says, - 'For kings and
vines and maidens/ To nearest neighbour's cling'(Ryder, 30). Vi arma warns the
princes against the evils such as gambling, drinking and women. Further, he treats
woman  merely as an object or commodity when he says - 'In case of horse or book or
sword, /Of woman, man or lute or word, / the use or uselessness depends/ on qualities
the user lends.' (Translator's Introduction, Ryder, 7). He means that women should be
used and driven according to the will of men. Vi arma personifies royal fortune as

, a woman and warns the kings to be on guard, because, he comments, being a woman,
fortune is fickle and will run away with the next handsome and rich prince who happens
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to come along. Vi arma makes his characters his mouthpieces to voice his philosophy
of life. Through his characters he gives vent to his thinking about women. His biased
and discriminatory remarks are apparent in the book of N ti. His views that women are
incarnated infidelity are expressed below:

"The wench cares not/A straw to miss/The covered couch, /The husband's kiss;/
The pleasant bed;/In place of this/She ever seeks/A stolen wish. (Ryder, 63)

The stories may be simply told but they have multiple layers of meaning. It seems
that these degenerated and derogatory portrayal of women in these stories are the result
of subsequent moral degeneration in society. There are many instances of women being
portrayed as adulteresses and deceitful in the J taka stories also. One of the glaring
evidences of adultery can be seen in the story of Cullapaduma J taka6 where a dutiful
husband doing his karma by aiding a handicapped dacoit and in response his wife
begins an illicit relationship with the dacoit.

In the ancient Indus valley civilisation of India, evidences show the worship of
the mother goddess. Hence, the veneration for the mother is evident during that period.
During the g Vedic period, it is believed that the position of wife was honoured and
women's position was acknowledged, especially in the performance of religious
ceremonies. But during later Vedic period and subsequent Mauryan and Gupta period
gradually women's position degenerated.The discrimination was observed primarily in
terms of acquisition of education and other rights and facilities. The position of women,
further experienced a decline with the prevalence of child marriage, sat , polygamy and
the purdah system. The women were primarily equated with property in the epics and
the puranas. During the Mauryan period too, the status of women was in a deteriorated
condition. The women, belonging to upper castes were supposed to accept the purdah
system. During this period, men were polygamous and sat  was regarded as an accepted
norm. Arth  imposed more stigmas upon them. They were not permitted to go to
any places without the permission of their husbands and were not allowed to make
decisions on their own. During the Gupta period, their status experienced a further
decline. They experienced abuse and mistreatment from Sm ti stras. Manu dictated
that they would be dependent upon their fathers during the childhood stage, on husbands
in youth and on sons in old age. Apart from the practices of child marriage and sati, the
other aspects that imposed detrimental effects upon the status of women were prostitution
and the Devad s  system (Rout, 2016).7 These seem to induce the few stories in
Pañcatantra with misogynous attributes.
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 Considering the impact that gender representation in children's literature has on
the self-esteem of children, as well as the role it plays in indicating the status of women
in society, it is essential that these ancient stories should be retold for the equal and just
representation of female and male characters. Modern feminist Suniti Namjoshi has
rewritten some of the fables of Pañcatantra as 'Feminist Fables', published in 1981. In
one of the stories she has introduced the Blue Donkey, replacing the Blue Jackal in
original Pañcatantra. Suniti's female Blue Donkey, whose colour sets her apart as a
strange creature, can stand for many things-the figure of the female writer, or of those
discriminated against for their sexual choices or the colour of their skin, a creature who
makes those around her uneasy because they don't know where to place her.
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Comparative Study of Morality in Narayan Pandit's
Hitopadesa and Jean de La Fontaine's Les Fables

Fables are said to be the storehouse of moral wisdom. Though the moral
lessons in fables are believed to be meant for children, they are equally useful
for adults. Moral stories besides inculcating moral values also help people to
move on a better path. Nârâyan Pa it’s Hitopade a and Jean de La Fontaine’s
Les Fables are widely read all over the world for the moral lessons and the
practical wisdom ingrained in them. Though both the books are from different
countries and their times were also different yet few similarities can be
observed from the perspective of morality. This research paper attempts a
brief discussion along with a comparative study of moral knowledge perceived
in Hitopade a and Les Fables.
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"I use animals to teach man."

Elizur Wright
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"You are at that age when amusement and games are permitted of princes : but at the same time
you ought to give some of your thoughts to serious reflection. All this can be found in the
fables....they seem puerile, I admit; but this outward appearance of puerility serves as an envelope
for important truths."

The Ass dressed in the Lion's skin
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The grasshopper and
the ant
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"My fable sometimes brings to view

The face of vanity purblind

With that of restless envy join'd."

The frog that wished to be as big as the ox

The wolf and the lamb

Alphonse de Lamartine Jean Jacques
Rousseau De Lamartine Meditations poetiques

Rousseau
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Emile

" Fable can teach men but you have to tell the naked
truth to the children, as soon as it is covered with a veil, they no longer bother to lift it. We teach
the febles of La Fontaine to all the children, and there is not a single one who hears them. When
they would here them, it would be even worse; because morality is so mixed up and so
disproportionate to their age, that it would lead them more to vice than to virtue."

A. B. Keith "Narayana's style, as intended for instruction in Sanskrit, is simple
and normally satisfactorily easy."

1. Hitopadesa, Prasthabika, Verse no 9.
2.
3. Quintero. Ruben (ed), A Companion to Satire Ancient and Modern, 1st edition, p.147
4. Hitopadesa, Prasthabika, Verse no 2.
5. Picraux, Joseph, Norbert , “The Morality of Fables of La Fontaine” Master’s The ses, p. 11.
6. The Fables of La Fontaine, Book 5, Story 1, 147.
7. Hitopadesa, Mitralabh, Verse no 31.
8. Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, Emile ou De L’education, p. 160
9. Keith, A. Berriedale, A History of Sanskrit Literature, 4th Edition, p. 264
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Single Author:
Jaini, P.S. Gender and Salvation. Jaina Debates on the Spiritual Liberation of Women. U
of California P, 1991.
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The ultimate aim of achieving deliverance from the relentless cycle of birth and death is
believed to be achieved if one gives up the attachment to worldly luxuries and pleasures
and lives an ascetic life (Jaini 5).
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P. S. Jaini says that the ultimate aim of achieving deliverance from the relentless cycle of
birth and death is believed to be achieved if one gives up the attachment to worldly luxuries
and pleasures and lives an ascetic life (5).
Work by Multiple Authors:
Butler, J., et al. The Judith Butler Reader. Blackwell, 2004.
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The author owns the copyright of the article until the article is accepted for publication. After
the acceptance communication, the copyright of the article is owned by the Pr cy . It should
not be reproduced elsewhere without the written permission of the Chief Editor of the Journal.
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